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 Combinatorial synthesis is an efficient tool that can be used to discover new 

materials.  It allows one to systemically study a large number of materials simultaneously 

as their physical properties change with the varying chemical composition.  Using this 

technique, we study various multifunctional electronic materials.  Different designs of 

libraries, such as discrete libraries and composition spreads, are fabricated and 

characterized in order to rapidly map composition-structure-property relationships in a 

variety of systems.   

 We have made gas sensor device libraries to optimize the performance of gas 

sensing materials.  We have utilized the combinatorial pulsed laser deposition (PLD) 

flange for fabricating the discrete device library of doped SnO2 thin films.  Several 

libraries were made with different amounts of dopants such as In2O3, WO3, ZnO, Pt, and 

Pd.  After exposing the whole library to chloroform, formaldehyde, and benzene gases, 



the compositions most sensitive to these gases were found.  We have also demonstrated 

the use of a gas sensor library as an electronic nose where responses from different 

devices are multiplexed to perform pattern recognition for distinguishing different gases 

at concentrations down to 12.5 ppm with high repeatability of response signals.  

 Magnetic properties of composition spreads and discrete libraries are analyzed by 

a scanning SQUID microscope.  The in-plane and out-of-plane magnetization 

distributions are calculated from the magnetic field data using the inversion technique.  

Various parameters that control the inversion technique are discussed in detail and 

optimized with the help of simulated data.   

 By applying the inversion technique to thin-film discrete libraries, we have 

mapped the functional phase diagram of Ni-Mn-Ga system whose Heusler composition 

Ni2MnGa is a well known ferromagnetic shape memory alloys (FSMAs).  A large, 

previously unexplored compositional region of FSMAs outside the Heusler composition 

is found.   

 In search for novel multiferroic materials, we have fabricated PbTiO3 (PTO)-

CoFe2O4 (CFO) composition spreads using the combinatorial PLD.  After calculating the 

in-plane and out-of-plane remanent magnetization distributions with the help of the 

inversion technique, it was found that when PTO is added to CFO, CFO’s magnetic 

anisotropy changes.  Furthermore, we found that the compositional region between 

(PTO)0.5–(CFO)0.5 and (PTO)0.8–(CFO)0.2 exhibits the coexistence of ferroelectricity and 

ferromagnetism.  
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Chapter 1  

Introduction 
 

 Combinatorial synthesis is a technique that allows one to quickly investigate a 

large number of previously unexplored materials by fabricating arrays of compositionally 

varying samples.  In combinatorial experimentation, the biggest challenge is often in 

implementing an effective tool for rapid characterization.  To facilitate high-throughput 

screening of the combinatorial samples, parallel detection schemes and non-destructive 

scanning probe microscopes are used to identify compositional regions with enhanced 

physical properties.  In our group, we use a number of recently invented scanning probe 

microscopes that are ideal for scanning the combinatorial libraries and characterizing 

their electric and magnetic properties.  They include the scanning superconducting 

quantum interference device (SQUID) microscope, scanning microwave and scanning 

ferromagnetic resonance microscopes.   

 The focus of this thesis is on the use of combinatorial pulsed laser deposition for 

synthesis of both discrete libraries and composition spreads, as well as on quantitative 

analysis of magnetic properties of composition spreads using the scanning SQUID 

microscope. 

 In Chapter 2, I introduce the basics of combinatorial synthesis.  I discuss the 

pulsed laser deposition (PLD) technique, and describe the combinatorial PLD system for 

which I built the automated controls and finalized the software communication.  I 

describe the basic design and operation of the PLD technique used to fabricate 
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combinatorial libraries.  I also briefly introduce the analysis tools that were used to 

characterize them.   

 In Chapter 3, I discuss synthesis and operation of gas sensor libraries or electronic 

noses based on doped semiconducting SnO2 thin films.  I give some background about 

gas sensing and discuss the mechanism of semiconductor gas sensors.  I show how the 

libraries were fabricated using combinatorial PLD flange and characterized using 

multiplexing electronics.  The gas sensor libraries are an example of discrete library. 

 A scanning SQUID microscope is a convenient tool for probing magnetic 

properties of combinatorial libraries and composition spreads.  In Chapter 4, I discuss 

some fundamentals of SQUIDs and the commercial scanning SQUID microscope 

developed at Neocera, Inc.,  I then briefly discuss the SQUID fabrication. 

 In Chapter 5, I introduce simple models, which can be easily adopted to 

characterize uniformly magnetized thin films.  They are the line-charge model for the in-

plane magnetization and the current-loop model for the out-of-plane magnetization.  

These models are discussed in detail, and are applied to experimental and simulated data 

for obtaining magnetization.  For samples with varying magnetization, such as 

combinatorial libraries and composition spreads, however, the models fail to provide 

reliable results for magnetization.  Therefore, here, I introduce the inversion technique to 

calculate magnetization.  The formal derivation of this technique for the in-plane and out-

of-plane magnetization is presented. 

 In Chapter 6, I examine the role of the parameters that control the inversion 

technique for calculating the in-plane and our-of-plane magnetization.  Understanding 

their role is important when one wants to obtain reliable and accurate results for 
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magnetization, in particular, for combinatorial libraries and composition spreads.  To this 

end, I simulate magnetic field for in-plane and out-of-plane magnetized thin films.  Using 

these simulation data, I discuss the effects of the parameters, such as the cut-off-

frequency, the distance between the sample and the SQUID, scanning area and 

integration area on the magnetization.  The inversion technique is then applied to 

experimental data, for uniformly magnetized samples, and the results are compared with 

the simulated data. 

 In Chapter 7, I discuss combinatorial investigation of ferromagnetic shape 

memory alloys (FSMAs), where the inversion technique was applied for calculation of 

remanent magnetization.  I discuss high-throughput synthesis and characterization 

techniques that were used for this particular system.  I show how we have mapped the 

ternary compositional phase diagram of the Ni-Mn-Ga system, and discuss the results of 

this investigation, where we extended the known FSMA regions to previously unexplored 

regions.   

 In Chapter 8, I discuss magnetoelectric thin film composition spreads.  In 

particular, I discuss on our recent work on the system of PbTiO3 (PTO) - CoFe2O4 

(CFO).  I focused on magnetic characterization of the composition spreads.  Using the 

optimized parameters of the inversion technique, I calculated in-plane and out-of-plane 

remanent magnetization distributions for the composition spread.  From these 

distributions, I show that when PTO is added to CFO, and the microstructure of the 

material changes, and its magnetic anisotropy changes.  We found that the compositions 

between (PTO)0.5 – (CFO)0.5 and (PTO)0.8 – (CFO)0.2 exhibit the coexistence of 

ferroelectricity and ferromagnetism.  
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Chapter 2  

Combinatorial synthesis 
 

 In this chapter, the basics of combinatorial synthesis are introduced.  I briefly 

discuss pulsed laser deposition (PLD), and describe the combinatorial PLD system for 

which I built the automated controls and finalized the software communication.  I will 

describe the fundamental design and operation of the PLD technique used to fabricate 

combinatorial samples.  I will also introduce the analysis tools that were used to 

characterize the samples.   

 

2.1 Basics of combinatorial synthesis 

 Throughout history, scientists and engineers have relied on trial-and-error for 

materials discovery.  This process allows only a small number of materials to be 

examined in a given period of time.  Combinatorial synthesis is a technique that allows 

one to quickly investigate a large number of previously unexplored materials.  Within the 

last two decades, combinatorial chemistry and screening for new drugs and biomolecules 

have revolutionized the pharmaceutical and DNA-sequencing industries [1].  Its 

application to inorganic solid-state materials was pioneered at Lawrence Berkeley 

National Laboratory (LBNL) [2], and the effectiveness of the approach has since been 

demonstrated in the discoveries of dielectric/ferroelectric materials [3, 4, 5, 6], 

ferromagnetic materials [7, 8], colossal magnetoresistive materials [9, 10], polymers [11, 

12, 13], catalysts [14, 15], and luminescent materials [2, 5].  
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 The combinatorial techniques can be used to address materials issues at different 

levels in a wide range of topics from semiconductor manufacturing and thin-film smart 

materials to catalytic powders and biomaterials.  It is hoped that the combinatorial 

approach to materials will lead to accelerated innovation in various industries broadly 

benefiting our society.  

 When surveying the history of materials science, one finds that most of the basic 

binary compounds have been explored, and most of their properties are known.  

However, the recent discovery of superconductivity in MgB2 shows that not even this is 

completely true.  However, as soon as one moves to other multi-element compounds such 

as ternary or quaternary, one finds that a large fraction of all possible compounds (formed 

by combining different elements) remain unexplored.  At the end of 1980s, J. C. Phillips 

estimated that there were about 24,000 known inorganic materials [16].  Out of these, 

16,000 are binary compounds, and only 8,000 are ternary and other multi-element 

compounds.  If one is simply to pick out any three or four elements from the periodic 

table to form different compounds (there are about 60 non-radioactive and non-gas 

elements), there are over 30,000 possible ternary compounds and 500,000 possible 

quaternary compounds.  Clearly, an extremely large number of compounds are yet to be 

explored.  Any effort to systematically explore them using the one-by-one traditional 

approach would take a prohibitively long time.  Combinatorial synthesis offers a potential 

solution to this problem.  

 The general trend in materials discoveries is that new materials tend to have 

increasingly complicated structures, often consisting of a large number of elements.  

Looking at the development of materials, there is also a trend that compounds that are 
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more complex tend to have physical properties that are more desirable.  This is clearly 

illustrated in the case of high-temperature superconductors, where the highest 

superconducting transition temperature is currently observed in the HgBa2Ca2Cu3O8+d 

compound with a complicated layered structure.  Figure 2.1 shows the critical 

temperature (Tc) of superconductors as a function of number of elements required to form 

the compound.  It suggests that Tc increases as the compounds become more and more 

complex.  
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Figure 2.1 The correlation between materials complexity (reflected in the number of 
elements required to form the compounds) and a physical property (Tc) for 
superconductors.  

 

 The application of the combinatorial approach to technologically relevant 

electronic materials is best implemented in the form of thin-film libraries.  Combinatorial 

thin-film libraries encompassing large compositional variations can be generated using 

different thin-film deposition techniques.  Figure 2.2 shows the flow process of one 
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representative combinatorial synthesis thin film experiment.  In this scheme, a large 

collection of compositionally varying samples is synthesized under the same conditions.  

Each composition, in this case is spatially separated from others by a grid formed by 

shadow masks.  The samples are then processed and screened simultaneously.  Different  

 

Figure 2.2 The flow diagram of a representative combinatorial thin film experiment. 

 

characterization tools are used depending on the desired application and physical 

properties of interest.  Once compositions with enhanced physical properties are 

identified, they are analyzed individually in more detail, and subsequently large scale 

synthesis is pursued.  This strategy has the potential to unearth an abundance of useful 

materials in a single experiment.  Materials scientists are increasingly taking advantage of 
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the efficiency of combinatorial synthesis and extending it to accelerate the discovery of 

complex compounds in a variety of areas.  

 In our group, we have developed several new combinatorial deposition chambers.  

They include versatile pulsed-laser deposition systems with a modular combinatorial 

flange, a multi-gun ultra-high vacuum sputtering system, and a source dual-gun electron 

beam evaporating system with a modular combinatorial flange. 

discrete librarynatural composition spread composition spread layer-by-layerdiscrete library
A B

discrete librarynatural composition spread composition spread layer-by-layerdiscrete librarydiscrete librarydiscrete librarynatural composition spread composition spread layer-by-layerdiscrete librarynatural composition spread composition spread layer-by-layerdiscrete library
A B

 

Figure 2.3 A schematic of three basic library designs used in our group.  (a) Natural 
composition spread technique.  Varying combinations of three different elements (A, B 
and C) are obtained at different positions on a wafer by co-deposition.  (b) A discrete 
library.  Each site has a different composition and can be addressed as Cxy.  (c) Binary 
composition spread.  The composition across the chip continuously changes from A to B. 

 

 In our group, we utilize several kinds of library designs (Figure 2.3).  Figure 2.3 

(a) shows the natural composition spread typically made by co-deposition of different 

elements (A, B, and C).  The degree of the intermixing of elements can vary depending 

on the deposition condition.  This technique can be used to map different parts of ternary 

phase diagrams.  This type of library design was employed for the search of new 

compositions of ferromagnetic shape memory alloys (FSMA) [7], which will be 

discussed in Chapter 7.  The discrete library is shown in Figure 2.2 and Figure 2.3 (b).  
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Here, each site on the chip is spatially separated from other sites and can be addressed as 

Cxy.  Each chip can contain up to thousands of different compositions.  This type of 

library design was used to investigate gas sensor materials [17].  This is discussed in 

Chapter 3.  The last type of combinatorial sample is shown in Figure 2.3 (c), which is a 

binary composition spread, where the composition across the chip continuously varies 

from pure A at one end of the chip to pure B at the other.  This spread is typically 

fabricated using a layer-by-layer deposition, which allows one to control the intermixing 

of the two materials A and B at the nanometer level.  Binary phase diagrams can be 

mapped on individual chips using this technique.  An example where the composition 

spreads were used for the search of magnetoelectric materials (ME) will be discussed in 

Chapter 8. 

 Mapping compositional phase diagrams is of paramount importance in materials 

physics.  For instance, establishing the doping phase diagram in cuprate superconductors 

and perovskite manganites has played a critical role in advancing the understanding of 

their physical properties [2, 18].  The continuous composition spread techniques (Figure 

2.3 (a) and (c)) have proven to be a powerful means to quickly map previously 

unexplored regions of materials phase-space [7,19, 20].  Such experiments can be used to 

elucidate the physics of various phenomena.    

 In combinatorial experimentation, the biggest challenge is often in implementing 

an effective tool for rapid characterization.  Parallel detection schemes and non-

destructive scanning probe microscopes are used to facilitate high-throughput screening 

of the combinatorial libraries and composition spreads in order to identify compositional 

regions with enhanced physical properties.  In our group, we have taken advantage of a 
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number of recently invented scanning probe microscopes that are ideal for scanning the 

combinatorial libraries and characterizing their electric and magnetic properties.  They 

include the scanning superconducting quantum interference device (SQUID) microscope, 

the scanning microwave microscope and the scanning ferromagnetic resonance 

microscope.   

 The focus of this thesis is on the use of combinatorial pulsed laser deposition for 

synthesis of both discrete libraries and composition spreads (Figure 2.3 (b) and (c)), as 

well as on quantitative analysis of magnetic properties of composition spreads using the 

scanning SQUID microscope.  

 

2.2 Combinatorial thin film library fabrication by Pulsed Laser 

Deposition (PLD) 

 Combinatorial synthesis techniques have been used to make libraries of both bulk 

materials and thin films.  In this thesis, I will mainly discuss thin film library fabrication 

using PLD.  For combinatorial investigation, there are several advantages of thin films 

over bulk materials.  They include the fact that 1) non-equilibrium processes of thin film 

deposition can lead to the formation of phases unavailable in the bulk and 2) readily 

available microfabrication techniques can lend themselves to library synthesis techniques.  

There are two major methods to create large compositional variation in combinatorial 

libraries and composition spreads: (1) solution-based synthesis [21] and (2) solid-state 

thin films [22].  The basic premise of library fabrication is that compositional variation is 

achieved across a library through spatially selective materials deposition and synthesis.  
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We have used PLD to make different types of combinatorial samples comprised of solid-

state thin films.  

 

2.2.1 Basics of PLD 

 Unlike bulk materials, thin films must be grown on substrates, and the film 

properties can be highly influenced by the interface between the film and the substrate.  

Relevant properties of the interface include presence of microstructural defects and strain 

induced by the substrate.  If a film is grown in such a way so that its orientation directly 

reflects that of the substrate, the growth mode is called epitaxial.  When a film is grown 

on the same material as the substrate (for instance, (100) MgO film on (100) MgO 

substrate), it is called a homoepitaxial growth.  Otherwise, the growths are 

heteroepitaxial.  When there is a lattice mismatch between the film and the substrate, 

elastic tensile or compressive stresses will occur in the film for thickness less than the 

critical thickness (hc) [23].  When the film thickness is larger than hc, dislocations will 

start to develop to reduce the stress, and the film gets relaxed.  Kinetics of the nucleation 

mechanism in thin film growth also plays an important role in determining the phase 

formation and the microstructure of thin films.  

 Among various thin film deposition schemes, PLD has been embraced as one of 

the most versatile methods for exploratory research.  After the first high-power ruby laser 

became available, there was a flood of theoretical and experimental studies on the 

interactions of intense laser beams with solid surfaces, liquids, and gaseous materials.  It 

was seen that vaporizing these materials by the intense laser beam could be achieved 

without any difficulty.  Then the idea of using such intense laser radiation to ablate and 
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deposit thin films came along and was first demonstrated in 1965 by Smith and Tuner 

[24].  During the next two decades, however, further investigations were sporadic and 

slow-paced.  The first major breakthrough came in the mid 1970s when an electronic 

switch was developed to deliver short pulses with very high peak power density.  But it 

was the successful growth of high Tc superconducting films in 1987 that truly lifted PLD 

off the ground [25].  There have been major advances in the field of metal oxide thin 

films and devices in general, and this was accomplished with a significant contribution 

from PLD [26]. 

 

Figure 2.4 Schematic drawing of a PLD chamber 

 

 Conceptually and experimentally, PLD is relatively simple.  A high-power pulsed 

laser is used as an external energy source to vaporize a target material and to deposit a 

thin film of the material on a substrate mounted on a holder inside a vacuum chamber 

(Figure 2.4).  A set of optical components is used to focus and raster the laser beam over 

the target surface.  This technique is flexible and is easily adaptable to different growth 
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conditions such as substrate temperature variation and the amount and kind of gas 

injected in the chamber for reactive deposition.  The theoretical description of the 

mechanism that leads to material ablation is somewhat complicated involving equilibrium 

and nonequilibrium processes and depends on laser beam characteristics as well as 

optical, topological and thermodynamical properties of the target material.   

 When the laser radiation is absorbed by a solid surface, electromagnetic energy is 

first converted into electronic excitation, then into thermal, chemical and mechanical 

energy to cause evaporation, ablation, excitation and plasma formation.  The plume forms 

from evaporants consisting of a mixture of energized species such as atoms, molecules, 

electrons, ions, clusters, etc.  Since the mean free path inside the dense plume is very 

short, the plume expands into vacuum to form a hydrodynamic jet from the target surface 

to the substrate surface.  The non-equilibrium mechanism in the plume formation results 

in the highly stoichiometric transfer mode of materials.  The high diffusion mobility of 

atoms on the substrate surface transferred from the kinetic energy of the plasma plume 

results in relatively smooth surface of the film.  

 PLD has many advantages.  A single composition film can be made in a relatively 

short period of time in high vacuum or in low pressure of reactive gases.  By monitoring 

the number of laser pulses, one can control the deposition of materials at atomic layer 

level, and using a layer-by-layer deposition technique (using more than one target in one 

set of depositions), one can design and explore novel materials systems that do not exist 

in bulk forms.  Target materials do not need to be biased, and a multiple-target carrousel 

allows deposition of a number of different materials in a single run.  PLD systems are 

relatively inexpensive, and they can be set-up quickly and easily with minimum 
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maintenance requirements.  In addition to metal oxides (and metals), PLD has also been 

used to fabricate thin films of polymer materials and other organic molecules [27].  

However, there are disadvantages of PLD as well.  First, the strong directionality of the 

laser plume results in a pronounced thickness and compositional gradient in deposited 

film across the substrate.  A typical area of uniform thickness and composition under a 

standard oxide deposition condition (O2 partial pressure: 100 mTorr, target-substrate 

distance: ≈ 10 cm and energy density of 1-2 J/cm2 focused to a spot of 1mm x 4 mm) is 

limited to 1 cm x 1 cm.  Second, the surface roughness in the deposited film arises from 

the splashing effect (where particulates are transferred from the target to the substrate) 

which is enhanced with the increasing laser energy density.  The particles produced by 

splashing can vary in size (sub-micron to micron) and shape (spherical to irregular).  This 

effect can be minimized by the use of velocity selector or by implementing off-axis PLD 

geometry [28]. 

 Compared to other deposition techniques such as molecular beam epitaxy and 

chemical vapor deposition, PLD is very flexible in its implementation, and it can be made 

to be relatively simple in operation.  It has proven to be a powerful tool in fabrication of 

different types of thin films from ultra thin films to complex heteroepitaxial multilayers.  

From ferroelectricity, piezoelectricity, and optical nonlinearity to magnetism and 

superconductivity, PLD has become an indispensable tool in exploration of novel 

functional metal oxide thin films [29]. 
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2.2.2 Combinatorial PLD flange  

 In order to perform fabrication of combinatorial samples in PLD, the mechanism 

that allows spatially varying deposition needs to be installed.  This could be 

accomplished in a number of ways.  Typically, there are a number of parts in the chamber 

such as shadow masks and/or movable shutter mechanism that need to be set up.  This 

could result in complex and expensive deposition chamber designs [30, 31].  Our goal in 

incorporating combinatorial strategy to PLD was to keep its flexibility and to maintain 

and enhance the versatility.  To this end, we have developed a compact combinatorial 

thin film deposition flange 8 inches in diameter where all the necessary components for 

creating combinatorial libraries and composition spread of different designs are 

integrated in a single vacuum flange.  It was developed in collaboration with Russ Wood 

in mechanical development group [32].  Figure 2.5(a) is a photograph of the 

combinatorial PLD flange.  The flange is approximately 19” in height and weighs 

approximately 25 lbs.  The complete mechanism of the flange is entirely modular.  Figure 

2.5 (b) is a photograph of a PLD system with the combinatorial flange mounted to it.  The 

flange is also applicable to any physical vapor deposition systems involving shadow 

deposition such as sputtering, evaporation, etc.  There is a pending U.S. patent on the 

flange.  Recently, we started using the flange in an electron beam evaporation chamber.  

 The flange has a 1.5-inch diameter sample–mounting heater plate, attached to a 

heater housing, which can be raised to a temperature of approximately 800 °C.  The 

heater housing itself is rotatable in an automated manner with an indexed angle.  

Immediately above the heater plate is an x-y shuttering system, which allows spatially 

selective shadow deposition of different layouts anywhere on a mounted substrate up to 
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Figure 2.5 (a) A photograph of the combinatorial thin film deposition 8” flange.  (b) A 
photograph of the combinatorial PLD chamber. 
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Figure 2.6 A top view photograph of the combinatorial flange showing the shutter 
assembly and the rotatable heater. 

 

1-inch square in size (Figure 2.6).  The shutters motions are automated.  The motors drive 

the shafts transferring the motion to the chains, to which the shutters/masks are 

connected.   

 The shutters are about 300 µm thick and are made of stainless steel sheets.  The 

spacing between the heater plate and the shutter plates is adjustable.  It can be as close as 

100 µm, which is often the distance used for room temperature depositions, or as far 

away as 5 cm, for post deposition anneals at elevated temperatures.  For in-situ growth of 

films at elevated temperatures, typically the separation distance is 300 µm which is 

required for minimizing the heat transfer from the heater to the shutter system and then to 
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other parts of the mechanical assembly.  The shutter plates and the heater plates are 

replaceable, and they are exchanged in going from experiment to experiment in order to 

minimize cross-contamination through re-sputtering of materials deposited on them.  The 

shutters can move with variable speeds from 0.18 mm/sec to 1.2 mm/sec.  For multilayer 

depositions, the shutter-driving motors, the target carousel, which fits up to six target 

materials and laser firing, are all synchronized by a computer and controlled via compiled 

Labview software.   

 The combinatorial PLD flange is portable and relatively easy to use.  We have 

found that the two overlapping shutters, which move in orthogonal directions, combined 

with a rotatable heater allow us to create virtually any type of library/spread designs.  I 

will discuss the details of the electronics and software involved in section 2.2.3. 

 Depending on the library layout, different shutter designs are required.  We create 

various shapes in stencil masking by cutting different apertures into the shutters.  Here, I 

will discuss two basic designs that I used.  The first one is for generating discrete 

libraries, where thin film samples of different compositions are deposited on separated 

individual sites of square areas.  A schematic of this design is shown in Figure 2.7 (a).  

For this, two orthogonal slits cut in the x-y shutters are used to position the square 

opening through which the film is deposited.  An example of a library made this way is a 

gas sensor library with 16 different 50 nm thick sensor films deposited on arrays of two-

terminal interdigitated electrodes [17].  The gas sensor library and its fabrication will be 

discussed in Chapter 3. 
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Figure 2.7 A schematic of the top view of the combinatorial shutter assembly.  Different 
aperture layouts are used to fabricate different combinatorial libraries.  (a) Set-up for 
fabricating discrete libraries.  (b) Set-up for fabricating composition spreads.  The wedge-
like thickness profile (Figure 2.8) can be created using this. 

 

 The second type of combinatorial samples is composition spreads [32].  The 

utility of composition spreads has been previously demonstrated in rapid mapping of 

composition-property phase diagrams [4, 7, 9] as well as for optimizing materials 

properties [33].  A schematic of aperture design for generating composition spreads is as 

shown in Figure 2.7 (b).  Here, a linear compositional gradient across the spread is 

created by performing a series of shadow depositions through the rectangular opening in 

a shutter, which moves back and forth over the substrate during the deposition.  The 

motion of the shutter is synchronized with the firing of the laser in such a way, that for 

each deposition, a thickness gradient “wedge” is created on a chip.   
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material A material Bmaterial A material B
 

Figure 2.8 A schematic side view of a pair of wedge like thin film layers deposited using 
a moving shutter edge. 

 

Figure 2.8 shows a schematic side view of a pair of wedge layers of materials A and B 

deposited with the moving mask.  This technique can be used to make composition 

spreads where the composition continuously varies from pure material A at one end to 

pure material B at the other end, and the two materials are intermixed at nanometer level.  

The utility of this technique in synthesis of PbTiO3 (PTO)-CoFe2O4 (CFO) composition 

spreads is discussed in Chapter 8.   

 

2.2.3 Automation of all the PLD components 

 Several components of the combinatorial PLD deposition system are automated.  

On the flange itself, there are three motors.  The first two (motor #1 and motor #2) drive 

the x-y shutters.  The third is a central motor that drives the heater housing.  On the target 

carousel, there are two motors: one drives the main shaft on which the carousel rotates 

and the other drives each individual target for their rotation.  The laser is synchronized 

with the shutters and the targets.  Here in this section, I will describe the controls that I 

built for the flange motors and the software communication established for the whole 

system.  The motor controls are made of a series of components.  Figure 2.9 shows a  
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Figure 2.9 A Simple diagram of one motor connection 

 

simple flow diagram of one motor connection.  The stepper motor (Slo-syn Inc., Standard 

60 mm Frame Size (NEMA Size 23, 200/500 steps/rev) and the encoder (optical encoder 

200/500 steps/rev) are connected to the driver (Applied Motion Inc., 3535 Step Motor 

Drive).  They are all powered by a 24 V power supply.  As kindly supervised and 

suggested by Jack Touart of the Physics Electronics group, I incorporated two fuses to 

protect the driver (3 Amps) and the power supply (5 Amps) from overload current.  The 

driver sends the signals to the control module (PMC Corp., Module DCX-MC360-R) 

which is mounted on a PCI board (PMC Corp., DCX-PCI300-ATA) which is assembled 

into the ISA/PCI slot of the computer.  

 All the connections and the components of the control box for the two motors that 

drive the two shutters (x and y) are seen in Figure 2.10.  In Figure 2.10, the blue and the 

brown wires are for motor #1 and its encoder, respectively, and the green and orange 

ones are for motor #2.  The black wires are the connections to the two fuses, as discussed 

above.  A separate switch controls each motor, and an LED shows the presence of power.  

The Wincontrol software (PMC Corp.), supplied with the PCI board, communicates with 

the encoder via a driver.  All the drivers and the .dll files must be installed prior to testing 
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Figure 2.10 Control box and its components for two shutter motors of the PLD 

 

the motion.  They can be downloaded from the website of the company that makes the 

PCI board (www.pmccorp.com).  To test the control box and the motion of the motors, I 

first used Wincontrol commands such as ts33 (tell status), ts34, sv (set velocity), etc. to 

set up for the desired motion.  The velocity and the acceleration are set based on the 

experimental needs, as well as the trajectory of the velocity curve.  However, during 

experiments, we need to use Labview software.  A program that was used was Mask, it 

was originally written by Dr. Hauyee Chang at UC Berkeley, and modified by me.   

 There is an additional parameter that we must set in order to have the Labview 

program work correctly.  This program reads the output of the encoder position.  In order 
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for it to work properly, the encoder position must be 10 times the number of steps that 

one asks the motor to move.  So the command to set the ratio of steps to 10 was used.  

Once this was successful, we connected the masking program to the Laser program.  The 

software engineer Steve Garrahan of Neocera Inc. changed the standard PLD software 

and integrated his software with our Mask software to synchronize all the moving parts 

(the two carousel motors, the two shutter motors, the heater motor, and the firing of the 

laser).  The PCI board (Galil Inc.) that controls the carousel motors as well as the driver 

control box and the power box were bought from Neocera, Inc.  The compiled Labview 

software allowed us to control all the moving components including the firing of the 

laser.  All the parts were incorporated in such a way that we had the freedom to change 

any relevant parameters (such as velocity and acceleration of the shutters, their repeating 

motion frequency, the rotation speed and the position of the carousel targets, the 

frequency and the number of pulses of the laser)  in our experiments.  The control box for 

the third motor for the rotary motion of the heater was built using the same design.  For 

this purpose, the Labview program had to be rewritten and set up in such a way so that it 

was using the compiled software as a subroutine.   

 

2.3 Screening of combinatorial libraries 

 After combinatorial libraries are made, properties of materials on the libraries 

need to be measured.  In any type of combinatorial investigation, having the appropriate 

characterization tool is critical.  Without a suitable high-speed screening technique, high 

throughput synthesis serves little purpose.  In advanced functional materials, the required 

performance can be very application-specific.  This often translates into having to design, 
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develop and tailor screening techniques that are specialized for individual applications.  

For instance, capacitor dielectrics in memory devices and tunable microwave devices 

using the same class of ferroelectric materials have entirely different sets of performance 

requirements, necessitating two different screening techniques.   

 The diverse spectrum of functionalities in materials (ranging from gas sensing and 

optical nonlinearity to piezoelectricity and magnetoresistance) represents a tremendous 

challenge in high-throughput screening, often requiring new measurement instruments to 

be developed.  This is in contrast to combinatorial chemistry in life sciences, where the 

luminescent tagging technique is applicable in a wide range of studies.  In many ways, 

the availability of characterization tools defines the scope of one’s combinatorial 

materials research. 

 Scanning probe microscopes are often used for rapid characterization of thin film 

materials.  The ability of the scanning probe microscopes to provide non-destructive, 

spatially resolved mapping makes them the ideal screening tools for a variety of physical 

properties.  For instance, scanning superconducting quantum interference device 

(SQUID) microscopes have proved essential for investigation of magnetic materials [7, 

22].  I will focus on this characterization technique and describe new developments in 

quantitative analysis of spatially varying magnetic properties from the data acquired from 

magnetic materials libraries by a scanning SQUID microscope in Chapter 6.  Microwave 

microscopes were born out of the need to carry out non-contact electrical impedance 

measurements, and they are used for quantitative mapping of dielectric or ferroelectric 

materials libraries as well as resistance or conductance in thin-film libraries and spreads 

[3, 4].  Rapid characterization of optical properties (luminescence, transmission and so 
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on) is relatively straightforward because the necessary components for building the 

measurement setups are mostly commercially available.  On the other hand, there are 

physical parameters that are more difficult to extract accurately from small volumes of 

thin-film samples in libraries, such as thermal conductivity and elastic constants. 

 Aside from scanning probe techniques, methods that allow screening or detection 

by visual inspection represent some of the most desirable and elegant embodiments of the 

combinatorial strategy. Investigation of luminescent materials has yielded some striking 

examples [5], where ‘one look’ can often convey all the information one initially needs 

about the distribution of emission profiles.   

 An important new direction in rapid characterization techniques is the 

incorporation of microelectromechanical systems (MEMS).  Arrays of MEMS devices 

have a natural configuration that enables high-throughput evaluation of materials’ 

performance.  For example, arrays of micro-hotplates have been successfully used for 

developing libraries of inorganic films for gas sensors with individually addressable 

sensor elements [34, 35].  Recently, we have demonstrated the utility of an array of 

micromachined silicon cantilevers to fabricate a ‘self-reporting’ library allowing rapid 

identification of martensitic transformation of shape-memory alloys by visual inspection 

[7]. 

 Obtaining accurate mapping of composition and phase distribution is essential for 

constructing the relationship between composition, structure and properties of materials. 

It is easy to overlook the importance of materials diagnostics in this field.  Even when the 

composition distribution is clearly laid out in the design of a library, the original 
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compositional variation may shift or change during the processing, depending on the 

synthesis procedure of samples.   

 I will discuss several screening tools used for studies of various functional 

materials in subsequent chapters.  For general microstructure and phase determination, 

we used a scanning X-ray microdiffractometer and transmission electron microscopy 

(TEM).  For compositional determination and mapping of our library samples, we used 

wavelength dispersion spectroscopy (WDS).  For the dielectric properties of ferroelectric 

thin films at microwave frequencies, we used a non-destructive scanning near-filed 

microwave microscope to quantitatively measure linear dielectric constants and non-

linear dielectric signals.  For ferromagnetic properties, a room temperature scanning 

superconducting quantum interface device (SQUID) microscope was used to measure 

magnetic field emanating from samples.    

 In this thesis, there is an emphasis on the application of the scanning SQUID 

microscopy technique, where I performed quantitative calculation of magnetization of 

materials in two kinds of libraries:  a discrete library of ferromagnetic shape memory 

alloys and binary composition spreads of multiferroic materials. 
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Chapter 3  

Inorganic semiconductor gas sensor libraries:  Electronic nose 
 

 In this chapter, I will discuss synthesis and operation of gas sensor libraries based 

on doped semiconducting SnO2 thin films.  I will give some background about the topic 

and discuss the mechanism of semiconductor gas sensors.  I will show how the libraries 

were fabricated using the combinatorial PLD flange and how they were characterized 

using a multiplexing electronics.  The gas sensor libraries are an example of discrete 

libraries I discussed in the previous chapter.  

 

3.1 Introduction 

 Materials research is often driven by industrial and commercial requirements, 

particularly in the expanding field of gas sensing and monitoring.  The applications in 

this wide field range from domestic gas alarms and medical diagnostic apparatus to 

environmental safety and chemical plant instrumentation.  There are several ways of 

manufacturing gas sensors in the form of thin films.  Gas sensing materials can be 

deposited using various techniques including chemical vapor deposition (CVD), 

electrochemical deposition, solgel, thermal lithography, sputtering, and micropipetting. 

Here we have used pulsed laser deposition (PLD).  There are different types of devices 

that can be made from gas sensing materials.  Much of the past work in this field dealt 

with surface and bulk acoustic wave (SAW and BAW) devices and quartz microbalances, 

and organic devices such as lipid layers and conducting polymers.  The most common 
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gas-sensing devices at low cost end of the spectrum are solid state devices, including 

catalytic and metal oxide semiconductor (MOS) types and electrochemical devices.  Here 

I will discuss MOS type devices.  

 Electrical properties of some semiconductive metal oxides are sensitive to the 

surrounding gas atmosphere.  In particular, SnO2 [1, 2, 3, 4, 5] based semiconductors are 

commonly used for commercial gas sensors.  Their low manufacturing cost, low 

operation power consumption, and high compatibility with microelectronic processing 

make semiconductive gas sensors ideal in a variety of settings including environmental 

monitoring, military applications, chemical industrial processes, food processing and 

biomedical applications [6, 7, 8, 9]. 

 There is a continuing need to improve the sensitivity [10] and selectivity [10, 11] 

of MOS gas sensors.  In particular, selectivity is a critical figure of merit, and ideal 

sensors would respond differently to different gas species.  One strategy in pursuing the 

development of improved sensors is to systematically study a large number of 

compositionally varying sensor materials simultaneously.  This can be performed using 

the combinatorial approach where a large number of samples with different compositions 

as well as samples made with different synthesis parameters can be screened for rapid 

optimization [12].  

 An electronic nose is an instrument comprised of an array of different, gas sensors 

and signal multiplexing electronics, capable of recognizing individual or mixtures of 

analytes through pattern recognition [13, 14, 15, 16].  It is based on the multisensing 

principle, in which the distributed response of an array is used to identify the constituents 

of a gaseous environment, emulating the olfactory sense.  Individual sensor elements may 
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or may not be selective to any one gas.  But by using an array of different sensors, gases 

can be distinguished and identified by a distinct “fingerprint” each gas produces in the 

form of a pattern of measured electrical responses.  Although various electronic noses, 

mainly composed of organic materials [17, 18, 19], have been demonstrated to date, they 

have not enjoyed widespread use mainly because of their high cost of fabrication and 

energy consumption [20,21].  

 In the next sections, I will discuss rapid fabrication and characterization of thin 

film combinatorial libraries of gas sensing metal oxides.  The utility of combinatorial 

libraries is two-fold: one is to search and optimize the compositions for high sensitivity 

and selectivity of gases, and the other is to make use of the natural array geometry of the 

libraries with different sensor elements for electronic noses.  We have measured the 

library chips using a sensitive wide-ranged balanced-bridge electronics, and demonstrated 

detection of different gas species by pattern recognition.    

 

3.2 How gas sensors work 

 Semiconductor sensors detect gases via induced variations in their resistances.  

The most widely accepted explanation for this is that negatively charged oxygen 

adsorbates play an important role in detecting inflammable gases such as H2 and CO. 

Several kinds of adsorbates such as O-, O2
-, and O2- cover the surface of metal oxide 

semiconductors (MOS) in air.  In temperatures of 300-500 oC, at which most MOS are 

operated, O- is the most reactive adsorbate with inflammable gases, and eventually the 

variation in surface coverage of O- dominates the sensor resistance.  The formation of 

these oxygen adsorbates, in the case of n-type MOS, which I will be discussing, builds up 
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a space-charge region on the surfaces of MOS grains, resulting in an electron-depleted 

surface layer.  The electron transfer reaction from the grain surfaces to the adsorbates is 

as shown in Eq. 3.1 

−− =+ OeO 222    Equation 3.1 

 The depth of this space-charge layer is a function of the surface coverage of 

oxygen adsorbates and the intrinsic electron concentration in the bulk.  The resistance of 

the MOS in air is therefore high, due to the development of a potential barrier to the  

(a)

(b)

(a)

(b)

 

Figure 3.1 A model of a potential barrier to electronic conduction at grain boundary [22]. 
(a) Space charge region is formed on the surfaces of the MOS grains.  (b) The resistance 
of MOS in air is high due to the potential barrier at each grain boundary, when MOS is 
exposed to gas, the potential barrier height decreases and resistance drops.  

 

electronic conduction at each grain boundary as shown in Figure 3.1.  Thus, one of the 

most important factors affecting the sensing properties is the actual grain or the crystal 
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size (D) of the sensor material in comparison with the space charge depth (L).  It is 

reported from the experimental and theoretical results that for the single crystal SnO2  
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Figure 3.2 Sensitivity of SnO2 to 800 ppm H2 as function of crystallite size D [2]. 

 

grain, the critical size of D is 6 nm, which means that the sensitivity increases sharply 

when D decreases below this value (Figure 3.2).  Then as D increases, it falls off 

exponentially leveling off when D is about 25-30nm.  This critical D value is comparable 

to 2L (L is the space-charge depth and is determined by the Debye length and the strength 

of the oxygen chemisorption).  To understand what happens beyond the critical regime, 

three kinds of resistance control models have been proposed, which are shown in Figure 

3.3 [2, 23].  All the models assume that a sensor consists of a chain of uniform crystallites 

of size D, connected mostly with each other by necks or grain boundaries.  When D is 

much larger than 2L, the grain boundary contacts are most resistant to electron 

conduction through the chain, and they govern the electric resistance as well as the gas 

sensitivity of the chain (grain boundary control, Figure 3.3 (a)).  When D is comparable 
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with 2L, necks become the most resistant, controlling the gas sensitivity (neck control, 

Figure 3.3 (b)).  Finally, when D is less than 2L, the grain resistance dominates the 

resistance of the whole chain and in  

(a)

(b)

(c)

(a)

(b)

(c)

(a)

(b)

(c)
 

Figure 3.3 Schematic models for grain size effect.  Shaded parts show core region (low 
resistance), while unshaded show the space-charge region (high resistance). (a) Grain 
boundary control, (b) neck control and (c) grain control [2].  

 

turn the sensor resistance, so the sensitivity is controlled by the grains themselves (grain 

control, Figure 3.3 (c)).  Among the three, grain control is the most sensitive.  Theoretical 

treatments are still awaited for the quantitative analyses of gas sensitivity in the regions 

of grain-boundary control and grain control.  So in the end it is important to have the 

thickness of the film controlled, so that the sensitivity is optimized.  Our films are 50 nm 

thick, which was shown to be in the optimum sensitivity thickness range of SnO2 [24, 

25].  Here L was calculated to be 3-6 nm and the grain boundary control model (Figure 

3.3 (a)) is well adapted for this film thickness.  
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 When the sensor is exposed to an atmosphere containing inflammable gases at 

elevated temperatures, the oxygen adsorbates are consumed by the subsequent reaction, 

so the lower steady-state surface coverage of the adsorbates is established.  During this 

process, the electrons trapped by the oxygen adsorbates return to the oxide grains, leading 

to a decrease in the potential barrier height and a drop in resistance.  This resistance 

change is used as a measurement parameter of a MOS sensor with a sensitivity defined as 

the ratio of the resistance in air to that in a sample gas containing an inflammable 

component.  Since the reaction of combustion occurs when the sensor is exposed to a gas, 

the temperature determines how quickly it happens, and therefore, the temperature at 

which the maximum sensitivity is observed is dependent upon the particular inflammable 

gas used.    

 The chemical composition of the MOS is also a key parameter that influences 

their sensing performance.  In fact, composition by itself can affect the microstructure 

and, thus determine the sensing properties.  Tin dioxide-SnO2 is capable of detecting an 

extensive range of combustible and toxic gases.  It is known that a small amount of 

dopants such as Pt and Pd can promote the rate of response and boost the sensitivity of 

SnO2 gas sensors by increasing the thickness of the space charge layer, which enhances 

the consumption of oxygen adsorbates on the metal in addition to those on the SnO2 

surface (electronic and chemical sensitization respectively [2]).  In addition, it is has been 

shown that the addition of Pd particles lowers the crystallite size of SnO2, lowering the 

conductivity of the sensor thus promoting higher sensitivity [26].  Gas sensing 

characteristics of a number of other metal oxides including In2O3, ZnO, and WO3 have 

also been previously reported [27, 28, 29, 30].    
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 In section 3.3, I will discuss how we made SnO2 based gas sensor libraries with 

various dopants. The utility of the combinatorial flange for making discrete libraries is 

demonstrated. 

 

3.3 Fabrication of gas sensor libraries 

 SnO2 films were deposited by using the combinatorial PLD flange (discussed in 

section 2.2.2).  Since the characterization of the libraries consists of measuring the 

resistances of the films, before making the complete library it was necessary to get the 

SnO2 films in the right resistance range.  In order to achieve the measurable resistivity,  
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Figure 3.4 Log-log plot of SnO2 resistivity measured at room temperature as a function of 
deposition oxygen pressure. 
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range, I varied the deposition oxygen partial pressure.  Figure 3.4 shows the variation of 

SnO2 resistance with deposition oxygen pressure.  I found that the appropriate resistance 

range was obtained when partial pressure on the order of 10-3 Torr was used. 

 For this experiment, In2O3, WO3, ZnO, Pt, and Pd were chosen as dopants into 

SnO2.  These dopants were selected based on previous reports [27, 28, 29, 30].  Although 

they have been reported, the exact mechanism of how some dopants influence the 

resistivity is not understood completely.  The best way to explore different combinations 

of dopants in different amounts is through the combinatorial technique [31].  It is 

important to conduct an experiment systematically, meaning all the deposition processes 

must take place in more or less the same conditions.  Combinatorial PLD allows us to 

achieve this.  A particularly ideal geometry is that of a discrete library.  Here, all of the 

different compositions of gas sensing materials are spatially separated from each other.  

In this way, each individual device can be characterized separately when the resistive 

measurement is performed.   

 A typical sensor device is a thin film with an interdigitated electrode made of 

Pt/Au, as shown in Figure 3.5.  The geometry of this device is very favorable for 

minimizing the resistance of the film. The gas sensing material between the fingers acts 

are resistors, connected in parallel, thus the total resistance when measured at the two 

terminals is smaller than if it was in series.  The resistance of sensors at room temperature 

in air ranges from 800Ω – 20MΩ.  We used the two terminal geometry since the contact 

resistance was much smaller than these values.  We have made the electrode pattern prior 

to depositing the film.  There are several reasons why this was better.  First, if the 

electrodes were deposited after the film deposition, the sensor materials would overheat  
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Figure 3.5 A schematic of a typical gas sensor electrode pattern of interdigitated fingers.  
We used thermally evaporated 100 nm thick Au 

 

and as a result, the sensing properties might change.  Second, once the electrodes are 

deposited on the substrate, it was much easier to align the shutter masks before the 

deposition of the film using the pattern as a guideline.  This was a good demonstration of 

the use of combinatorial flange for depositing various compositions at different fixed 

spots dictated by the electrode pattern.   

 SnO2 and dopant targets were ablated with an excimer laser (KrF with λ = 248 

nm), and the deposition rates were obtained.  The resistivity of each film was measured 

prior to making a library to make sure that the resistance is not out of the measurable 

range of the multiplexing electronics (>200 kΩ).  The substrate material chosen for the 

library was c-Al2O3 (21 mm x 19mm).  It is a very common substrate for sensing 

materials because of its high thermal conductivity and insulating properties.  Thus, I 

made an array of electrodes or 16 sensor elements on a chip.  This was done by using the 

standard photolithography.   
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3.3.1 Photolithography 

 To fabricate the interdigitated electrode pattern for16 sensor elements (Figure 3.6) 

prior to the deposition of gas sensor libraries, I used the standard photolithography.  It is a 

process of transferring a pattern from the mask to the surface of the substrate/film.  I 

made a pattern using the ICE ED software and mailed it to Berkeley to a development 

engineer Marylin Kushner who makes Cr masks.  I used a positive resist (Shipley 1813) 

for patterning.  There are two ways of making this pattern, which give the same result: 

one is using wet etching and the second is by lift off.  They are illustrated in Figure 3.7 

(a) and (b).  I found that it was cleaner and easier to use the lift-off technique.  Figure 3.7 

(a) shows the schematic and the processing steps needed for this process.   

 

Figure 3.6 A schematic of a complete library of 16 separate sensors 

 

 The first step is to clean the surface of the Al2O3 substrate with acetone followed 

by methanol in the ultrasonic bath and dry it with nitrogen gas.  I then placed the 
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substrate on the resist spinner to apply the photoresist for 40 seconds at 4000 RPM.  This 

allows a formation of a uniform layer of photoresist of 1400 nm on the surface.  Then I 

baked the resist on a hotplate at 90oC for 2 minutes (or baked it in the oven at 110oC for 

15 minutes).  The second step is the mask alignment and exposure of the photoresist.  I 

used a Cr-mask for positive resist.  The pattern of the library is not very complicated, 

with the smallest feature being 100 microns.  I used the contact method with the exposure 

of 11 seconds of UV light (8mW/cm2, λ=365 nm) on a Karl Ziess MJB3 mask aligner.   

 

Figure 3.7  Single mask photolithographic procedure:  (a) using lift off, (b) using wet 
etching 

 

The third step was to develop the exposed photoresist.  To do this I dipped the substrate 

into the developer (Shipley Microposit CD 30) for 40 seconds and rinsed with DI water.  

In the next step, I thermally evaporated the Au metal for contacts.  This step was tricky 

because in the beginning the gold would not directly stick to the sapphire substrate.  It 
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was important to add a buffer layer, 3 nm of Cr, prior to depositing 100 nm of Au.  The 

final step was to remove the excess metal to obtain the desired pattern.  This step was 

important in determining whether the pattern would stay or peal off.  I either left the 

sample sitting in acetone for 5-10 minutes or put the sample into the ultrasonic.  When I 

used the ultrasonic I placed the sample there periodically for 1 second.  If the pattern 

stayed, it was ready for deposition of sensor materials.  Figure 3.7 (b) shows the 

schematic of wet etching.  I will not discuss the details, but the process is the same, 

except for the fact that photolithography is done after the metal deposition and the metal 

is etched afterwards.   

 

3.3.2 Deposition of the libraries 

 Figure 3.8 shows the schematic of the shutters used to make gas sensor libraries.  

When the two shutter slits overlap, they make a square aperture through which film, 

when deposited, has the dimensions similar to these of the interdigitated electrode 

pattern, namely a 2 mm x 2 mm square (Figure 3.8).  The shutters can be moved to place 

the square opening at other positions.  The positions of all the interdigitated patterns were 

recorded in terms of encoder counts of the motors, which move the shutters.  In this way, 

I had a preprogrammed routine that I must follow during the course of deposition of 16 

different sensor materials.  Because the substrate was larger (21 mm x 19 mm, this size as 

determined by the measurement setup), than the PLD plume size (10 mm x 10 mm) I 

deposited a quarter of the chip at a time and then rotated the heater plate 90  
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Figure 3.8 The schematic of the top view of combinatorial shutter assembly necessary to 
fabricate gas sensor libraries 

 
degrees in between sets of depositions.  It was the practical design of the flange that 

allowed us to overcome the limits of the deposition in PLD and make a library without 

breaking the vacuum.   

 All of the libraries were SnO2 based and different amounts of In2O3, WO3, ZnO, 

Pt, and Pd were varied from one chip to another.  To create thin films of selected 

chemical compositions, I deposited materials using a layer-by-layer process [32, 33] 

where SnO2 and other layers were deposited in an alternating manner.  Each repeating 

layer of SnO2 and its dopant material was less than 4 Å thick (lattice constant of SnO2) so 

that dopants were intimately mixed at a sub-nanometer level.  The typical distance 

between the shutter plane and the substrates was 500 µm during the deposition.  The 

deposition substrate temperature was 550°C, and the oxygen partial pressure was 1x10-3 

Torr.  The ablation energy was approximately 1 J/cm2, and the total thickness of each 

sensor element was 500 Å.  As I mentioned earlier, the thickness of the film will 
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influence the crystallite size of the sensor material, and in turn the sensitivity of the 

sensor.  The closer the crystallites size D is to 2L (L is space charge depth), the more 

sensitive the sensor is.  Sixteen sensors were deposited one after another on the electrode 

pattern at desired interdigitated locations, and the total fabrication time of one library was 

≤ 3 hours.   

 A photograph of one of the libraries is shown in Figure 3.9, and the compositions 

of the 16 sensors on one chip are listed in Table 3.1.  I will refer to this library later.  

Although 16 is not such a large number, if one were to synthesize 16 different sensors 

one by one, it would require many days, since one must spend at least 4-5 hours for one 

deposition, from pump down to taking the chips out of the chamber.  In addition, even if 

one were to make 16 different films in 16 different runs, the conditions in the chamber 

might slightly change and alter the results.  Also, if one were to do photolithography of 

individual sensors one at a time, there can be subtle differences in the processing 

conditions that could preclude one from truly comparing the performance of the sensors.   

None In2O3 (5wt%) ZnO (5wt%) WO3 (50wt%) 

Pt (2.5wt%) In2O3 (5wt%) + Pt 

(2.5wt%) 

ZnO (5wt%) + Pt 

(2.5wt%) 

WO3 (50wt%) + Pt 

(2.5wt%) 

Pd (2.8wt%) In2O3 (5wt%) + 

Pd (2.8wt%) 

ZnO (5wt%) + Pd 

(2.8wt%) 

WO3 (50wt%) + Pd 

(2.8wt%) 

Pt (2.5wt%) + 

Pd (2.5wt%) 

In2O3 (5wt%) + Pt 

(2.5wt%) + Pd 

(2.5wt%) 

ZnO (5wt%) + Pt 

(2.5wt%) + Pd 

(2.5wt%) 

WO3 (50wt%) + Pt 

(2.5wt%) + Pd 

(2.5wt%) 

Table 3.1 A list of dopant compositions based on SnO2 in one library.  This was a target 
library. 
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Figure 3.9 A photograph of a library chip. 

 

3.4 Characterization of gas sensors 

 We perceive coffee for example, as having an easily distinguishable and 

unmistakable odor, but the aroma actually consists of hundreds of different odorous 

molecules.  They are generally small and polar and can be detected by humans at levels 

below 1 ppb (parts per billion).  In recent years, significant interest in the use of sensor 

arrays to discriminate between odors has arisen.  The term “electronic nose” is applied to 

such an array of chemical sensors, where each sensor has partial specificity to a wide 

range of odorant molecules, coupled with a suitable pattern recognition system.  A 

sensory array for discrimination between odors was first demonstrated in 1982 [34].  

23 mm 
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Subsequent improvements in both sensors and data analysis methods has led to the 

appearance of several commercial electronic noses.  Combinatorial libraries of discrete 

separate gas sensor elements have the form of sensor arrays.  Thus, we can operate our 

libraries as electronic noses.  Indeed, it was in this capacity that our libraries proved to be 

most useful.  Previous work on combinatorial libraries as electronic noses includes work 

by S. Semancik and R. Cavicchi from NIST [35, 36] and R.A. Potyrailo from GE [37.  

There is a need for low cost fabrication and low energy consumption devices that are 

flexible and compact; our technique fulfills many of these requirements. 

 Before describing how we characterized the libraries and operated them as 

electronic noses, I will explain the basic principle of how the sensors should work 

together as an electronic nose and how it compares to the human olfactory system.  Then 

I will discuss our results and analysis. 

 

3.4.1 Basic principle of olfaction 

 To appreciate the operation of an electronic nose, it is necessary to have a basic 

understanding of the principles behind the human olfactory system.  Figure 3.10 

illustrates the basic components of the human olfactory system and relates these to the 

corresponding components of an electronic nose.  The sensation of smell is dependent 

upon the interaction of odorant molecules with a group of specialized nerve cells, the 

olfactory receptors, which are situated just above the bridge of the nose out of the main 

air stream.  Each olfactory cell has a number of cilia, which contain different binding 

proteins (about 1000 genes encode 1000 different odor receptors) [38, 39].  After the 

excitation of the receptor cell, (the exact nature of the interaction between the odor 
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molecule and a receptor cell has not been unambiguously established), a cascade of 

reactions occurs where an electrical signal passes along the axon to the olfactory bulb.  

The signals are then processed and sent to the brain, where they are amplified increasing 

both sensitivity and selectivity of the system.  The final stage is in the cerebral cortex of 

the brain, which classifies and memorizes the odors [40].  The human olfactory system is 

quite remarkable in its ability.  Even though the number of binding proteins is 1,000, the 

number of olfactory cells is 100 million, which means the same proteins are present in 

many different olfactory cells.  Humans can detect at least 10,000 different odors [41]  

 

Figure 3.10  Comparison of the basic elements of an artificial olfactory system with the 
human olfactory system (from Alpha MOS [42]). 

 

and only this year in October, a Nobel prize in medicine was awarded to Axel and Buck 

for their discoveries of odorant receptors and the organization of the olfactory system and 
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exactly how these odors can be recognized [43].  However, the number of identifiable 

odors is approximately 50, each odor binds to several receptors with partially overlapping 

sensitivities.     

 An electronic nose system is made to mirror the human olfactory system.  Each 

chemical sensor represents a group of olfactory receptors and produces a time dependent 

electrical signal in response to an odor.  The noise and the drift may be reduced by using 

signal-preprocessing techniques.  In the final stage in the artificial nose, the pattern 

recognition software is used, which performs the process equivalent to the human 

olfactory process in the brain [41]. 

 There are a number of electronic nose instruments available on the market today.  

The website http://www.nose-network.org/review/ shows major companies and 

universities that participate in this project.  I will give several examples here.  One is an 

electronic nose made by RST-Rostock (Germany) (Figure 3.11 (a)) which is composed of 

10 MOS sensors.  It has been successfully used in quality control in the food industry, 

controlling of odors and harmful substances in the consumer industry, evaluation of the 

room air or quality of breath, and in the automobile industry.  Another example of the 

electronic nose is the one from Alpha MOS-Multi-Organoleptic Systems, Prometheus 

(Figure 3.11 (b).  It has an array of MOS type devices, and is one of the first odor and 

volatile organic compounds (VOC) analyzers that combines a highly sensitive fingerprint 

mass spectrometer with a large choice of patented multi-sensor array technologies to 

create an extremely flexible analysis platform.  Even though these advanced tools are 

useful, they are very expensive.  The typical prices are in 10’s and 100’s thousands of  
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Figure 3.11 Two examples of inorganic electronic noses. 

 

dollars.  As a result, they are predominantly used in laboratories.  Although technical 

details of the commercial instruments are not available, for making the sensor array 

chips, we believe that the combinatorial approach is very practical and inexpensive, and 

can be easily employed for this technology.  Next, I will discuss how we characterize our 

gas sensor libraries. 
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3.4.2 Characterization and results 

 The testing of the chips was performed at Lynntech Inc., located in College 

Station, Texas.  This company develops innovative solutions to different kinds of 

technological barriers for public and private sectors, their expertise ranges from 

engineering and physical sciences to biological sciences.  The idea for the project was to 

develop an inexpensive portable inorganic electronic nose that is sensitive to various 

volatile organic compounds (VOC’s) such as benzene, chloroform, formaldehyde, etc., 

that can be used in our daily life.  Our way of fabricating the electronic noses, using the 

combinatorial technique was very suitable for this.  They built a testing chamber, 

specifically for our library chips.  It is a cylindrical gas flow chamber (5 cm in diameter, 

3.5 cm in height and 2 ml in inside volume) where a chip could be heated up to 400oC 

during measurements, spring loaded pins are used to make electrical contacts to all the 

sensors.  The setup is shown in Figure 3.12.  The fact that the sensors can be tested at 

different temperatures is important, because the performance of the sensors can 

drastically change (as discussed in section 3.2), and some sensors are best operated at 

high temperatures (2000C -400 0C).  All sensors were connected to the outside electronics 

to monitor their resistance change. Gases studied were chloroform (C), formaldehyde (F), 

and benzene (B), at concentrations of 100 ppm, 50 ppm, 25 ppm, and 12.5 ppm in air.  

The sequences of testing were run at 200oC, 300oC and 400oC.  To test the reproducibility 

and recovery of the sensor performance, responses of the sensors to multiple periods of a 

fixed gas flowing cycle were monitored.  For each segment within a cycle, a gas was 

introduced in the chamber continuously for 300 seconds at 24 ml/min, and then air (A) 

was introduced for the same period of time (Figure 3.13). 
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Figure 3.12 A photograph of a gas flow chamber 
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Figure 3.13  The model response of a sensor to the gas flow cycle.  R is the resistance in 
gas, R0 is the resistance at a fixed reference point prior to flowing gas. 

 

35 mm 
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Depending on the dopant composition, the resistances R of the sensors in air, measured 

before exposing the chip to gases, were in the range of 1 Ω to 20 MΩ, which 

corresponded to the resistivity in the range of 10-3 Ωcm to 10 Ωcm.   

 We have made several libraries at the first stage.  Table 3.2 summarizes the 

results from the first three libraries.  The results indicate that Pt and Pd have the largest 

effect in enhancing the response, whereas oxide dopants did comparatively less.  From all 

three libraries, a number of sensors had resistances out of range (> 200 kΩ) and/or had 

open circuits.   For those compositions, we were not able to acquire any data.  Based on 

the results from the first three libraries, I have selected compositions for the target library 

(Table 3.1), which were focused down to different doping concentrations of Pt, Pd and 

ZnO only.  Every sensor on the target library was found to display significant responses 

to all gases.  Here I will discuss five sensors whose responses were the most pronounced.  

 Figure 3.14 shows a plot of (R-Ro)/Ro, where Ro is the resistance at a fixed 

reference point prior to the gas flowing cycle, for the five sensors from the target library 

measured at 400 oC.  The compositions of the five sensors were SnO2 + Pd (6wt%) 

(sensor 1), SnO2 + Pd (8wt%) (sensor 2), SnO2+ Pt (8wt%) (sensor 3), SnO2+ ZnO 

(5wt%) + Pt (2wt%) (sensor 4), and SnO2+ Pt (8wt%) + Pd (8wt%) (sensor 5).  Different 

gas species (at the concentration of 100 ppm) and refreshing air were introduced in an 

alternating manner as shown in Figure 3.14(a).  It can be seen that the sensors exhibit 

dissimilar time dependent responses for different gases, and the responses are 

reproducible from cycle to cycle.  To further illustrate the dependence of the response 

time on the chemical composition of the sensors, I replot data in Figure 3.15 (from Figure 

3.14) for two of the sensors from one gas flow cycle.  
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Sensor-rating Library #1 

Best responder SnO2 + Pt (2.5 %) 

2nd best SnO2 + Pd (2.5 %) 

3rd best  SnO2 + In2O3 (2.8 %) 

4th best SnO2 

Sensor- rating Library #2 

Best responder SnO2 + Pt (2.5 %) + Pd (2.5 %) 

2nd best SnO2  

3rd best  SnO2 + ZnO (5 %) + Pt (2.5 %) + Pd (2.5 %) 

Sensor- rating Library #3 

Best responder SnO2 + WO3 (5 %)  

2nd best SnO2 + ZnO (5 %) + Pt (2.5 %) + Pd (2.5 %) 

3rd best  SnO2 + ZnO (10 %) + Pt (2.5 %)  

4th best SnO2 + Pt (2.5 %) + Pd (2.5 %) 

 

Table 3.2  Sensors with the highest overall responses from the three initial libraries and 
the rated responses of individual sensors along with their compositions.  In the 
parentheses are the atomic weight percentages.    
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Figure 3.14  Sensor response in resistance change (R-Ro)/Ro at 400 oC for five sensors 
from the target library.  (a) A model response to the flowing of gases and refreshing air 
introduced in an alternating manner.  (b) Each sensor exhibits a different time dependent 
response pattern for a given gas.  The arrows indicate when different gases (F), (B), (C), 
and (A) were introduced in the chamber. 
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Figure 3.15  Dependence of time response on gas introduced for two sensors.  The 
responses were found to be reproducible from cycle to cycle.   

 

While the overall responses are similar, the details of the responses are different.  What is 

important is the shape of the response and how fast it levels off.   

 In order to demonstrate the ability of sensor arrays to distinguish different gas 

species through a multi-channel pattern recognition, averaged normalized responses at 

400 oC from the five sensors were plotted in a radar plot.  100 ppm of chloroform, 

formaldehyde, and benzene were used (Figure 3.16).  Each curve in the plot represents 
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data for one gas.  It is clear that each gas produces a different response pattern with the 

five sensors.  The variation of sensor responses to the same analyte was found to range 

typically from 0.3% to 1.6% from the average value, attesting to a high repeatability of 

the response and yielding a well-defined pattern for each curve.  The size of the response 

signal was found to be roughly proportional to the concentration of the analytes.  We  
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Figure 3.16 A radar plot showing responses of the five sensors for different gases at 400 
oC.  The normalized resistance change corrected for drift is plotted on each axis for each 
sensor. Each curve represents a different analyte 

 

were able to discern response patterns for different gases down to 12.5 ppm.  The sensors 

did not exhibit a "memory" of prior exposure to various analytes:  refreshing in air 

always brought the sensors back to approximately the same resistance.  The average 

response times of the sensors were 600 sec, 300 sec and 50 sec for operation temperatures 

of 200 oC, 300 oC and 400 oC, respectively.  Thus, using these patterns we can distinguish 

the gases.   
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3.5 Conclusions 

 I have utilized combinatorial PLD flange for fabricating the discrete gas sensor 

libraries of doped SnO2 thin films.  Since all the sensors are spatially separated from each 

other on one chip, each one can react to all the gases at the same time, which is a 

characteristic of the electronic nose.  We have fabricated several libraries with different 

amounts of dopants of In2O3, WO3, ZnO, Pt, and Pd.  After testing them as electronic 

noses, we narrowed down the compositions that were the most sensitive to chloroform, 

formaldehyde, and benzene.  Compositions were then selected for a target library, which 

only had Pt, Pd and ZnO as dopants.  The target library showed its ability to distinguish 

different analytes by showing different responses with concentrations down to 12.5 ppm 

with high repeatability of response signals.  Thus, we have demonstrated that the present 

method of creating electronic noses allows a fast and relatively inexpensive way of 

fabricating compact electronic nose devices. 
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Chapter 4  

SQUID microscopy 
 

 In this chapter, I will introduce the basics of SQUIDs.  I will discuss the 

fabrication of SQUIDs and the fundamentals of SQUID microscopy.   

 

4.1 Introduction to SQUIDs 

 In 1962, Brian D. Josephson predicted that cooper pairs would "tunnel" through a 

narrow non-superconducting region [1], and that this would produce some surprising 

phenomena which we now call the dc and ac “Josephson effects”.  The Josephson effects 

were soon used by Jaklevic, Lambe, Silver, and Mercereau to develop the first SQUID 

(Superconducting QUantum Interference Device) [2].  A SQUID is an electrical device 

that is extremely sensitive to weak magnetic fields.  There are two kinds of SQUIDs.  

One is a dc SQUID [3], which consists of two Josephson junctions in a loop and the other 

is the rf SQUID [4], which consists of a single Josephson junction in a loop and is 

operated with a radio-frequency flux bias.  It turns out that, with proper circuits, SQUIDs 

can be used as magnetic flux meters, magnetometers, gradiometers, voltmeters, 

susceptometers, rf amplifiers, current comparators, and even quantum bits.  The main 

difference between these applications is in the nature of the input signal and the input 

circuit that is used to couple the input signal to the SQUID.  One of the great merits of the 

SQUID in an application is that it can have extremely high sensitivity or low noise.  

Depending on the application, a specific circuit optimization is required to achieve the 
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best performance (highest signal-to-noise ratio).  The main difficulty has been the need to 

cool devices to cryogenic temperatures.  Even in the case of high-Tc superconductors, the 

temperature to operate the device must be below 77K.  

 Since SQUIDs are small and extremely sensitive to magnetic field, they can be a 

very powerful tool for imaging magnetic fields.  Many techniques have been used for 

imaging magnetic fields, including Hall microscopy [5], scanning magnetoresistive 

microscopy [6], magnetic force microscopy [7], magneto-optical imaging [8], and 

electron beam holography.  

 The first SQUID microscopes, which were developed in 1990’s, had the sample 

and the SQUID cooled by liquid cryogens in a vacuum environment [9, 10, 11].  Some of 

these systems were used for investigating the properties of the superconducting order 

parameters in high-Tc materials [12] and vortices [13], and some were used to 

demonstrate nondestructive evaluation (NDE) in metallic structures [14,15].  Even 

though there was a history of using SQUIDs for imaging NDE samples, there were 

sample limitations and difficulties with sample loadings.  In mid-1990’s R. Black, Y. 

Gim, and F. Wellstood built the first high-Tc  (HTS) “room temperature” scanning 

SQUID microscope[16].  In their system, the SQUID was in vacuum at 77 K, and the 

sample was in air at room temperature.  The SQUID to sample separation was the 

thickness of a sapphire window [17,18] of 25µm, plus a distance between the window 

and the sample, which result in a minimum sensor-to-sample distance of about 100 µm.  

A patent for the idea and technology of the scanning SQUID microscope was granted to 

Wellstood, Gim, and Black [16].  This patent was licensed by Neocera, Inc., which 

proceeded to commercialize the scanning SQUID microscope.  In collaboration with the 
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Wellstood group, they modified the cooling system to use closed-cycle refrigeration 

rather than liquid nitrogen, and made other improvements to make the system user 

friendly.  Even though this scanning SQUID microscope was primarily built for failure 

analysis and fault isolation in integrated circuits and multi-chip modules [19, 20], I 

primarily used this system to screen our combinatorial libraries and obtain quantitative 

magnetization values.  Several other groups have developed their own SQUID 

microscopes.  L. N. Morgan et al. built HTS SQUID system for room temperature NDE 

[21, 22].  J. Clarke et al. built a HTS SQUID system with a SiN window for bio-magnetic 

samples [23].  Wikswo et al. [24] and Decert et al. [25] have built low-Tc (LTS) SQUID 

systems for room temperature NDE of samples. 

 In this chapter, I will discuss some fundamentals of SQUIDs and the commercial 

scanning SQUID microscope.  I will briefly discuss the SQUID fabrication, since I made 

several SQUIDs for the university system in Prof. Wellstood’s lab before I could use 

Neocera’s system.  Since I focused on characterization of magnetic materials, in Chapter 

5, I will introduce the analysis techniques that I used to calculate magnetization for our 

libraries with data obtained with a scanning SQUID microscope.   

 

4.2 SQUID microscopy 

 In order for a SQUID to work, it must be cooled below the superconducting 

transition temperature.  For the work described in this thesis, I used high-Tc YBa2Cu3O7-x 

(YBCO) SQUID, which works at temperatures below about 80 K.  The microscopes in 

Wellstood’s lab and the commercial one keep the SQUID cold by using a mixture of 

circulating gases.  To obtain a high spatial resolution in a SQUID microscope, the 
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SQUID and the sample must be placed very close to each other, even though the SQUID 

is in vacuum and cold, and the sample is in air at room-temperature.  This is made 

possible by placing the SQUID in vacuum to provide thermal insulation and using a 25 

µm thick window to separate the SQUID from air.  In order to ensure that the SQUID is 

completely parallel to the surface of the window, the window can be manipulated and 

brought close to the SQUID.  By adjusting the bias current and the ac and dc flux 

modulation, the optimal operating set point of the SQUID can be found.  To take 

magnetic images of the samples, the sample rather than the SQUID itself is moved.  The 

scanning process and data acquisition are controlled by a personal computer.  The details 

of these processes for the commercial system will be described in section 4.2.3.  For the 

microscope in the Wellstood lab, the details can be found elsewhere [17, 18]. 

 There are many advantages of using a room temperature scanning SQUID 

microscope as opposed to microscopes that have the sample and the SQUID at cryogenic 

temperatures in a dewar.  The SQUID can remain cold for a long period of time without 

being exposed to air or thermal cycling to change samples.  Many types of samples such 

as liquid-biological samples, integrated circuits and electronics circuits are not able to 

withstand cryogenic temperature or vacuum.  Sample exchange for a room temperature 

scanning SQUID, and sample preparation are faster and easier, and the scanning range is 

not limited by the size of the dewar.  It is relatively simple to add electrical connections, 

control lines or cables as needed to operate a test sample.  To this date, the room 

temperature scanning SQUID microscopes have been used in a variety of applications 

ranging from failure analysis of the integrated circuits, localizing the defects in the 

computer chips or multi-chip modules, to corrosion studies (very weak magnetic fields 
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from hidden active corrosion [26] can be detected) to biomagnetic [27, 28, 29, 30] and 

geophysical studies [31].   

 

4.2.1 SQUID fundamentals 

 Before going into details of SQUID microscopy, it is worthwhile to understand 

what a dc SQUID is and how it works.  A dc SQUID consists of a superconducting loop 

interrupted by two Josephson junctions [32].  An ideal Josephson tunnel junction consists 

of two weakly coupled superconductors separated by a thin insulating layer through 

which Cooper pairs can tunnel.  Many characteristics of Josephson junctions can be 

explained by the resistively and capacitively shunted junction model (RCSJ) [33, 34].  

Figure 4.1 shows the basic components of this model:  the critical current I0, which is the 

maximum supercurrent the junction can support, the capacitance C of the junction, and 

the junction resistance R.  

 We can find the equations of motion of an RCSJ by considering the current flow 

in each arm of the circuit.  Current Ic through the capacitor is given by  

dt
dVCIc =     Equation 4.1  

where C = εA/a, is the parallel plate capacitance of a junction with an insulating barrier 

of thickness a, an area A, and permittivity ε.  The current through the resistor R is 

R
VIr =     Equation 4.2 

Also, the ac Josephson relation [35] tells us that 

dt
dV δ

π2
0Φ

=     Equation 4.3 
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Figure 4.1 RCSJ model of a Josephson junction connected to a current source. 

 

where Φ0 ª h/2e = 2.07µ10-15 Tÿm2 is the flux quantum and δ is the gauge-invariant 

superconducting phase difference between the two superconductors.  Finally, the current 

through the junction is given by the dc Josephson relation,   

,sin0 δII j =     Equation 4.4 

where I0 is the critical current of the junction.  The total current I flowing through the 

three arms of the resistively and capacitively shunted junction will be, 
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 A dc SQUID consists of a superconducting loop which is broken by two 

Josephson junctions, as shown in Figure 4.2 (a).  When the Josephson junctions are non-

hysteretic, the capacitance can be neglected, and the total current flowing through the 

SQUID is the sum of the currents flowing through each junction and each parallel 

shunting resistor.  From Eq. 4.5, the total current I is given by 
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where the index i = 1, 2 represent the left and right arm of the SQUID, respectively.  The 

circulating current J(t) that flows around the loop is then just: 

2
))()((

)( 12 tItI
tJ

−
=       Equation 4.7 

The flux-phase relation tells us furthermore that the total flux in the loop is related to the 

junction phases by [36]:  

021 /)(2 Φ+Φ=− LJaπδδ      Equation 4.8 

where L is the total loop inductance and Φa is the external applied flux.  The term (Φa + 

LJ) = ΦT is the total flux threading the superconducting ring.  With some additional 

calculations and simplifications [37] one can obtain the time averaged voltage,  
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where modulation parameter β is defined as 2I0L/Φ0, and the circulating current j ≡  J/I0.  

From this expression, it is clear that the I-V curve depends on the applied flux, j, and β.  

β is determined during the fabrication process.   

 For β á 1, the effect of j can be clearly neglected, and we see that V is periodic in 

Φa/Φ0.  This is the most important property of a dc SQUID.  As flux is applied, the I-V 

curve will modulate between the curves at integer external field (Φa = nΦ0) and that at 

half-integer external field (Φa = (n+1/2)Φ0), as shown in Figure 4.2 (b).  For β not small 

compared to 1, the equation for the I-V curve is not simple because of the circulating 

current J term, but the relation between the voltage  
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Figure 4.2  (a) A Schematic of a dc SQUID, (b) I-V characteristic curve of a SQUID, (c) 
periodic relation between V and Φa/Φ0 at a fixed bias current Ibias. 

 

and the applied flux will still be periodic.  When the SQUID is biased at I = 2I0, the 

modulation of voltage is a maximum.  The relation between the voltage and external flux 

is shown schematically in Figure 4.2 (b) for this bias current.  When the SQUID is biased 

with a current, which exceeds the critical current of the device, the voltage drop across 

the SQUID depends on the applied flux and oscillates with a period of Φ0, as seen in 

Figure 4.2 (c).  Since the response of the SQUID is non-linear, it is difficult to use it as a 

measuring device by itself because its response is very sensitive to the operating point.  

Φa

a

a

Φa/Φ0

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 
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To linearize the response of the SQUID, it is a standard practice to use a negative 

feedback loop or “flux-locked loop”.   

 The ability of a SQUID to detect small magnetic flux or field is ultimately limited 

by the noise in the SQUID itself.  This noise can be separated into two distinct types.  

One is the white noise or the broad-band noise that arises from the resistive shunts in the 

SQUID.  This noise does not depend on frequency, hence the term “white”.  The other is 

the 1/f noise, which increases with decreasing frequency.  Typically, 1/f noise in SQUIDs 

is only visible below 10 Hz to 103 Hz.  Depending on the film quality, the flux noise can 

change dramatically, from 10-5 Φ0/Hz1/2 to 10-2 Φ0/Hz1/2 at 1 Hz and 77 K in HTS 

SQUIDs [38].  I will not discuss about the noise since I did not consider it in my 

calculations, for more extensive discussion about noise in the SQUID, one can refer to 

[19, 37]. 

 

4.2.2 Fabrication and testing of the SQUID 

 There are several known ways to fabricate Josephson junctions for high-Tc 

SQUIDs.  The most common are step-edge junctions and bicrystal grain boundary 

junctions.  For the step edge junction, the first step is to ion-mill photoresist-masked 

SrTiO3 substrate to produce a step on the substrate with a step angle of 65-75° (see 

Figure 4.3).  An HTS film is then deposited over this step and patterned into a line, 

forming a junction where the line goes over the step (see Figure 4.3 (a) [39]).  By using 

standard photolithography and ion-milling, the step edge can be placed anywhere.  This 

can be advantageous when making gradiometers [40] or multiple devices.  A bicrystal 

grain boundary junction is produced by growing an HTS film on a specially 
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manufactured bicrystal substrate - two pieces of substrates are fused together with an in-

plane crystal misalignment of 24± and 30±, as shown in see Figure 4.3 (b) [39].  Weak-

link Josephson junctions are formed at the grain boundary in the film, which is grown 

over the fused line.  For minimizing the noise and increasing the sensitivity [41], it has 

been demonstrated that 30± bicrystals produce the best junctions.  Because junctions are  

 

Figure 4.3 (a) Step edge grain boundary Josephson junction, (b) Bicrystal grain boundary 
Josephson junction (reproduced from Ref. [39]). 

 

only formed along this fused line, there is a significant restriction on the design of the 

devices.  However, their fabrication is very straightforward and reliable.  

Several methods have been used to grow high-Tc superconducting thin films.  Popular 

methods include co-evaporation, pulsed laser deposition (PLD), and sputtering.  I have 

used films deposited by PLD.  PLD is relatively simple and tends to have a high success 

rate compared to other growth techniques, making it ideal for prototyping new materials 

(Sec. 2.1).  The process of growth of YBCO films for the SQUID fabrication is 

thoroughly discussed in [17, 18, 23].  The YBCO and Au layer (for making good ohmic 

contact) film were deposited on a one-side polished bicrystal SrTiO3 (STO) substrate [42] 

that was 10 mm × 10 mm in size with a 30° grain boundary mismatch.  

After deposition, several tools can be used to see if the YBCO film has grown well.  The 

most powerful diagnostic is a measurement of the transition temperature using non-

(a) (b) 
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contact AC susceptometery.  Another useful check is to look through an optical 

microscope with reflected light and direct light to check the surface of the film for large 

particles or empty holes in the film.  X-ray diffraction is also important for checking the 

crystal structure.  

 I used standard photolithography (Sec. 3.3.1) to make SQUIDs from YBCO films.  

The process that I followed is described in [37].  For SQUID fabrication, I had to repeat 

four basic steps for every chip that was made, which are shown in Figure 4.4.   

 The first mask was used to remove the Au and the YBCO from the edges, in order 

to expose the grain boundary area (Figure 4.4 (b)).  The second mask (Figure 4.4 (c)) was 

used to remove Au on top of YBCO where the SQUIDs will be located, while keeping 

Au everywhere else.  In this procedure, it is very important to etch the gold but not 

YBCO.  The procedure with the third mask (Figure 4.4 (d)) is the most delicate and very 

important.  Through the optical microscope in the mask aligner, I have to find the 

bicrystal line and align the line very accurately so that the bicrystal line is within the 3 

µm of the junction area of all 8 SQUIDs.  The final step is covering the SQUID chip with 

photoresist in order to protect the YBCO from water and prevent O2 from escaping the 

YBCO film.  Since each substrate is expensive and the SQUIDS can be easily damaged 

during the processing or dicing, I have eight SQUIDs on one substrate.  Because of this, 

it was hard to etch all the SQUIDs and modulation lines using the same time interval.  A 

longer etching time could be used to fine-tune one device, but in doing so, the other 

devices might be overetched and possibly destroyed.  It is critical to have a uniform thin 

film deposited on the substrate.  Of course, it is important to use clean beakers, pure 

chemicals, and fresh photoresist for photolithography.  
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Figure 4.4 Photolithographic procedures using (a) three masks for making the SQUID 
chip.  First, the chip is covered with a photoresist.  (b) Then, the first mask is used to 
remove the Au and the YBCO from the edges in order to expose the grain boundary area.  
(c) Then, the second mask is used to remove Au from top of YBCO where the SQUIDs 
will be located.  (d) Finally, the third mask is used to make the SQUIDs pattern.  The 
number of SQUIDs made on one chip is eight.    
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Figure 4.5 An optical microscope photograph of a successfully fabricated HTS SQUID. 

 

 A photograph of a successful SQUID device is shown in Figure 4.5.  The size of 

the SQUID area is 20 µm x 60 µm.  On this chip, the feedback line is patterned adjacent 

to the SQUID.  Sometimes the patterning would fail, due to overetching or cracks in the 

photoresist that would allow the bridges or modulation line to be etched in some places.  

When that happened and the modulation line was ruined, I had to wind the modulation 

line (wire) on the sapphire rod on which the SQUID chip is mounted.   

 To check the quality of a SQUID, one must measure the I-V characteristics.  As I 

explained earlier in this chapter, the junctions of high-Tc SQUIDs are resistively and 

capacitively shunted, and the I-V curve is non-hysteretic.  When the external flux is 

changed continuously, the I-V curve should modulate periodically.  I used a standard 4-
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body 

feedback line 

20 µm

grain 

boundary 60 µm
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point probe method for the I-V measurement.  I used a function generator and a 1 kΩ 

resistor to supply current to one SQUID at a time.  

 

Figure 4.6 : I-V characteristic curve of a SQUID at 77 K.  The typical values of 
parameters of interest are:  critical current Ic (= 2I0) ~ 40 – 120 µA, junction resistance RJ 
~ 2.5-4Ω, and voltage modulation depth ∆V~ 40-50 µV. 

 

From the I-V curve, I can find the critical current, junction resistance, and voltage 

modulation depth of each SQUID.  In particular, it is important to make sure that the 

critical current and the junction resistances are not beyond the operational ranges of the 

microscope electronics.  Figure 4.6 shows the I-V curve of one of the SQUIDS.  I note 

that the critical currents of the SQUIDs varied from 40~120 µA, RJ varied from 2.5~4 Ω 

and ∆V varied from 40~50 µV, even though the SQUIDs were on the same chip.  Once 

the SQUIDs are tested, they are diced and sanded.  One undamaged SQUID picked from 
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the batch is then mounted on a sapphire rod and then on a cold finger.  After assembling 

the cold finger (Figure 4.7), the SQUID is tested again.  The cold finger must be 

assembled with great care, making sure everything is grounded while assembling.  The 

details of these procedures can be found elsewhere [17, 18, 37].  After going through the 

different stages of assembly, the SQUID can alter, and can even become non functional.   

 

Figure 4.7 The copper cold finger.  This particular chip had a broken modulation line, so 
the modulation coil is wounded on the sapphire rod itself.  
 

 During the second testing, it is often found that the SQUID critical current and 

resistance had become larger than previously tested, but are still in the operational ranges.  

After testing the cold finger, it is ready to be mounted into the microscope.  As I 

mentioned earlier, the SQUID is a non-linear device, therefore there is a need of 

electronics to linearize the response of the SQUID to changes in applied magnetic flux.  

This is done by flux-locked-loop (FLL) feedback electronics all assembled in a box, 

Pt thermometer 

modulation coil 

SQUID chip 

transformer 

sapphire rod 

10 mm 
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which was made by the Physics Dept. Electronics group [43], originally adapted from J. 

Clarke’s group in Berkeley.  It is called the Berkeley box.  The basic concept of the FLL 

is that it keeps the flux in the SQUID constant.  Figure 4.8 shows the overall layout of the 

SQUID electronics.  The electronics dc current biases the SQUID and using feedback 

coil, a 100 kHz square wave modulation flux is applied.  The output voltage from the 

SQUID is stepped up by a transformer and then amplified by a preamp and two  

 

Figure 4.8 The schematic diagram of the flux-locked-loop feedback electronics inside the 
Berkeley box. 

 

amplifiers.  This signal is mixed with a 100 kHz reference signal and integrated.  Then it 

is fed back as a correction flux to the SQUID.  As shown in Figure 4.8, the area inside the 

blue dotted line encloses all the circuit components that are kept at 77 K.  They are the 

modulation coil and the transformer, which is mounted on the cold finger, as shown in 

Figure 4.7. 
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 Several times, there were shorts either in the electronic box, or among the wires 

going from room temperature to 77 K.  Therefore, I decided to rewire all the SQUID 

connections to the Berkeley electronic box and make a vacuum connector fitting to make 

the wiring more accessible and easily replaceable when needed.  When all the shorts were 

eliminated, the SQUID microscope was ready to be used.  However, due to all the 

temperature and vacuum cycling, the critical current became even larger, and the 

Berkeley box was no longer a sufficient supply of current.  There were three 3 kΩ  
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Figure 4.9 A photograph of the university scanning SQUID system 

 

resistors connected in parallel that control the current that goes to the SQUID.  So we 

replaced them with lower value resistors: 1kOhm, 600 Ohm and finally 300 Ohm.  

Subsequently, the current that was biasing the SQUID was sufficient, and the microscope 
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was used.  A photograph of the entire scanning SQUID system located in the 

subbasement of the center for superconductivity research at the university is shown in 

Figure 4.9.  The details of this SQUID system can be found in Erin Fleet’s thesis [18].   

 Even though I had used this system in the beginning of my research, most of the 

time, I used the commercial system at Neocera.  In the beginning, I used Magma C1, 

which is discussed elsewhere [18, 19], later I used the upgraded microscope Magma C20, 

which I will discuss in the next section. 

 

4.2.3 The commercial scanning SQUID microscope 

 The idea and the technology of the scanning SQUID microscope was first 

conceived in Prof. Wellstood’s group at the University of Maryland.  I had the privilege 

to use Neocera’s next generation scanning SQUID microscope to characterize our 

samples.  I will briefly describe the system and point out some of its features that were 

necessary for my analysis.   

 Figure 4.10 shows a photograph of the entire Magma C20 system.  The SQUID 

assembly inside the vacuum chamber, the LCD display, the stage equipment, the camera 

and the leveling probe are all located inside of the shielded mount.  The computer and the 

instruments’ racks are next to the shield but far enough so that the electronics’ noise will 

not interfere with the signal from the sample.  As in the university system, the SQUID 

cold finger and the cold head are mounted inside the vacuum chamber.  The SQUID is 

cooled by a circulating mixture of gases; the compressor and the vacuum pump are neatly 

fixed in the instrument rack.  The x-y-z stage, the probe, the camera, and the 

lowering/raising of the SQUID window are all automatic, controlled by the compiled 
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Labview software.  The procedure of setting up the scan of a sample and some of the key 

features, which were very advantageous to our research, are described in Appendix A.  

 The basic function of Magma C20 is the same as the university’s system.  It is the 

z-SQUID system, which means that it is sensitive only to the z component of the B field.  

The sample is scanned on the x-y-z stage, while the SQUID itself does not move.  Even 

though the electronics of the Magma C20 is different, it plays the same role as the 

Berkeley box.  The FLL loop maintains the constant flux in the SQUID, and while the 

sample is scanned, the change in voltage is recorded by the DAQ board.   

 

Figure 4.10 A photograph of a commercial scanning SQUID system, Magma C20 
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4.3 Conclusions 

 I discussed dc SQUIDs and their function as sensors for magnetic fields.  I 

described how I fabricated the SQUIDs and tested them to be used in the scanning 

SQUID microscope.  I introduced scanning SQUID microscopy and described the 

commercial system that I have used to characterize my samples.  In the next Chapter, I 

will discuss how the data are treated in order to extract magnetization.  I will use 

simulated results to derive the conditions for the techniques to calculate magnetization.   
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Chapter 5  

Characterization techniques of combinatorial libraries of 
magnetic materials 
 

 In this chapter, I will introduce different techniques for characterizing 

combinatorial libraries of magnetic materials.  I will discuss various methods for 

calculating magnetization of thin film samples from data obtained using the scanning 

SQUID microscope.  Then, I will show how I simulated the magnetic field data to be 

used in studying the inversion technique in calculating magnetization.  This is continued 

in Chapter 6 where I discuss various parameters that control the inversion technique.  In 

this chapter, I discuss several simple models for calculating in-plane and out-of-plane 

magnetization from the magnetic field data. 

 

5.1 Introduction 

 Magnetic materials serve a rich variety of functions in various technologies in our 

society and are important topics for combinatorial investigation.  Some magnetic 

materials for which the combinatorial approach has been successfully applied are 

ferromagnetic shape memory alloys (FSMA) which can be used for sensors and actuators 

[1], magnetic semiconductors for spintronics devices [2, 3], permanent magnets [4] and 

magnetoelectric (ME) materials for memory and sensor device application [5, 6].  As 

discussed in Chapter 2, for screening combinatorial libraries, the use of rapid 

characterization tools is essential.  In the case of magnetic materials, it is important to 

quickly scan the library and assess various magnetic properties of the materials in the 
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library.  For instance, one property of immediate interest is magnetization.  To date, 

several techniques have been developed which enable one to scan a library and directly or 

indirectly obtain the magnetization distribution of samples in the library.  Some of the 

examples of these techniques include low/room temperature scanning SQUID 

microscopes, low/room temperature Magneto-Optical Kerr effect (MOKE), X-ray 

magnetic circular dichroism (XMCD), and scanning hall probe microscopy (SHPM).   

 MOKE is a technique that uses a laser beam to probe magnetization of the top 

surface layers of a material [7].  The laser intensity variation detected by the photodiode, 

is due to the polarization change of the reflected light induced by the magnetization of the 

material.  By applying magnetic field, one can obtain a hysteresis loop from a localized 

spot on a sample using MOKE.  The smallest sampling size is determined by the aperture 

size through which the laser passes and by the lens used to focus the beam.  Using a 

calibrated sample, quantitative mapping of the hysteresis loop can be obtained.  Its only 

drawback is that it only probes top 20 nm of the sample [8].  XMCD is similar in practice 

to MOKE, but instead of the laser, it utilizes the synchrotron x-ray beam [9].  The spatial 

resolution of XMCD depends on the aperture and the focusing lens, and it can range from 

1 nm to 100 nm.  The XMCD signal represents the difference between the absorption of 

left and right circularly polarized x-rays, which effectively measures the populations of 

the up and down spin orientations [10].  The probing depth is much deeper than MOKE, 

and it can be up to 1000 nm [11].  XMCD is element-specific, and thus it can provide the 

magnetic behavior of different elements inside the material.  SHPM is another 

noninvasive instrument with which one can perform quantitative measurements of the 

surface magnetic field profiles under variable temperature and magnetic field [12].  Its 
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spatial resolution is higher than the other techniques discussed above, and it is about 1 

µm.  Its magnetic field sensitivity is 2.9 x 10-8 T/√Hz.  SHPM uses a microfabricated 

semiconductor Hall sensor and a positioning technique.  The scanning SQUID 

microscopes use the SQUID device (low Tc or high Tc superconductors) as a sensor to 

map the distribution of the magnetic field emanating from the sample.  The sensitivity of 

now commercially available SQUIDs is unmatched, and it is better than 20 x 10-15 T/√Hz 

for high Tc SQUIDs and better than 1 x 10-15 T/√Hz for low Tc SQUIDs [13].  One major 

drawback of SQUID microscopes is that one cannot apply magnetic field during the 

measurement.  Because of this, we can only obtain remanent magnetization of the 

sample.  Fabrication of high Tc SQUIDs and their properties were discussed in the 

previous chapter.  Table 5.1 summarizes the advantages and the disadvantages of the 

various techniques discussed above.   

 For combinatorial study of FSMA and ME materials, we have used the room 

temperature scanning SQUID microscope.  When measured, these samples were in 

ambient at room temperature.  In some instances, the libraries were patterned into grids, 

and in others, unpatterned composition spreads were measured.  The scan itself does not 

take a long time (typically 1 hour for a 3” diameter wafer library), and the scanning stage 

travel limits are large enough to scan the entire 3” silicon wafer (for FSMA libraries) at a 

time.  The results are very reproducible and reliable.  

 A scanning SQUID microscope can be used to measure magnetic field emanating 

from a sample at a fixed distance, and one should be able to extract the value of remanent 

magnetization of magnetized materials without calibration.  While this is true in 

principle, obtaining the accurate value of remanent magnetization turned out to be a 
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nontrivial task.  In particular, I have found that there are many caveats to arriving at the 

correct value of the remanent magnetization from scanned data.  Because ability to map 

accurate values of remanent magnetization is crucial for combinatorial investigation, I  

 

Scanning Tool Advantages Disadvantages 

Room Temp. Scanning 
SQUID 

rapid visualization of the B 
field distribution on the 
library, which can be 
converted to remanent M 
using several calculation 
techniques; the sample is at 
RT, no special preparation.  

do not have a direct measure 
of magnetization, but can 
calculate remanent 
magnetization from B field;  
can not apply field and thus 
cannot do hysteresis loop. 

Low Temp. Scanning 
SQUID 

higher resolution than RT; 
lower device noise. 

Must wait to cool the 
sample; cannot measure RT 
properties needed for the RT 
devices; do not have a direct 
measure of magnetization, 
but can calculate remanent 
magnetization from B field; 
can not apply field and thus 
cannot do hysteresis loop. 

Magneto-Optical Kerr 
effect (MOKE) 
(Low/Rm Temp) 

can quickly obtain hysteresis 
loop of a single spot when 
saturating field is less than 
the maximum field of the  
magnet used for the 
measurement. 

surface effect, penetration 
depth of the laser is limited; 
need to calibrate each sample 
separately to convert to M, 
difficult to obtain an accurate 
qualitative result for M. 

X-ray magnetic circular 
dichroism (XMCD) 

can quickly obtain hysteresis 
loop of a single spot;  
elementally selective 

the resolution is not readily 
available; need to calibrate 
each sample as in MOKE to 
convert to M 

scanning hall probe 
microscopy (SHPM) 

sensitivity is great when 
measuring strongly magnetic 
materials  

small scanning and imaging 
area 

 

Table 5.1 Advantages and disadvantages of various magnetic characterization techniques 
for measuring and mapping the magnetic properties of combinatorial libraries.    
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have looked into this issue in details.  I will be addressing it in this and in the next 

chapter.  I used the scanning SQUID microscope located in Prof. Wellstood’s lab and the 

one at Neocera, Inc.   

 

5.2 Simulation of uniformly magnetized samples 

 In calculating the magnetization from the experimental data of magnetized 

samples, I will use the inversion technique, which has been broadly used in the past.  

However, in order to apply this technique, it is necessary to understand how it works and 

how accurately it calculates the magnetization.  For this purpose, I will use simulated 

magnetic field data, which are, unaffected by any noise or any experimental errors.  In 

this section, details of the simulation are presented.  

To obtain B
v

in three dimensional space from magnetized sample, one can integrate the 

dipole equation [14] given by 
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An object with local magnetization )(rm rv ′  produces magnetic field at a distance r
→

 as 

shown in Eq. 5.1.   

 I have used the scanning SQUID, which has the SQUID mounted in such a way 

so that the SQUID loop lies in the plane of the scanning stage and thus the SQUID is 

sensitive to the z component of the field-Bz.  In general, when measuring only one 

component of the magnetic field, one can not determine the magnetization M  
→

 of the 

sample uniquely.  If no additional constraints can be placed onM  
→

, then the problem is 

insoluble.  However, there are some special situations where one can obtain the 
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magnetization value by fitting to Eq. 5.1.  These are the cases when the magnetization is 

uniform.  In the case of in-plane magnetization samples, one can approximate the 

magnetization as arising from two parallel magnetic line charges, which will be discussed 

in Sec 5.3.1.  On the other hand, for out-of-plane magnetization, the situation is 

equivalent to a loop of constant current (which can be related to M) surrounding the 

sample.  This is discussed in section 5.4.1. 

 The coordinate system that I used here is shown in Figure 5.1.  Here the point 

where the B field is measured is denoted by (x, y, z), and the point on the sample is (x’, 

y’, z’).  The thin film sample dimensions are l x w x d, and z is the perpendicular distance 

from the measuring point to the plane of the sample.  mv  is a function of position (x’, y’, 

z’).  One can obtain the expression for Bz for given )(rm ′rv  via Eq. 5.1.   
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Figure 5.1 The coordinate system for simulating a sample using the dipole equation (Eq. 
5.1) 

 

 When the sample thickness d is much smaller than z (which is the typical case in 

thin film experiments), one can approximate the three dimensional integral to the two 
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dimensional one.  In the case of a sample with uniform in-plane magnetization, the 

equation for Bz is given by 

∫∫ +′−+′−

′−+′−
= dydx

zyyxx
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zyxB yx
z '
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)]()([
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   Equation 5.2 

Here, mx and my are the in-plane components of mv  which are constants and where 

magnitude m is )( 22
yx mm + .  On the other hand, for uniform out-of-plane 

magnetization, one obtains 
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Here, mz is the out-of-plane component of mv which is a constant. 

 In order for me to perform the simulation, Equations 5.2 and 5.3 were integrated 

numerically in x′  and y′  to obtain the distribution of Bz for both in-plane and out-of-

plane magnetized samples, respectively.  For simplicity, in the case of the in-plane 

magnetization, I set my=0.  In all the simulations performed, I used the simplest way to 

integrate, which is just a summation with small integration intervals xd ′  and yd ′ .  It is 

important to make sure the values of xd ′  and yd ′ are small enough so that the integral 

value does not change as xd ′  and yd ′ change.  It was checked that the interval of 5 µm in 

x′  and y′  was sufficiently small to obtain accurate results.  The scanning step size 

(which is the distance between the nearest data points) is 50 µm in the x and y directions.  

For the simulations, initially I was helped with the Labview programming by Dr. John 
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Mathews and Dr. Su Young Lee.  The panel of the software for the in-plane 

magnetization case can be seen in Figure 5.2. 

 

Figure 5.2 A Labview panel for simulating in-plane magnetized samples.  The 
distribution of magnetic field Bz due to mx is shown in the window.  The sample here is 1 
mm x 1 mm x 3000 Ǻ, scanning area 5 mm x 5 mm, M = 5 emu/cc, step size in x and in y 
= 50 µm, integration step = 5 µm, scanning height is 150 µm. 

 

5.3 In-plane magnetization 

 The scanning SQUID microscope has a wide variety of applications.  The 

research of magnetic thin film combinatorial libraries is the area that I focus on in this 

thesis.  The task at hand is to obtain accurate values of remanent magnetization of thin 

film samples given the distribution of Bz measured by the scanning SQUID microscope.  

To quantitatively characterize the samples, one must develop the analysis tools for 

interpreting the data from the scanning SQUID microscope.  For the out-of-plane 

magnetization (see section 5.4 below), a unique solution already had been reported [15], 

which allows accurate determination of the remanent magnetization value.  The out-of-
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plane problem is solvable because there is only one component of the magnetization.  

However, for general two-dimensional in-plane magnetization, there is no unique 

solution given only Bz measured by the scanning SQUID microscope.  In principle, we 

can think of this problem as having an infinite number of solutions.  I will discuss several 

methods for deducing the in-plane remanent magnetization value, using reasonable 

assumptions about the magnetization of the sample.   

 

5.3.1 Line charge approximation 

  In some instances, one can use simple models to fit the acquired magnetic field 

data.  The first model I use is the line charge model.  This generalized approach can be 

found in literature [16].  There are several approximations needed for this model.  The 

first approximation is that the sample is uniformly magnetized along one side of the 

sample.  For a thin film of thickness d, length l and width w, (as shown in Figure 5.3 (a)), 

one can use a general definition of a surface magnetic charge density σm as 

Mnm

r
⋅= ˆσ ,    Equation 5.4 

where n̂  is a unit vector in the direction of M, which is parallel to l.  This can be mapped 

into two parallel magnetic line charges of density σm, and length w as shown in Figure 

5.3 (b).  Now if the length w is sufficiently large, one can approximate it to be infinite.  

This is the second approximation that I will use.  Note however, that for finite line 

charges one is able to calculate the field exactly only on the plane which cuts the line 

charge perpendicularly in the middle, shown as the purple dashed line in  Figure 5.3 (b) , 

since the sample is symmetric about this plane.  The relationship between the magnetic 

charge per unit length λm and the magnetization M can be expressed as  
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Figure 5.3 The line charge model (a) uniform in-plane magnetization in a thin film in one 
direction, (b) equivalent magnetic line charge taken to infinity.  I will take the B field 
along the purple dashed line in order to fit the data.  

 

 To calculate the magnetic filed B
r

 (in Tesla) at a distance r from one of the line-

charges one can simply consider the magnetic field B
r

 that is produced by a magnetic 
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charge Qm.  Using the formulation from the electric field due to the electric charge Q, B
r

 

is expressed as 

r
r
QB m ˆ

4 2
0

π
µ

=
r

    Equation 5.6 

To calculate Bz from Eq. 5.6, I need to define the coordinate system as shown in Figure 

5.4.   
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Figure 5.4 The coordinate system to find Bz. 
 
 
Then after the integration over the line, Bz  for an infinite line charge will be expressed as, 
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Then by using Eq. 5.5 to express λm in terms of M, the two magnetic line charges yield 
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where x0+ and x0- are the locations in the x-axis of the positive and negative line charges, 

respectively, and the other parameters such as d and z are known to very good accuracy 

from the measurement.  Therefore, knowing all these parameters and having the data for 

Bz, M can be fitted easily using Mathematica (see Appendix D.1) or any other software.   

 To check this model, I used simulated data first.  I took a simulation of a sample 

of 4 mm x 4 mm with M =5 emu/cc, ∆x = ∆y = 50 µm (scanning step size), and  
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B
z

(T
)
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• simulated 
data

- model fit
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(T
)
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• simulated 
data
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Figure 5.5 Magnetic field from the magnetic line charge model (solid line) fitted to the 
simulated data (dotted). 

 

z = 150 µm and using Eq. 5.2 calculated the Bz distribution.  I took one line scan in the 

middle of the sample along the purple dotted line of Figure 5.3 (b), and fitted it with all 

the known parameters to Eq. 5.8 in order to find M.  Figure 5.5 shows the fitted curve 

(solid line) and the original data (dotted) from the simulated scan.  From the fitting, we 
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obtain the correct M value.  However, it is clear that when the sample width w becomes 

smaller, the infinite-line charge approximation begins to fail.  A question then arises: 

when does the approximation fail? 

 To address this question, in Figure 5.6, I look at the maximum of Bz as a function 

of the ratio of w to z in a log-log plot.  One sees a transition in the changing behavior of  
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Figure 5.6 Variation of maximum Bz as a function of z. 

 

the maximum Bz, which varies as 1/z for small z, while for larger z, the maximum decays 

as 1/z4.  To understand the behavior of Bz at small z, one may consider Eq. 5.8 from the 

infinite-line charge approximation.  From this equation, one can obtain the maximum 

value of Bz as 
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z
CBz =     Equation 5.9 

where C is 
π

µ
2
0Md .  The purple line in Figure 5.6 represents this limit.  On the other hand, 

when z becomes large, one can see from Eq. 5.2 that the maximum Bz will vary as 1/z4.  

This is shown as the blue line in Figure 5.6.  As one can see from the figure, as the ratio 

log (w/z) becomes smaller than 0.5, the maximum Bz clearly deviates from the infinite-

line charge approximation.  Therefore, the line charge approximation fails in this regime.   
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Figure 5.7 Variation of M calculated from the line charge model as a function of w for a 
given z = 150 µm. 

 

To check this more quantitatively, I fitted the simulated data of different w at z =150 µm 

to Eq. 5.8 as before to calculate the magnetization.  The results are plotted in Figure 5.7.  
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As expected, the magnetization calculated from the line charge approximation gives 

already 10% error from the given value even when log (w/z) is smaller than 0.7.  From 

these calculations, it is then evident that to obtain the accurate magnetization from the 

line charge approximation, one needs to have the ratio w/z at least larger than 10.  When 

the sample is such that w is smaller than 10z, it is then necessary to use other methods to 

calculate magnetization.  In special instances, however, it is useful to use the line-charge 

model, because it is simple and quick to adapt.  

 Now I am going to demonstrate the same technique on a thin film sample.  Dr. 

Minghui Yu grew a 150 nm thick film of SmCo5 on a silicon wafer and capped it with a 

thin layer of Fe and Pt by magnetron sputtering.  This composition has ferromagnetic 

properties at room temperature [4].  Therefore, I should be able to see remanent 

magnetization due to ferromagnetism exhibited in the sample as I scan it using the 

scanning SQUID microscope.  The silicon wafer was patterned into a grid, therefore, I 

broke off one square 1.63 mm x 1.7 mm (l x w) and magnetized it in the in-plane 

direction using a commercial SQUID magnetometer (Quantum Design Inc.).  Then I 

scanned the sample in zero field with the distance z of 300 µm.  Figure 5.8 shows the 

magnetic field Bz from the remanent magnetization of the sample.  The field ranges from 

-15 µT (blue) to 15 µT (red), and the sample is seen to be magnetized in-plane in one 

direction.   

 I took the magnetic field data along a line parallel to the magnetization direction 

(purple dotted line) from the scanned data and did the same fitting as discussed earlier for 

the simulated data with Eq. 5.8.  The plot of data scanned along the middle line and its 

fitting is shown in Figure 5.9.  The fitting then yields 204.6 emu/cc for the in-plane 
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magnetization.  This value is about 10 % lower than the remanent magnetization value 

measured with the SQUID, which is 227.9 emu/cc.  The sample size was 1.63 mm x  
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Figure 5.8 Image of the normal component of magnetic field from a thin-film of  SmCo5 
in zero applied field, magnetized with 3T, which is higher than the coercive field.  The 
size of the sample is 1.63 mm x 1.7 mm. Black dashed line indicates the boundaries of 
the substrate, purple dashed line is the field line that I took to fit the data. 
 
 
1.7 mm while z was 300 µm, which yields the log(w/z) ratio of 0.753.  If one looks at 

Figure 5.7 (which shows the fitted magnetization of the simulation data as a function of 

log(w/z)), one finds that at the value 0.735 of log(w/z) the fitting gives an error of 9.5 % 

for M.  This then agrees well with 10 % deviation of the measured magnetization of the  
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SmCo5 thin film H loop
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Figure 5.9 (a) Magnetic field from the magnetic line charge model (solid line) fitted to 
the experimental data (dotted) from scanning SQUID of  SmCo5 thin film.  (b) The 
hysteresis loop of the same sample from SQUID magnetometer. 
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sample via fitting.  The inset of Figure 5.9 shows the hysteresis loop taken from 

commercial SQUID magnetometer on the same sample.  The saturated magnetization was 

340 emu/cc at 3 T and the remanent magnetization (after it is saturated) is, as mentioned, 

227.9  emu/cc.  Overall, the fitting to the line-charge model is a very good technique to 

calculate uniform magnetization and all one needs is one scan line of Bz data instead of 

the entire mapping; however, one must keep in mind the limitation associated with 

sample dimension w, the distance z, and the uniformity of M.   

 On the other hand, what we are often interested in are the samples that have 

spatially varying magnetization.  This is because we fabricate combinatorial samples with 

varying compositions, which lead to varying magnetic properties across a single 

substrate.  In such instances, this technique is inaccurate and difficult to apply.  In the 

next section, I will introduce the inversion technique for calculating the in-plane 

magnetization.  

 

5.3.2 General derivation for the inversion of Bz for in-plane magnetization 

 The technique of inverting magnetic field B is widely used and has been 

previously reported [15].  Here I will review some of the formulation of extracting 

magnetization from magnetic field obtained from a scanning SQUID, which was 

discussed extensively in the dissertations of S. Chatraphorn and E. F. Fleet [16, 17,].  I 

will introduce the inversion technique, which allows us to calculate M at every point on 

the sample.  This technique uses the entire two dimensional data from B field instead of 

just fitting a line.  I will also point out some of the limitations of this technique and 
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dependence of results on several parameters, which will be discussed in more details in 

Chapter 6.   

 The local magnetization )',','( zyxM
r

, of a sample, where mx and my ≠ 0 with 

thickness d as shown in Figure 5.1, can be related to Bz through the following equations 

assuming the surface term is negligible [14]: 
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where µ0 = 4π x 10-7 Tm/A is the permeability of free space and )',','( zyxmρ  is the 

magnetic pole density with the following condition: 
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If z (scanning distance) d>> , one may set z’=0.  This then leads the dz integral in Eq. 

5.11 to a value of d.  Thus, one arrives at 
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which is a convolution integral.  This can be written in Fourier space as  

),(~),,(),,( yxmyxyxz kkzkkgzkkb ρ=     Equation 5.14 

where ),,( zkkg yx is a Fourier transform of a Green’s function, 

 2/3222
0

])()[(4
),,(

zyyxx
zd

zyyxxG
+′−+′−π

µ
=′−′− ,  Equation 5.15 

while mρ~  is the Fourier transform of the magnetic pole density.  By Fourier transforming 

Eq. 5.15, one simply obtains 
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Hence, bz of Eq. 5.14 in Fourier space is expressed as  

 ),(~
2

),,( 0
yxm

kz
yxz kkedzkkb ρ

µ −=   Equation 5.17 

Therefore, to calculate ρm in real space, one needs to solve for mρ~ in the k space from Eq. 

5.17, and inverse Fourier transform it to real space as 
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where FT-1 is the inverse Fourier transform. 

 There is an exponential factor in Eq. 5.18 that is very important for analyzing the 

data.  This factor exponentially increases the large k (small x) features in the data, thus 

improving the spatial resolution of the image acquired from the microscope.  On the other 

hand, the microscope is not noiseless, and thus not every feature can be recovered with 

Eq. 5.18.  Typically this noise is independent of x, y, and z and appears at all k.  So at 

large enough k, the signal will be dominated by noise and will be obscured.  This means 

that the smaller features at higher k values will be obscured quicker than the larger 

features, and trying to recover them will simply introduce large noise in the resulting ρm 

in the x space.  Therefore, the solution from Eq. 5.18 must be windowed [18], such that 

all data above some chosen cut-off frequency kw are discarded.  I primarily used two 

functions for windowing data in the frequency space.  These are:  

Hanning window 
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Gaussian window 
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=     Equation 5.20 

 In the next sections, I will discuss how this kw should be chosen to obtain the 

maximum spatial resolution, which for our purpose should provide reasonably accurate 

magnetization values.   

 So rewriting Eq. 5.18 including the window filter function f(k) in terms of the 

known parameters, I obtain 
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Extracting M  
→

 from a relationship of M  
→

 and ρm in Eq. 5.10, in general, is not a solvable 

problem, since ∇
→

 × M   
→

 is unknown.  Erin Fleet [17] has shown that, in general, the total 

magnetic dipole m 
→

 can be obtained as: 

 ∫ +=
A

m dxdyyxyyxxdm ),()ˆˆ( ρr .    Equation 5.22 

Here the surface term is ignored, and the sample is considered to be two-dimensional 

with thickness d where ρm is uniform in z.  From Eq. 5.22 one can calculate mx and my, 

the x and y components of mr .  The average in-plane magnetization Min per unit 

volumecan be calculated from  
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     Equation 5.23 
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From this point when I am referring to the value of in-plane magnetization, I will use Min 

as the notation. 

 All the calculations for the inversion technique are done using the Transform 

software.  The programming code for the in-plane calculations can be found in Appendix 

C.1 and C.2. 

 I will calculate Min using the inversion technique for the sample shown in Figure 

5.8 in Chapter 6.   

 

5.4 Out-of-plane magnetization 

 As I mentioned earlier in this chapter a unique solution to the out-of-plane 

magnetization, using the inversion technique, already has been reported [15].  Because 

there is only one component of magnetization that we are trying to solve using Bz 

acquired from the scanning SQUID, the problem is solvable.  Here I will discuss two 

ways of solving for out-of-plane magnetization from Bz distribution obtained from the 

SQUID microscope.  One is the current loop model, which is a straightforward, exact 

calculation using the Biot-Savart law and the other is the inversion technique using 

Fourier transform.  Although the current loop model can be used to calculate the uniform 

out-of-plane magnetization exactly, it is difficult to employ for the nonuniform case, 

which is often the case.  In this case, the inversion technique can be applied to calculate 

the magnetization.   
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5.4.1 Current loop model 

 Here I will propose a simple model to calculate the out-of-plane magnetization 

from a uniformly out-of-plane magnetized sample.  The uniform out-of-plane 

magnetization of a sample can be modeled by a current loop of constant current flowing 

around the edge of the sample.  Figure 5.10 shows the schematic diagram of a current  

I
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(b)

B
z (T)

x (mm)

Bz = 0

I
(a)

(b)
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B
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Figure 5.10 (a) A schematic diagram of the current loop model for a uniform out-of-plane 
magnetized sample.  The current in this case is flowing in the clockwise direction and 
produces a magnetic field inside the sample that is going into the plane of the paper (red).  
(b) One line scan of Bz across the black dotted line of the sample in (a).  The profile of 
Bz.is shown. 
 

loop.  The constant current in the loop then produces the magnetic field, which is 

equivalent to the field generated by a uniform magnetization Mz inside the sample.  One 

can calculate the magnetic field of the current loop by using the Bio-Savart Law.  

Magnetization can be related to the current in the following relation 

dMI z ⋅= ,     Equation 5.24 
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where d is the thickness of the sample while I is the current in the loop.  Since the wire 

has finite dimensions and has a geometrical shape, the calculation becomes a little more 

complicated, since one has to consider the limits of integration.  But it is still manageable.  

I will take the coordinate system, which is shown in Figure 5.11.  To calculate the Bz of 

the sample measured at point (x, y, z) I need to include the contribution from all four 

parts of the current carrying wires.  The integration limits are set by the dimension of the 

sample, as shown in Figure 5.11.  The Bio-Savart Law equation is 
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rr
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   Equation 5.25 
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Figure 5.11 The coordinate system for calculating the Bz at a point (x,y,z) from all 4 parts 
of the wire carrying current I in the clockwise direction.  The corners of the loop are 
labeled as (x0-, y0-,0) and (x0+, y0+, 0).  The points of x0- and x0+ are symmetric about the x 
axis and y0+ and y0- about the y axis.   
 
 
I will demonstrate how to get an expression for Bz for one part of the wire, namely the left 

hand side wire, where jdyld ˆ =
r

 and kzjyyixxr ˆ ˆ )(ˆ )( 00 +−+−= −−
r .  Here, the corners 

of the loop are labeled as (x0-, y0-,0), (x0+, y0+, 0), etc.  So the z component of magnetic 
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field produced by a segment (located at x0-) of the wire as a function of M, using Eq. 5.24, 

is   
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  Equation 5.27 

 Similarly, one can obtain the expression for Bz for every segment of the wire loop 

and add them together.  I then used the Mathematica software to fit the equation for all 

the wire parts using all the parameters that are known from the data acquired (see  
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Figure 5.12 Magnetic field from the current loop model (solid line) fitted to the simulated 
data (dotted). 
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Appendix D.2).  To demonstrate the validity of my calculation, I took a simulation of a 

sample of 2 mm x 2 mm with M =5 emu/cc, ∆x = ∆y = 50 µm, and z = 150 µm and 

calculated Bz using Eq. 5.3.  I took one line scan of Bz in the middle of the sample (as 

shown in Figure 5.10 along the black dashed line) and entered the known parameters to 

the total equation of Bz (4 equations as the Eq 5.26) in order to find M.  Figure 5.12 

shows the fitted function (solid line) and the original data (dotted) from the simulated 

scan.  From the fitting result, I got the same value of M as the assigned value in the 

simulation. 

 Now I used this model to calculate M for a single composition thin film.  The film 

that I used was a 300 nm thick film of CoFe2O4 on a 10 mm x 10 mm MgO substrate 

grown by pulsed laser deposition [19, 20].  I cut the sample into 4 squares and patterned 

them into strips of several sizes.  Here I will only consider a sample of dimension 5 mm x 

5 mm.  CoFe2O4 has a Curie temperature Tc of 790K, and it has an out-of-plane easy axis 

magnetization.  Therefore, I expect to see out-of-plane remanent magnetization due to 

ferromagnetism exhibited in the sample as I scan it using the scanning SQUID 

microscope.  I magnetized the sample in the out-of-plane direction with field of 3 T, 

using a commercial SQUID magnetometer.  The sample was scanned in zero field with 

the distance z from the SQUID sensor to the sample of 150 µm.  Figure 5.13 shows the 

false color image of magnetic field Bz due to the remanent magnetization of the sample.  

The field ranges from -48 µT (blue) to 30 µT (red), and the sample appears to be 

magnetized out-of-plane.  I took one line of Bz from this scan (across the purple dashed 

line in Figure 5.13) and did the same fitting as for the simulated data.  The plot of the 

data and the model fit are shown in Figure 5.14 (a). 
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Figure 5.13 Image of a normal component of magnetic field from the CFO thin film in 
zero applied field.  The size of the substrate and the film is 5.3 mm x 5.1 mm.  The 
yellow dashed line indicates the boundaries of the sample whose magnetization I 
calculated.  The purple dashed line shows the line of Bz that I took to fit the data using the 
current loop model 

 

 Here the quality of the fit is still good, although it is seen that one of the edges is 

not fully recovered.  The value of the remanent magnetization that I obtained from the 

current loop model using the fitting was 153.6 emu/cc.  Figure 5.14 (b) shows the 

hysteresis loop taken from a commercial SQUID magnetometer on the same sample.  The 

saturated out-of-plane magnetization is 350 emu/cc at 2.5 T and the remanent 

magnetization (after it is saturated) is 156.7 emu/cc.   
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Figure 5.14 (a) Magnetic field from the current loop model (solid line) fitted to the 
experimental data (dotted) from scanning SQUID microscope data of a CFO thin film 
magnetized out-of-plane.  (b) A hysteresis loop in the out-of-plane direction of the same 
sample from a SQUID magnetometer. 
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 The value for Mz that I obtained from the sample via the fitting to the current-loop 

model is in very good agreement (less than 2 % error) with the value from the SQUID 

measurement.  Therefore, the current loop model is a very good technique if the sample is 

a single composition thin film with a uniform out-of-plane magnetization.  However, it is  

often necessary for us to accurately calculate the out-of-plane magnetization of sample 

where the composition is varying inside the sample.  In this case, the magnetization will 

be varying throughout the sample, and thus, the current loop model becomes difficult to 

apply.  Therefore, I will introduce the inversion technique for calculating the out-of-plane 

magnetization, which can be employed in the case of varying magnetization.  Note, 

however, that for a simple uniform case, where magnetization is not changing the current 

loop model is easier to adapt than using the inversion technique.  

 

5.4.2 General derivation for inversion of Bz for out-of-plane magnetization 

 In section 5.3.2 I gave a general derivation of the inversion of Bz for the in-plane 

magnetized sample.  Here in this section I will derive the inversion of Bz for the out-of-

plane magnetized sample. 

 Now for the case of the out-of-plane magnetization, it is straightforward to use 

Eq. 5.1 and apply the inversion.  For this calculation of M I assume that Mx = My = 0, and 

Mz ≠ 0.  Note that Mz needs not be a constant.  The coordinate system is the same as in 

Figure 5.1.  The z component of the magnetic field Bz produced by Mz from Eq. 5.1 is 

expressed as 
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Note that by assuming that z à z’ as in section 5.3.2 (in-plane case), the dz integral is 

reduced to d, which is the thickness of the sample.  Now Eq. 5.28 is a convolution of two 

functions:  the magnetization mz (x’, y’) and the Green’s function, which is given by 
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          Equation 5.29 

The Fourier transform of ),,( zyyxxG ′−′−  in the two-dimensions is simply 

kz
yx ekdzkkg −=

2
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   Equation 5.30 

Thus, using the result from Eq. 5.30, one obtains the Fourier transform of the 

magnetization as 
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.  Equation 5.31 

 Here as in the case of the in-plane magnetization, there is an exponential factor 

that amplifies the large k (small x) features in the data.  This can increase the spatial 

resolution.  On the other hand, noise is also amplified and the signal can be lost when the 

values of k are too large.  Hence as in the in-plane case, in practice it is important to 

window the data with properly chosen range of k values.  Multiplying by a window 

function in k space then yields 
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  Equation 5.32 
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where f(k) is a window filter function.  The windows, which I used, are Hanning and 

Gaussian.  Now notice that when k goes to zero, mz in the k space diverges to infinity, i.e. 

an infinitely large sheet of dipoles does not produce Bz.  Thus to prevent this anomaly, 

one should set bz (kx = 0, ky = 0, z) = 0.  The two-dimensional image of the magnetization 

in real space can be obtained from the inverse Fourier transform of Eq. 5.31 as 
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 To calculate Mz, magnetization per unit volume in real space over a certain area, 

one can integrate in a manner similar to the in-plane case 

∫=
A

zz dxdyyxmd
V

M ),(1 ,    Equation 5.34.   

From now on, whenever I refer to the out-of-plane magnetization of the sample, I will use 

Mz as the notation.  The programming code for the out-of-plane calculations is given in 

Appendix C.3 and C.4.  Again as in the in-plane case for the experimental data, I will use 

the inversion technique once several parameters of the inversion are optimized. 

 

5.5 Conclusions 

 In this chapter, I introduced different analysis tools that can be used to 

characterize magnetic properties of combinatorial libraries.  I derived several techniques 

for calculating the in-plane and out-of-plane magnetization.  For the in-plane case, I 

described the line charge approximation and the inversion technique.  For the out-of-

plane magnetization, I introduced the current loop model as well as the inversion 

technique.   

 I used the calculations from both models, the line charge model and the current 

loop model to compare the experimental results and the simulated results.  However, I did 
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not compare them to the inversion calculation.  This will be discussed in the next chapter.  

For both in-plane and out-of-plane magnetization the inversion technique has several 

parameters that control the calculation.  Thus, in order to implement the technique, these 

parameters such as the cut off frequency kw, the scanning area, the integration area and 

the z value that can greatly alter the result of the inversion technique must be known.  

This is discussed in the next chapter. 
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Chapter 6  

Parameter dependence of the inversion technique for 
calculation of magnetization 
 
 In Chapter 5, the line-charge model and the current-loop model were introduced 

to calculate the in-plane and the out-of-plane magnetization, respectively.  The 

magnetization values were obtained by using these models via fitting with the 

magnetization M as the only parameter.  It was found that when the sample size is large 

enough compared to the scanning distance from the sample and when the sample is 

uniformly magnetized, these models could be applied easily to obtain the accurate values 

of magnetization.  However, as I discussed in Chapter 5, the models cannot be used 

effectively when the magnetization is not uniform, which is often the case for 

combinatorial libraries.   

 In Chapter 2, I introduced two kinds of libraries that are investigated for their 

magnetic properties.  They are the discrete libraries and the continuous composition 

spreads.  Schematics of a typical discrete library and a typical composition spread are 

shown in Figure 6.1 (a) and Figure 6.1 (b) respectively.   

 In a discrete library, individual samples with different compositions are created.  

In the example shown in Figure 6.1 (a), samples are patterned into a square grid.  Every 

square has a different composition and can have a different magnetic property.  Each 

square with a magnetic material acts as its own dipole and one needs to be able to 

distinguish each square separately.  For discrete libraries of magnetic materials, one can 

calculate M for each composition separately using a simple model introduced in Chapter 

5.  However, it is inefficient and impractical to do the same calculation for a large  
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Figure 6.1 Schematic for (a) a discrete library and (b) a composition spread.  

 

number of samples.  In addition, there are necessary conditions on the spacing between 

the squares and on the size of the squares in order to apply the line charge model, and 

some of these conditions are difficult to implement in libraries.  For instance, as 

discussed in Chapter 5, the dimension of the sample in magnetization direction must be at 

least 10 times the z value.  Thus, we use the inversion in mapping magnetization from 

actual discrete libraries.  This is discussed in Chapter 7. 

 In a composition spread sample, the composition is continuously changing across 

a contiguous sample.  Thus, in a composition spread of magnetic materials, 

magnetization has a continuous distribution.  Figure 6.2 (a) shows a simple schematic for 

a composition spread in which the composition and thus the magnetization varies 

continuously along the horizontal direction.  An example of magnetization distribution is 

shown in Figure 6.2 (b).  To calculate magnetization in such cases, one cannot apply the 

simple models discussed in Chapter 5.  First, the magnetization is continuously changing; 
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the basic assumption for the models to work is for magnetization to be uniform.  Second, 

even if one breaks the sample into strips, one still cannot use the simple model, because 

A BComposition A1-xBx

M

A BComposition A1-xBx

(a)

(b)

A BComposition A1-xBx
A BComposition A1-xBx

M

A BComposition A1-xBx
A BComposition A1-xBx

(a)

(b)

 

Figure 6.2 (a) A schematic of a composition spread sample with a varying M.  The 
sample is divided into small strips to calculate magnetization for each composition.  (b) 
An example of magnetization distribution for a composition spread.   

 

there is error associated with the sample size and one would have to consider 

contributions from neighboring strips.  

 Obtaining accurate values of magnetization is very important for combinatorial 

samples.  However, this is a challenge for composition spreads.  Since the composition is 

continuously varying, it is necessary to divide the sample into strips as shown in Figure 

6.2 (a).  For each strip, data from the area are integrated and M can be obtained.  As we 

will see later in this chapter, the integration area will be one of the parameters that I will 
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carefully consider which influences the value of M.  In Chapter 5 (5.3.2 and 5.4.2) I 

presented some theoretical background for the inversion technique.  In this chapter, I will 

discuss the effects of several parameters for calculating magnetization of combinatorial 

libraries. 

 

6.1 General overview 

 In order to apply the inversion techniques for calculating magnetization, it is 

necessary to examine the role of the parameters that control the calculations.  Here, I 

revisit two main equations from Chapter 5.  The equation to calculate ρm for the in-plane 

magnetization case is given by (p. 95, p. 106, in Chapter 5) 
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while for the out-of-plane magnetization case, it is given by 
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Note that in these equations z is the distance between the sample and the SQUID, while d 

is the thickness of the sample.  The function f (k) is a windowing function that contains a 

cut-off frequency kw.  This means that when the Fourier transform is applied, all the 

amplitudes of Bz in the k space at k values higher than kw are discarded.  It is clear that the 

type of windowing function used will affect the calculations in the inversion technique. 

 As I mentioned in the previous chapter, a proper filter window must be used to 

correctly handle the ρm data.  Initially, I considered two windows, namely Gaussian and 

Hanning windows [1, 2].  They are given in Eqs. 5.19 and 5.20 (Ch. 5) and shown in 
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Figure 6.3.  Previously, Erin Fleet [3] had considered three types of windows (Gaussian, 

Hanning and square (Figure 6.3)) for his analysis of the field emanating from a current 

flowing in a sample.  He considered two infinite line charges, and these three windows 

were used to calculate magnetization.  He then concluded that the best result was 

provided by the Gaussian window.  However, in his analysis of the Gaussian window he 

did not consider any cut-off in the Fourier space in order to do the integral exactly and to 

obtain the analytical result.  On the other hand, for the other windows he introduced the 

cut-off.  When the cut-off frequency kw is also considered in the case of the Gaussian 

window, it is actually the square window that provides the best analytical result.  This is 

because the square window preserves the function in the k space within the cut-off 

frequency (since the window filter is equal to one), while the other windows (Gaussian 

and Hanning) reduce the amplitudes of the B field in the k space.  

 For the analysis of the combinatorial libraries, one must consider a finite-size 

sample, and in this case, analytical study of window selection, similar to E. Fleet’s, is not 

feasible.  When magnetization is distributed throughout the finite-size sample, it is not 

obvious which window function is optimal.  Figure 6.3 (a) shows the three window 

functions with the same cut-off frequency kw in terms of the normalized wave vector k/kw. 

One can see from this figure that these window functions will produce different results 

when the inversion technique is used, since they treat the amplitudes at k values near the 

cut-off frequency differently.  It is clear that the square window is the worst when one  
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Figure 6.3 Different window functions (a) f(k) in the k space as a function of k/kw when 
kw is the same for all three window functions.  (b) f(k) as a function k/kw when kw, Gaussian 
= 0.42 x kw, Hanning (kw, Hanning = kw) 

 

handles finite data, since it amplifies noise due to the amplitudes at high k values.  On the 

other hand, one can see that the Gaussian and Hanning windows have similar shapes 
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when different cut-off frequencies are chosen.  If we set, kw,Gaussian = 0.42 kw,Hanning one 

obtains the same half-decay width.  This can be seen in Figure 6.3 (b).  Therefore, one 

can guess easily that choosing such cut-off frequencies for the two windows may yield 

almost the same results.  This assumption has been verified with the simulation data, and 

no noticeable dependence of the magnetization on the window functions was observed.  

However, one may notice that the Gaussian window has a discontinuity at k=kw, as can 

be seen in Figure 6.3.  This discontinuity in the Fourier space may generate undesired 

errors when it is applied to the data from combinatorial libraries.  Hence, throughout this 

and following chapters, I will use the Hanning window.   

 Once the window function is chosen, it is now important to understand the roles 

of various parameters, especially the cut-off frequency kw, and the distance z contained in 

the equation.  As studied previously, the value of kw is very important for calculating ρm 

and determining the spatial resolution.  One can see that if kw is too large, then the 

inversion technique amplifies the noise.  On the other hand, when kw is too small, one 

cannot capture fully the shape of the magnetic field.  Thus, it is important to choose the 

correct values for kw when the inversion technique is used to calculate magnetization 

accurately.  In Secs. 6.2.1 and 6.3.1, I discuss the effects of kw and obtain its optimal 

values for the in-plane and out-of-plane magnetization cases, respectively.   

 In Eq. 6.1, the exponential factor has a parameter z (coupled to the wave vector k), 

which is the distance between the SQUID sensor and the sample.  Since z is multiplied by 

k, it is clear that the value of z will affect the choice of kw.  In typical experiments, the 

scanning distance z varies from 150 µm to 500 µm.  Thus, I will explore this range of z in 

studying the inversion technique.  Secs. 6.2.1 and 6.3.1 present the variations of the kw 
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optimal values as a function of z, while in Secs. 6.2.3 and 6.3.2 more elaborate discussion 

of the z dependence of the magnetization is presented for the in-plane and out-of-plane 

cases. 

 Another parameter, which is not apparently present in Eq. 6.1 but influences the 

results of the inversion technique, is the scanning area.  When the scanning area is large 

enough, one is able to obtain the accurate magnetization via the inversion technique, 

while if the scanning area is too small, the lack of the magnetic field data hampers 

calculating magnetization.  One then asks:  how large of a scanning area should one 

consider in order to obtain reliable and accurate values of M?  The relevant parameter in 

this case is then the ratio of the scanning area to either the sample area or the distance z.  

In Secs. 6.2.3 and 6.3.3, I will discuss the dependence of the magnetization on this 

parameter. 

  To calculate the in-plane magnetization from ρm one needs to integrate the 

density over a certain area using the following equation:  

∫ +=
A

m dxdyyxyyxxdm ),()ˆˆ( ρr    Equation 6.3 

This value is then divided by the volume of the sample to obtain M.  For the out-of-plane 

case, the integration does not have the r vector multiplying the ρm ( Eq. 5.40).  In an ideal 

situation, the magnetization should not depend on the area A of the integration.  However, 

in real experiments one has only limited amount of the magnetic field data inside the 

scanning area.  This limitation diminishes the magnetic pole density by introducing noisy 

oscillations.  In this case, one may think that considering the entire available area for 

integration is natural.  However, as one will see in this chapter, integrating over the entire 

scanning area does not provide an accurate M.  This effect arises from the noisy behavior 
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of the density near the edges of the scanning area.  Furthermore, because our goal is to 

apply the inversion technique to continuous composition spread samples, where 

magnetization is spatially varying, it is important to be able to divide the sample into 

strips (Figure 6.2) and integrate each strip separately.  Thus, it is essential to understand 

how the integration area affects the result of the magnetization.  In fact, as we will see 

later in this chapter, the area of integration can play a big role in determining 

magnetization values.  I will discuss in detail how one should select the integration area 

in order to obtain the magnetization accurately, for different values of z and the sample 

size. 

 To understand the roles of these parameters and to optimize them in the inversion 

technique, I will use simulated data obtained by integrating the dipole equation, Eq. 5.2 in 

Chapter 5, numerically.  For details of the simulation, one can refer to Sec. 5.3.  Once the 

effects of the various parameters are understood and their optimal values are chosen, one 

can apply the inversion technique for the analysis of the measured experimental data.  In 

Chapter 7 and Chapter 8, these optimal values of the parameters will be used to calculate 

the magnetization of actual combinatorial samples.   

 

6.2 Inversion technique for calculating in-plane magnetization 

 In this section, I will discuss how the parameters introduced in Sec. 6.1 will affect 

the calculation of the inversion technique for the in-plane magnetization.  For this 

purpose, four different values of z will be considered throughout the calculation and 

analysis.  In order to perform this analysis, I use a sample large enough (larger than z) so 

that the errors due to the small sample size can be avoided.  In particular, I will address 
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the questions: how accurately can one obtain the magnetization when the position of the 

SQUID is far from the sample?  How small can the sample be and one can still obtain 

accurate values of magnetization?  To answer these questions, I will consider various 

sample sizes.  These important questions are relevant to the limit of the utility of the 

scanning SQUID microscope to characterizing combinatorial samples. 

 For all of the discussion and optimizations of the parameters, I have used 

simulation data generated by a Labview program discussed in Chapter 5 (Figure 5.2).  In 

Figure 6.4 (a), I define the sample configuration and dimensions.  The distance between  
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Figure 6.4 A simulation of a dipole of 3 mm (l) x 850 µm (w).  (a) The schematic of the 
simulated data acquisition. The coordinate system shown here denotes the axis directions 
only. (b) Distribution of the magnetic field due to the in-plane magnetization of a 
simulated sample.  The black dashed line denotes the sample dimensions. 
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the poles is l (which is parallel to magnetization direction), while the length perpendicular 

to the magnetization direction is defined as w.  When I varied the dipole size, I changed 

the w dimension, keeping l constant.  The scanning area used was always a square.  For 

calculating the magnetization, the dimensions of the integration area is L x W (where the 

integration length L and width W are parallel to l and w of the sample, respectively,  as 

shown in Figure 6.7 of  Sec. 6.2.2).  For the dependence of magnetization on kw, scanning 

area, and the area of integration, I have used simulated data of a uniformly magnetized 

sample of 3 mm (l) x 850 µm (w).  The schematic of the sample and the simulated field 

distribution from the dipole are shown in Figure 6.4 (a) and (b). 

 

6.2.1 kw dependence 

 For the analysis of data on current carrying wires on chips, the relationship 

between spatial resolution and kw was discussed in Ref. [4].  However, for the ρm 

analysis, the influence of kw on the spatial resolution has not been studied.  As kw is 

increased, the spatial resolution is undoubtedly improved.  However, it becomes more 

difficult to calculate magnetization, when the noise becomes more pronounced and 

dominates the signal.  Therefore, there is a trade-off between the spatial resolution and 

the accuracy of the calculated value of magnetization.  For our purpose of characterizing 

combinatorial libraries, it is actually more important to calculate magnetization 

accurately than to obtain the ultimate spatial resolution.  This is because each individual 

sample in combinatorial libraries is typically much bigger than the spatial resolution of 

the scanning SQUID.  It is the magnetization trend of the samples that we are most 

interested in.  Keeping this in mind, I will determine what the limits for kw are.   
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 Initially I simulated data from the sample of 3 mm x 850 µm at four different z 

values (which are smaller than 850 µm, as mentioned below) by integrating Eq. 5.2 

numerically to avoid an error associated with the sample size.  To collect the magnetic 

field data for the analysis, I adopted a scanning area of 5 mm x 5 mm, which is large 

enough (about 10 times larger than the sample area) so that the error due to the limited 

scanning area may also be small and could be ignored.  There were four sets of data 

generated, one for each z.  The z values were 150 µm, 200 µm, 250 µm and 300 µm, 

which are smaller than the w (=850 µm) and l (=3 mm) of the sample.  For all the 

simulations, the samples were in-plane magnetized along the l (=3 mm) direction with a 

given fixed Min value of 5 emu/cc.  The scanning step size of the simulation data was 50 

µm in x and y, where x and y are the directions parallel to l and w, respectively.  

 For each simulated data at a given z value, I calculated ρm with kw ranging from 1 

to a value that makes the data look very noisy.  Then I integrated ρm initially over a 50 

µm strip in the middle of the sample to find the value of magnetization.  Note that as we 

will see in the next section, this choice of the integration area provides reliable values for 

the magnetization when the distance z is smaller than the sample size (w).  Based on the 

magnetization value calculated, I determined what the lower and upper boundaries are for 

kw.  Figure 6.5 shows the variation of ρm as kw changes.  One can see that as kw gets larger 

and larger, more and more ripples are introduced in the data.  I calculated Min for each kw 

and determined how far Min deviated from the given Min value.  In the inset the black 

square denotes the result with the upper bound kw value of 11 that I used for the case of z 

= 150 µm.  Next, I performed the same calculations for the other z values.   
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Figure 6.5 ρm dependence on the kw value for the simulated data (z = 150 µm). 

 

 Figure 6.6 shows the optimum kw range for the 4 z values.  Here I plot kw as a 

function of 1/z, since dimensionally kw and 1/z are the same, and one would expect that 

kw should decrease as z increases.  From this plot, one can see that the further the sample 

is from the SQUID sensor, the narrower the range of the kw values that one can choose is.  

This makes sense, because when z increases, the magnetic field at a distance z becomes 

broad and remains significant outside the scanning area.  Thus, cutting the magnetic field 

outside the scanning area causes enhanced sensitivity to the cut-off frequency, kw.  In real 

experiments, this can cause a further problem due to the noise in the data, which may 

dominate the magnetic field data for large z.  In addition, if one looks at the upper bound 
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Figure 6.6 Optimum kw range for in-plane magnetization as a function of 1/z. 

 

curve, one can see that the relationship between kw and 1/z appears to have an almost 

linear relationship.  One might expect the linear relationship from the inversion equation 

for the density given in Eq. 6.1, since the exponential factor in the Green’s function 

contains kz and as z increases kw should decrease inversely with z to prevent the 

amplitudes of high wave vectors (near kw) from growing exponentially.  Note that the 

other parameters such as the scanning area or the size of the sample may also influence 

the optimum value of kw.  
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6.2.2 Dependence on integration area 

 To calculate magnetization of the sample from a magnetic pole density ρm, one 

needs to integrate it (multiplied by the r vector) over a certain area as seen in Eq. 6.3.  To 

study how the integration area influences the value of magnetization, I used simulated 

data of the 3 mm x 850 µm sized sample (l = 3 mm x w = 850 µm), with a scanning area 

of 5 mm x 5 mm with an assigned Min = 5 emu/cc, at z = 150 µm.  Once ρm is obtained 

via the inversion technique by using optimal kw values (Sec. 6.2.1), I integrated it over 

different integration area L x W, as shown in Figure 6.7.  First, I will discuss the 

dependence of Min on the integration length L while keeping W constant, equal to 50 µm.  

Then the dependence of Min on W is discussed.   

 

6.2.2.1 Varying integration length along magnetization direction  

 In order to understand the dependence of the magnetization on the integration 

length L, I first fixed the integration width W = 50 µm and varied the integration length L 

from 2.9 mm (slightly less than the sample length l = 3 mm) to 5 mm (which is the 

scanning length).  As was shown earlier, in Figure 6.2, and Sec. 6.1, the reason why I 

used a strip of W = 50 µm (in the y direction) and not the entire sample is that for the 

combinatorial sample of spatially varying magnetization, I need to divide the sample into 

strips and then calculate Min for each strip that I select.  The example of this will be 

discussed in Chapter 8.   

 The result of the calculations is shown in Figure 6.8.  Here, one can see first that 

the integration length L must be at least larger than 1.1 times the sample length l.   
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Figure 6.7  The sample dimensions are 3 mm x 850 µm, and the scanning area is 5 mm x 
5 mm (orange dotted line).  The integration area is L x W (purple dashed line).   
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Figure 6.8 The behavior of Min as a function of the ratio of integration length L over the 
sample. 
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On the other hand, if one chooses L equal to the total scanning length of 5 mm to 

integrate over, the calculated magnetization deviates from the given value due to the 

noise at or near the edges of the scanning area.  Thus, one must choose the integration 

area, which includes at most the scanning length minus ~300 µm.   

 

6.2.2.2 Varying the dipole width w 

 In the present analysis, the sample width w (=850 µm) and length l (=3 mm) are 

larger than the distance z between the sample and the scanning position.  It was found 

that in this case, the calculated value for Min is insensitive to the integration width W.  It 

is due to the fact that the magnetic pole density ρm is almost flat inside the sample along 

the W direction perpendicular to the magnetization direction.  It is then interesting to see 

how the sample size (especially, the width w) affects the proper choice of integration 

width W.  This issue is important for calculating magnetization of composition spread 

samples. 

 To this end, I simulated different sample sizes at the same distance z =150 µm.  In 

particular, I varied the sample width w from 50 µm to 450 µm with 50 µm interval (but 

keeping the sample length l at 3 mm).  I then integrated the density ρm over the area of L 

= 4 mm x W = 50 µm.  The value of Min as a function of the sample width w is plotted in 

Figure 6.9.  As one can see in this figure, when the sample width w is smaller than the z 

value (in this case z = 150 µm), Min is substantially reduced (blue squares).  This is 

because in the sample with smaller w, the variation in ρm amplitude (along the w 

direction) is so large that it is difficult to get an accurate answer while integrating a small 
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strip.  Depending on where the strip is chosen on the sample, the value of Min is different.  

In order to obtain an accurate Min value, one then needs to choose an integration area,  
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Figure 6.9 The dependence of calculated Min on the dipole width w for z = 150 µm when 
50 µm strip or the whole sample is selected for integration. 

 

which includes the whole sample (but less than the scanning area as discussed above).  

This data is plotted in Figure 6.9 as purple squares.  On the other hand, when the sample 

width w is larger than the distance z, one can obtain magnetization accurately, although 

the width of integration W is 50 µm.  Thus, one has to keep in mind that another 

restriction for the integration area is that if the sample is smaller than z in the w 

dimension, one needs to integrate ρ over the entire sample. 
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 From the above analysis, one can conclude that when the magnetization varies 

slowly in the range smaller than the scanning distance z, it is safe to use the integration 

width smaller than the sample width, e.g., 50 mm, for calculating the magnetization.  

Since the scanning step size is 50 µm, the least possible width of the strip that I can chose 

is 50 µm.  On the other hand, when the magnetization varies rapidly over the same range, 

integrating over a 50 µm width yields a substantial error in the calculated value of 

magnetization.  Thus, for the analysis of the combinatorial samples, it is important that 

the magnetization changes gradually in the integration space. 

 

6.2.3 z and scanning area dependence  

 Finally, in this section I consider the dependence on the parameter z, which is the 

distance between the SQUID sensor and the sample and the scanning area.  One should 

notice from Eq. 6.1, that z enters the exponent of the Fourier transform of the Green’s 

function.  Thus, even a small error in z may amplify the error in the final results. 

 One may naively think that as the value of z becomes larger, the minimum size of 

the sample that can be resolved while obtaining an accurate value of Min increases.  This 

would imply that for a sample size smaller than the z value, magnetization would have a 

large error.  To look at this issue closely, I performed simulations with different sample 

sizes.  I fixed l = 3 mm and varied w from 50µm to 4 mm with in-plane magnetization of 

5 emu/cc, and the scan step size of 50 µm in x and in y. Note, again, that x and y are 

directions along the sample length l and width w, respectively.  In the simulations, four 

different values of z, namely, 150 µm, 200 µm, 250 µm and 300 µm, are used. 
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 In Sec. 6.2.2, it was found that when the sample was simulated at z =150 µm, the 

magnetization value could be obtained accurately even for a relatively small sample 

width w (< 150 µm) with the scanning area of 5 mm x 5 mm.  Notice, however, that when 

the sample width w was smaller than the distance z, the magnetization was sensitive to 

the selection of the integration area.  In fact, to get the accurate magnetization for w 

smaller than z, it was necessary to choose the integration area larger than the sample area.  

Now when z is much larger than w, say 10 times or more, the peaks of the magnetic field 

broaden; scanning the same area as above will haven an error in the calculated 

magnetization.  It is then important to establish how large the scanning area must be for 

such a large distance z to calculate Min accurately.  

 Before I discuss this issue, I turn to how the magnetization will vary with the 

dipole width w for different z.  Figure 6.10 shows the Min dependence on the dipole width 

w for four different z values.  The error associated with the calculation was roughly 2% of 

the given value of 5 emu/cc. Note that in calculating Min, I chose the integration area 

larger than the sample to avoid any error due to the integration area, especially for w 

smaller than z.  Here it is obvious that Min does not depend on the dipole width w.  I stress 

here that for all the simulations a fixed scanning area of 5 mm x 5 mm was adopted. 

 Now I consider the question addressed above, namely, how large the scanning 

area must be to accurately calculate the magnetization, when z increases.  From Eq. 5.2 of 

Chapter 5, one can see that when the magnetization is along the l direction (i.e., my = 0), 

which is the case in this simulation, the magnetic field decays as 1/x4 along  the x 

direction, while it decays as 1/y5 along the y direction (perpendicular to the 

magnetization): the field decays more slowly along the magnetization direction.   
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Figure 6.10 The dependence of calculated M on the dipole width w for four different z 
values. 

 

Therefore, the ratio of the scanning length to the sample length parallel to the 

magnetization direction will be more important in selecting the scanning area in order to 

obtain accurate value of the in-plane magnetization.  In order to obtain an accurate value 

for Min it is crucial to have the scanning length at least 1.2 times larger than the sample 

length, when z is of the same order as the sample width w, as shown in Appendix E.  It is 

also observed in Appendix E that when the ratio of the scanning length to the sample 

length is smaller than 1.2, the calculated Min becomes sensitive to the choice of kw.  

However, it is found (not shown) that when z is very large, even on the order of 

millimeters (much larger than the sample size), the scanning area plays an important role.  
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To obtain the accurate magnetization in such a case, it is then important to scan a large 

enough area of each side length at least five times larger than z to include all the variation 

in Bz.  Only then, there will be no problem of the spatial resolution.   

 The calculated M value always remain the same, no matter how far one scans and 

no matter how small the size of the sample is, as long as one chooses an appropriate kw, 

scanning area and the integration area.  In practice, it is often not possible to satisfy all 

the requirements, and certainly, there is noise in the experimental data.  In addition, it is 

good to scan with the SQUID sample distance z as small as possible. 

 

6.3 Inversion technique for calculating the out-of-plane magnetization 

 The inversion technique is also applied for calculating the out-of-plane 

magnetization.  As in the case of in-plane magnetization, there are parameters that 

influence the results of the inversion technique.  As for the in-plane magnetization, they 

are the distance, z, between the SQUID sensor and the sample, the cut-off frequency, kw, 

the scanning area, and the integration area to obtain the magnetization.  For the out-of-

plane magnetization calculation, the Hanning window is also used.   

 First I will consider the cut-off frequency kw and optimize it for each value of z.  

There are four values of z considered as in the in-plane case.  With the optimized kw, I 

will consider samples of different sizes and find how the out-of-plane magnetization 

changes with z.  Then I will use a sample large enough to find the dependence of 

magnetization on a selected integration area.  After this I will show how Mz varies with 

the scanning area for a given sample size for each z value.  As in the in-plane case, 

simulation is performed to generate the data for Bz and to optimize all the parameters.  
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The dipole and the scanning area were square; therefore, for varying the dipole size, I 

changed both the length and the width of the sample.  For the kw, scanning area, and the 

area of selection dependence, I will use simulated data of a sample of 1 mm x 1 mm, 

which is shown in Figure 6.11. 
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Figure 6.11 Simulation of an out-of-plane magnetized dipole of 1 mm x 1 mm.  (a) Two 
dimensional image of Bz.  (b) Magnetic field along the yellow dashed line in (a) as a 
function of x. 
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6.3.1 kw dependence 

 To find the limits of kw, I simulated a sample of 1 mm x 1 mm, which is larger 

than the scanning distance z (Figure 6.11), by integrating Eq. 5.3 (as explained in Chapter 

5) with a scanning area of 5 mm x 5 mm, which is large enough to avoid error associated 

with the sample size and the scanning area.  There are four sets of data generated, one for 

each z.  For all the simulations, the samples are out-of-plane magnetized with the Mz 

value of 5 emu/cc.  The scanning step size of the simulation data is 50 µm in the x and y 

directions. 

 For each simulated data at a given z value, I calculate ρm with kw ranging from 1 

to a value that makes the data look very noisy and the sample boundary is no longer 

visible.   
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Figure 6.12 Mz dependence on the kw value for the simulated data (z = 150 µm).  
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Figure 6.12 shows the optimization of kw for z = 150 µm.  Here one can see that when kw 

is very small or very large, the sample shape is not well reproduced.  For the small 

values, the data do not give the correct shape and for the large values, there is noise 

associated with large k-oscillations.  Therefore, it is important to pick a kw value such that 

these problems are not present.  For upper kw, I picked the value before the data become 

noisy, as seen in  

Figure 6.12, and for the lower kw, I picked the value when the shape of the magnetization 

curve matched the sample dimensions closely enough.  The inset shows the zoomed-in 

central region of the plot, and the line with the black squares denotes the upper bound 

value of  kw = 10, that I used for z = 150 µm.  To find the out-of-plane magnetization I 

integrated the data over an area inside the sample, since the magnetization starts to decay 

inside the sample as shown in  

Figure 6.12 

 Figure 6.13 shows the optimum kw range for calculating the out-of-plane 

magnetization as a function of 1/z.  One can see that for z values of 200 µm, 250 µm and 

300 µm both upper and lower bounds of optimum kw values appear to increase linearly 

with 1/z.  Similar to the in-plane case, 1/z and kw have a linear relationship.  A reason 

may be that when z changes, kw must be adjusted so that the exponential factor of the 

Green’s function-k*z, remains constant.  On the other hand, when z approaches 150µm 

and smaller, optimum kw values are no longer determined by z alone.  In this region, the 

optimum kw value shows a saturated behavior.  Note that in this region other parameters 

such as the scanning step size and the sample size affect the calculations.   
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6.3.2 Integration area and z dependence 

 Unlike in the in-plane magnetization case, in order to calculate the out-of-plane 

magnetization Mz one must average ρm over a certain area, instead of integrating the  
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Figure 6.13 Optimum kw range for the out-of-plane magnetization calculation as a 
function of 1/z. 

 

density multiplied by the r vector (Appendix C.4).  Therefore, there is not much 

dependence of Mz on the area of integration, except for the fact that one must select the 

area well inside the sample, and not include the edges of the sample ( 

Figure 6.12).  If one includes the edges, then the decreasing values along the edges will 

be included in the calculation and will decrease the total magnetization value.   

 It was observed that there is no z dependence of the out-of-plane magnetization 

when the ratio of the scanning area to the sample area is large enough, as presented in the 
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next section.  With a proper kw and the proper area of integration there was no apparent z 

variation of Mz for the samples that are out-of-plane magnetized.  However, when the 

ratio of the scanning area to the sample size approaches 1, then z becomes an important 

factor in determining the Mz.  This is discussed in the next section.  

 

6.3.3 Scanning area dependence 

 For the in-plane magnetization case, to see the scanning area dependence I varied 

the scanning area and took the ratio of scanning length to the sample length, and 

examined the dependence of Min on this ratio (Sec. 6.2.3).  For the out-of-plane 

magnetization, the magnetic field decays in the same rate along both the x and y 

directions unlike in the in-plane magnetization case.  Since there is no preferred in-plane 

direction for the out-of-plane magnetized sample, I will use the ratio of the scanning area 

to the sample area.   

 Now to see what happens with the out-of-plane magnetization I performed the 

same calculation.  I simulated five samples (the dimensions are the same as the 

experimental samples, described below), with the same scanning area of 7 mm x 7 mm, 

with Mz = 5 emu/cc and calculated their out-of-plane magnetization.  I plot the calculated 

Mz using the inversion technique and the current loop model for the simulated data vs the 

ratio of the scanning area to sample area in Figure 6.14.  Note again that the out-of-plane 

magnetization is obtained by integrating the density inside the sample.  The current loop 

model yields results with excellent agreement to the given Mz, while the inversion 

technique gives a much larger deviations from the given Mz value even for the large ratio 

(>10).  One might then ask: where do such large deviations come from?  
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 To observe this experimentally, I scanned different sample sizes with the same 

scanning area.  There were 5 sample sizes of single composition CoFe2O4 thin films (first 
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Figure 6.14 Mz calculated from the current loop model, inversion and the given value 
dependence on the ratio of scanning area to sample area from the simulated data. 

 

introduced in Chapter 5) of 2 mm x 0.3 mm, 0.6 mm, 1.2 mm, 2 mm, and 5 mm x 5 mm.  

All the samples, shown in Figure 6.15, were made of the same material, uniformly 

magnetized with 3T magnetic field, and scanned using the scanning SQUID microscope 

with the scanning area of 6.5 mm x 6.5 mm and the scanning step size of 50 µm in the x 

and y directions at a z distance of 150 µm.  I will refer to this data throughout this section.  

When I calculated Mz, it varied just as in the simulated data as the ratio of the scanning 

area to the sample area approached unity.  The values of Mz calculated from the inversion 
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technique were smaller than those obtained from the current loop model.  This is shown 

in Figure 6.16.  The result is consistent with the simulation analysis. 
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Figure 6.15 5 out-of-plane magnetized samples of single composition CoFe2O4 thin films 
of 5 mm x 5 mm (a) 2 mm x 2 mm (b), 1.2 mm (c), 0.6 mm (d), 0.3 mm (e) that were 
measured using the scanning SQUID microscope.  For each sample, two dimensional 
image of Bz is shown. 
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Mz vs the ratio (scanning area/sample area)
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Figure 6.16 Mz calculated using the inversion technique, the current loop model and from 
the SQUID magnetometer as a function of the ratio of scanning area to sample area from 
the experimental data. 

 

 Now to understand what causes such deviations/errors in calculating the out-of-

plane magnetization from the inversion technique and possibly to find a way to improve 

the calculations, I looked at the data closely, especially for the sample whose area is not 

much larger than the scanning area.  I found that the area outside the sample has a large 

Mz value of an opposite sign after the inversion technique is applied.  Figure 6.17 shows a 

two dimensional Mz image of the simulated and experimental 2 mm x 2 mm sample.  

Also it shows the line scan in the region along the yellow dotted line.  Figure 6.17 clearly 

indicates that when the inversion technique is used, an artificial magnetization of 
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Figure 6.17 For both (a) and (b), the top images are two dimensional magnetization 
distributions, and the bottom are plots of Mz vs position on the chip taken along the 
yellow dotted line from the top images.  An artificial magnetization generated on the 
outside of the sample of opposite sign is seen here.  In (a) experimental data of the 
sample 2 mm x 2 mm is shown, in (b) simulated data, as discussed in the text.  

 

opposite sign is generated outside the sample.  This happens when the scanning area is 

small compared to the sample area.  Because the field from the sample does not decay  
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Figure 6.18 A scan line of Bz of a out-of-plane magnetized sample.  When the scanning 
area (a) is at least 5 times (we will see where this 5 comes from, not drawn to scale)  the 
sample area, the field is seen to decay to 0.  (b) When the scanning area is smaller than in 
(a), part of the data is missing:  B did not fully decay to 0. 

 

enough at the edge of the scanning area, such an artificial magnetization may be 

generated by the magnetic field cutoff outside the scanning area.  In chapter 5, Figure 

5.13, I showed the field distribution of out-of-plane magnetized CFO thin film of size 5 

mm x 5 mm.  One can see that outside the sample, the field is not zero.  The scan line of 

Bz across the sample for two scanning areas is shown in Figure 6.18 (a) when the 

scanning area is large enough, and (b) when the field did not decay to zero because of 

insufficient scanning area.  Therefore, in order to obtain an accurate Mz value of the 

sample, one must consider the magnetization outside the sample.   

 To understand why the inversion technique produces an artificial magnetization 

outside the sample, why it gives a lower value for the magnetization inside the sample, 
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and how to obtain the correct value of magnetization of the sample, let us consider an 

adjusted current loop model as shown in Figure 6.19 (a).  In this figure, magnetization 

distribution obtained from the inversion technique is drawn schematically.  The technique 

yields a value Mz1 for the magnetization inside the sample, while it gives magnetization   

-Mz2 for outside the sample.  This is equivalent to the sum of magnetization Mz1+Mz2 

inside the sample and -Mz2 inside the scanning area as seen in Figure 6.19 (a).  
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Figure 6.19  (a) Adjusted current loop model is used, when the scanning area is not large 
enough for Bz to completely decay.  (b) Comparison of the B field scan line from the first 
current loop model when the scanning area is sufficiently large (purple).  The adjusted 
model is used when the scanning area is not large enough (blue). 
 

  Now I will show that Mz1+Mz2 is the actual magnetization inside the sample 

which produces the actual magnetic field as shown in Figure 6.18 (b), namely the 

magnetic field which is cut off at the edges of the scanning area.  In order to calculate the 

magnetic field due to the magnetization distribution in Figure 6.19 (a), one can break it 

down into two current loops surrounding the sample and the scanning area, flowing in the 

opposite direction.  The currents I1 and I2 are given by I1 = (Mz1+Mz2)d and I2 = Mz2d, 

where d is the sample thickness.  The magnetic field Bz outside the scanning area 
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produced by I2 then has the opposite sign to the B field due to the current I1.  Thus, proper 

magnitudes for I1 and I2 cancel the field outside the sample as shown schematically in 

Figure 6.19 (b).  In addition to this, inside the sample, the dominant contribution to the 

magnetic field comes from I1, since the magnetic field due to I2 decays vary rapidly 

inside the sample.  Therefore, the magnetic field observed in the sample is produced by 

the magnetization Mz1+Mz2.  Thus, when calculating the out-of-plane magnetization 

using the inversion technique, the magnitudes of Mz1 and Mz2 should be added to improve 

the accuracy.   

 Now I repeated the calculation of Mz for the samples that I simulated and the 

samples that I scanned using the inversion technique, keeping in mind the above 

mentioned points about the area of integration and the scanning area with Mz1 and Mz2 

added.  Figure 6.20 shows the result of this calculation.  Here in order to plot the 

experimental data and the simulated data on the same scale, I normalized Mz values to 

their respective maximum.  Now we can see that the Mz does not change very drastically 

when the ratio of the scanning area to the sample area is varied.  Notice that there is a 

deviation and a bent feature that is seen when the ratio of scanning area to the sample 

area is around 5.  To understand this, we return to the adjusted current loop model.  As 

the scanning area decreases and approaches the sample area, it is clear that the current I2 

or Mz2 should increase in order to cancel the magnetic filed outside the scanning area.  In 

addition, I2 will affect the total magnetic field substantially inside the sample, and thus 

reduce I1 or Mz1+Mz2 in order to match the given magnetic field data.  Because of this, 

one can see a general trend of decreasing magnetization Mz1 as shown in Figure 6.14 and 

Figure 6.16, and of Mz1 + Mz2 as shown in Figure 6.20.  Therefore, one must use a 
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Figure 6.20  Mz (= Mz1+Mz2) dependence on the ratio of the scanning area to the sample 
size for simulated data and experimental (CFO samples mentioned above) data for z = 
150 µm when the inversion is used. 

 

scanning area that is at least 5 times larger than the sample area to get an accurate value 

of Mz.   

 To see how this error propagates as z increases, I performed the same calculation 

for the simulated data for other z values.  I simulated the data for additional z values of 

200 µm, 250 µm, 300 µm while keeping the other parameters the same.  For these 

simulations, the sample size was kept the same, namely 1 mm x 1 mm (Figure 6.11) and 

the scanning area was varied from 5 mm x 5 mm to 1.2 mm x 1.2 mm.  I calculated Mz 

using the inversion technique and accounted for the scanning area, with Mz1 and Mz2 
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added.  Figure 6.21 shows the result.  Note that the bent feature is present for all z values.  

On the other hand, one can see that as z increases, the error in Mz gets larger as the ratio 

of the scanning area to the sample area approaches 1.  This is happening  
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Figure 6.21 Propagation of error in Mz as z changes and as the ratio of the scanning 
area/sample area gets smaller. 

 

because the error is amplified near the scanning edges when the scanning area is too 

small.  Therefore, to calculate Mz accurately one must take into account the scanning 

distance z as well as the ratio of the scanning area to the sample area.   
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6.4 Revisiting Chapter 5 

 Now that I have optimized all the parameters of the inversion technique, I can use 

it to calculate M of the samples that I introduced in Chapter 5.  For the in-plane case, the 

value of calculated remanent Min of a SmCo5 thin film sample using the line charge 

model was 224 emu/cc, and the inversion technique gave a value of 229 emu/cc, while 

the SQUID remanent magnetization from the hysteresis loop gave 227.4 emu/cc.  For the 

out-of-plane case, the value of Mz for a CFO thin film that I calculated from the current 

loop model was 153.6 emu/cc, as was shown in Chapter 5.  Using the inversion technique 

with all the optimizations, the Mz of this sample is 141 ± 10 emu/cc, while from the 

SQUID remanent magnetization of the same sample was 156.7 emu/cc.  Note that the 

error estimation for Mz from the inversion technique is the standard deviation of the 

average Mz inside the sample, and it does not take into account the noise in the field data 

or any other source. 

 

6.5 Conclusions 

 In this chapter, I discussed and optimized the parameters that control the inversion 

technique for calculating the in-plane and out-of-plane magnetization.  I found that for 

the in-plane magnetization with the proper choice of kw value it is the relationship 

between z, the scanning area and the sample area that matter the most in calculating Min.  

When the sample size (along the magnetization direction) is smaller than the z value, it is 

the ratio of the scanning area to z that is important for the calculation of Min.  However, 

when the sample size is larger than z, it is the ratio of the scanning area to the sample 

area, which is important.   
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 For the out-of-plane calculation, the most important parameters that determine the 

accuracy of Mz value, is the ratio of the scanning area to the sample area together with the 

z value.  Because of the insufficient scanning area, one must add the outside M to the 

inside M to get Mz of the sample.  It is seen from both the experiment and simulation that 

the ratio of scanning area to the sample area must be at least 5 in order for Mz to have a 

value with less than 10 % in error.  
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6.5.1.1  

Chapter 7  

Combinatorial investigation of ferromagnetic shape memory 
alloys 
 

 In this chapter, I will discuss combinatorial investigation of ferromagnetic shape 

memory alloys (FSMA).  I will first introduce FSMAs and their applications.  I will then 

discuss high-throughput synthesis and characterization techniques that we used for this 

particular system.  We have mapped the ternary compositional phase diagram of the Ni-

Mn-Ga system.  I will discuss the results of this investigation, where we extended the 

known FSMA regions to previously unexplored regions.  Magnetic properties were 

mapped by applying the inversion technique on the magnetic field data, obtained from the 

scanning SQUID microscope, to the entire library.   

 

7.1 Introduction to FSMA 

 Smart materials are a class of materials that function as both sensors and actuators 

[1].  They respond to external fields, such as stress, electric and magnetic fields and 

display field induced strain.  Piezoelectric materials, magnetostrictive materials and shape 

memory alloys (SMA) are examples of smart materials.  When stress is applied to a 

piezoelectric material, there is a change in the electric polarization.  When the electric 

field is applied to a piezoelectric material, there is a change in polarization as strain is 

induced.  Magnetostrictive materials behave similarly to the piezoelectric, except it is the 

magnetic field that induces strain.  Shape memory alloys (SMA) are sensitive to 
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temperature and stress instead of electric or magnetic field.  Changes in temperature and 

stress will induce strain or volume change in these materials. 

  Ferromagnetic shape memory alloys (FSMAs) are a class of smart materials, and 

they have two properties that coexist together.  They are ferromagnetic and shape 

memory alloys:  they are ferromagnetic materials that undergo reversible martensitic 

transformation.  Strong magnetoelastic coupling in FSMAs results in enormous magnetic 

field induced strain.  Strain as large as 8 % has been reported for applied field of about 

1T [2].   
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Figure 7.1  History of discovery of magnetostrictive materials. 

 

 If one looks at the development of magnetostrictive materials as presented in 

Figure 7.1, one can see that recently discovered FSMA have magnetic field induced 
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strain of two orders of magnitude higher than terfenol.  In the next section, I briefly 

discuss the mechanism of field induced strain in FSMAs.  We used the combinatorial 

method to explore FSMAs in order to find new compositions of FSMAs and understand 

their composition-structure property relationship.   

 

7.1.1 Mechanism of shape memory and FSM effect 

 In order to discuss how an FSMA functions, I want to introduce first the SMA 

effect.  The SMA effect can be seen below in Figure 7.2 when a NiTi (nitinol) wire is  

 

Figure 7.2 NiTi wire exhibiting the shape memory effect. 

 

heated after it has been distorted.  NiTi is a known SMA that has up to 8% induced strain 

when heated.  Figure 7.2 shows the step-by-step change in the wire after it is bent.  First 
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it is seen in (1) that a straight NiTi wire is bent to a different shape (2), then as it is heated 

(3, 4) it straightens out “remembering its shape” in (5). 

 To explain this, one must consider a change in the crystal structure of the 

material.  I will look at an example of a simple case where there is a transformation from 

a cubic structure (which is a parent high temperature phase) to a tetragonal low 

temperature phase.  Figure 7.3 shows an example of this transformation.  For clarity, I 

first define the two phases that I will consider as shown in Figure 7.3 (a).  The first phase  
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Figure 7.3 An example of transformation of a cubic structure to a tetragonal case:  (a) 
structure of high temperature and low temperature phases, (b) shape memory effect. 

  

is a cubic phase that is called an austenite.  It is a high temperature and high symmetry 

phase and has only one orientation.  The second phase is a tetragonal phase and is called 

a martensite.  It is a low temperature and a lower symmetry phase and has three 

orientations or variants (domains), as shown in Figure 7.3 (a).   
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 Several transition temperatures are associated with this phase transformation.  

When an austenite is cooled to the temperature Ms, the martensitic phase starts to form.  It 

then continues to form until the temperature reaches Mf or the martensite-finish 

temperature.  In the martensitic phase, three different orientations are possible, shown in 

red, yellow and blue in the figure.  The two neighboring variants are twin-related to each 

other and may contribute to deformation if the interface is mobile under stress.  Thus, 

when stress is applied to the polydomain martensite (Figure 7.3 (b)), deformation 

proceeds by twin boundary movement and a single-domain martensite is formed.  Now 

when this single-variant martensite is heated, an austenite phase starts to form at the 

temperature As.  The transition is completed at the temperature Af,.  Above Af, the 

martensite variant has all transformed back to the parent (cubic) phase.  This 

transformation is crystallographically reversible.   

 Now, let us look back at Figure 7.2, when a NiTi wire was exhibiting the SMA 

effect.  The wire is straight in the initial martensite phase (Figure 7.2 (1)).  It was made 

straight at temperature above Af in the austenite phase.  The wire is then deformed in the 

martensitic state (see Figure 7.2 (2)).  Room temperature is below Mf.  Then as the wire is 

heated, it reverts back to its original shape as shown in Figure 7.2 (3-5).  Temperature is 

above Af. 

 Once the SMA effect is understood, we can look at the mechanism of magnetic 

field induced strain in FSMAs.  The difference between FSMAs and SMAs is that in 

FSMAs, ferromagnetism is coupled to the SMA effect.  Figure 7.4 shows the similar 

schematic as in Figure 7.3 (b) for the transformation of cubic phase to tetragonal.  The 

magnetic domains are directly coupled to and incident with the martensitic variants.  
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Thus, instead of applied stress to deform the martensites, the magnetic field, B, is 

controlling the twin boundary motion.  The FSMA is an SMA and thus goes through the  
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Figure 7.4 Schematic of FSM effect for a transformation of cubic structure to tetragonal  

 

same reversible crystallographic transformation as discussed above.  An ideal FSMA 

possesses high room-temperature magnetization, which results in high magnetostatic 

energy (so that it is not necessary to apply a large B field to rotate the domain and induce 

strain) and a high martensitic transition temperature so that the martensite material is 

stable at room temperature.     

 

7.1.2 Applications of SM and FSM materials 

 SMAs are commonly used already.  The first successful application of SMAs was 

made by Raychem Corp. for fasteners and tube couplings [3].  These couplings are also 

used for the hydraulic systems of jet fighters.  Then SMAs are used in heat engines, 

where thermal energy is converted to mechanical work.  This is an example of an 

environmentally-oriented application.  Various thermal actuators and thermostatic mixing 

valves [4] also use SMAs.  Furthermore, in biomedical fields, they are used as minimally 

invasive devices [5] and surgical anchors [6], since the temperature of the human body is 
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enough to induce transformation and leads to actuation.  FSMAs are not used in practical 

applications yet.  But there has been significant progress in materials development in the 

FSMA field, and their application in sensors and actuators are being pursued by many 

groups around the world [7].  In some applications, not only bulk FSMAs but also thin 

films FSMAs are important.  In our group, we focused on the thin films of FSMAs.  In 

the next sections, I describe how we fabricate and characterize our combinatorial 

libraries.  

 

7.2 Fabrication of FSMA combinatorial libraries 

 So far, I have given a general description of FSMAs, and their properties.  From 

here on, I will primarily focus on the Ni-Mn-Ga system.  We have started with this 

system because there is a well-known composition of Ni2MnGa, which is an FSMA.  

Prior to our investigation, there were limited studies of other Ni-Mn-Ga compositions.  

Thus, the purpose of our study was two fold:  1) to see if there are other compositions 

which are FSMAs in this ternary system; 2) to map the composition-property (magnetic 

and martensitic) relationship in this system in order to better understand the co-

occurrence of ferromagnetic and shape memory effect.  We note that our phase-diagram 

mapping experiments are performed entirely with thin film samples.  It is well known 

that thin films and bulk samples can in general exhibit different properties.  In particular, 

thin film FSMAs can display significantly reduced strain because of the clamping effect 

of the substrate.  On the other hand, there have been reports that thin films FSMAs show 

similar magnetic properties as bulk samples (such as saturation magnetization) [8].  It has 

also been reported that martensitic transitions in thin film FSMAs occurs at roughly the 
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same temperature as the transition temperature range in bulk samples [9].  Thus, it is 

justified to use thin film libraries to obtain the correct trend in the composition-property 

relationship. 

 The composition spread libraries were deposited in an ultra-high-vacuum 

magnetron co-sputtering system with a base pressure in the range of 10–9 Torr (Figure 

7.5).  Three 1.5-inch-diameter guns were placed parallel and adjacent to each other in a 

triangular configuration (Figure 7.6).  This allows natural mixing of the materials from  

 

Figure 7.5 Combinatorial co-sputtering UHV chamber (Pbase ∼1x10-9 Torr) system 

 

three guns through codeposition, and a natural composition variation is crated on 

deposited wafers.  Depending on the distance between the guns and the substrate, the 
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profile of mixture of the three elements varies.  This is illustrated in Figure 7.6.  When 

the distance between guns and the substrate, z, is small there is less intermixing between  

zz

guns

distance between 
guns & substrate 

thickness profile

zzz

guns

distance between 
guns & substrate 

thickness profile  

Figure 7.6  The nonconfocal configuration of the guns.  The change in distance x varies 
the spread profile of the deposited materials.   

 

the materials and less overlapping of regions.  When z is large, there is more mixing and 

thus less variation in thickness and in composition, since the three materials are more 

intimately mixed.  We have confirmed that, by adjusting the power applied to each gun 

and the distance between the guns and the substrate (typically 12 cm), different regions of 

the ternary phase diagram can be mapped out.  Each gun is housed in a 2-inch-long 

chimney, which helps to minimize the cross-contamination of the guns.  The three targets 

used in this experiment were Ni, Mn and Ni2Ga3, and both AC and RF sputtering were 

used.   

 The substrates that we used were 3-inch-diameter (100) Si wafers.  Sometimes we 

prepatterned them and other times we deposited the composition spread through a 

shadow mask to make a discrete library (as discussed in Chapter 2).  An example of one 
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of the wafers is shown in Figure 7.7.  The regions of the target materials are marked as 

areas 

Ni

Mn

Ni2Ga3

Ni

Mn

Ni2Ga3

 

Figure 7.7 An example of FSMA library made with three targets:  Ni, Mn, Ni2Ga3 on a Si 
substrate of thickness 5000 Å, insitu deposited with a physical mask and annealed at a 
temp 500 oC  

 

directly under 3 sputtering guns. 

 We used two deposition conditions that produced similar results.  In the first, we 

deposited the spread at room temperature followed by annealing the wafer in situ at 550 

°C for 2 hours in vacuum, and in the second, we directly deposited it on a wafer heated to 

500 °C.  The typical gun power was 50–100 watts, and spread films with thicknesses in 

the range of 500 nm to 1 µm were deposited in 1–2 hours.  The films were fiber-textured 

with predominantly (110) orientation normal to the substrate (as revealed by x-ray 
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diffraction).  After fabricating the libraries, we characterized them for their ferromagnetic 

and SMA properties. 

 

7.3 Characterization of FSMA libraries 

 The FSMA effect occurs in materials that are simultaneously ferromagnetic and 

reversible martensites, which make them shape-memory alloys.  This defines our strategy 

for high-throughput screening: search for compositions that show both properties.  First, 

we measure the composition of our libraries at each square.  This is done by wavelength-

dispersive spectroscopy (WDS).  For ferromagnetic properties, we used the scanning 

SQUID microscope.  For detecting reversible martensites, we made micromachined 

cantilever libraries.  We used scanning x-ray diffraction to track the structure change as 

the composition changed in some regions of the spread.  These characterization 

techniques are discussed in the next section. 

 

7.3.1 Composition verification 

 To accurately map the exact composition distribution of the combinatorial 

samples, wavelength-dispersive spectroscopy (WDS) was used for every discrete and 

cantilever library (discussed in Sec. 7.3.3).  It is a widely used micro-probe technique for 

obtaining composition distribution information.  The principle of this technique is that 

when an electron beam strikes the sample, x-rays emitted will have different wavelengths 

depending on the element present.  By detecting characteristic wavelengths of different 

elements, qualitative and quantitative identifications of elements can be performed.  An 

illustration of the use of WDS to map regions of a ternary system can be seen in Figure 
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7.8, where A, B, and C are three elements.  Here each point on the composition spread A-

B-C has a different atomic percentage.  It is then converted to a point on a ternary A-B-C 

diagram.  Phase diagram plots allow us to visualize the data such as the values of 

magnetization and martensitic transformation.   
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Figure 7.8 An illustration of the use of WDS for mapping a ternary phase diagram A-B-
C. 

 

7.3.2 Magnetic properties of Ni-Mn-Ga by scanning SQUID 

 For rapid characterization of magnetic properties, we used a room temperature 

scanning SQUID microscope, as mentioned in the previous chapters.  After the 

fabrication of the sample, the sample is magnetized in-plane uniformly with a 1 T 

permanent magnet.  We have found that our textured films always have the in-plane 

direction as the easy axis due to the shape anisotropy of the film.  Figure 7.9 shows a 

magnetic field image of a spread wafer, which covers a large fraction of the Ni-Mn-Ga  
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Figure 7.9 A scanning SQUID image of Ni-Mn-Ga combinatorial library wafer.   

 

 

ternary system.  This wafer was scanned at z =300 µm, with a step size of 300 µm in x 

and in y.   

 Variation in the strength of the magnetic field as a function of composition is 

evident.  As discussed in Chapters 5 and 6, it is easier and more practical to use the 

inversion technique on the entire library at once to calculate remanent magnetization 

from the magnetic field distribution data.  Using the optimized parameters discussed in 

Chapter 6, I calculated ρm using the Transform software.  I used Hanning window with kw 

= 4.  The code for ρm to run the calculation can be found in Appendix C.1.  From ρm I 

calculated remanent in-plane magnetization for each square, since each square is a dipole.  
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The plot of ρm of the entire data and the most magnetic regions can be seen in Figure 

7.10.   
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Figure 7.10 Two dimensional image of ρm for the same wafer as in Figure 7.9, denoting 
the most magnetic regions on the wafer.   

 

 With the help of Dr. Andrew Berkley, we wrote a program using Matlab software 

that would automate the integration to calculate the magnetization for each dipole (a 

small square).  The code for the program can be seen in Appendix B.  The software takes 

the data for ρm and plots it in two dimensions (as in the software Transform, as shown in 

Figure 7.10 ).  Then after entering the parameters for the length and the width of a single 

square, I apply a grid of many squares on the sample.  This grid must be carefully 

matched to the physical grid of the sample as seen in Figure 7.7.  If there is a tilt in the 

scan or in the pattern, the data need to be divided into several parts.  What is important is 
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that the integration area for each square should be accurate; otherwise, there will be an 

error in M (as discussed in section 6.2.2).   

 The space between the squares must be large enough for ρm to decay; we adjusted 

the size of the squares and the space between the squares as we learned about this.  For 

the library shown above, the size of each square is 1.75mm x 1.75 mm (Figure 7.11), and 

the spacing between each square is 0.5 mm.  The size of the square and the spacing 

defined the integration area.  Each area of integration area is from1.75 mm - 2 mm x 1.75 

mm - 2 mm, in this way all the data for each square is included in the integration area. 
1.

75
 m

m

1.75 mm

1.
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 m
m
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Figure 7.11 The schematic of a square from a library.  Each square is 1.75 mm x 1.75 
mm.  The spacing between the squares is 0.5 mm. 

 

 The grid sets up an integration area for each square in the entire library wafer.  

Then the program calculates M for each square, by integrating ρm as discussed earlier.  

The result is given in the form of a matrix:  x, y and M for each square.  Figure 7.12 

shows the plot of this matrix in Matalb.  Here the color denotes the value of M calculated 

from the magnetic field data, x and y are the position of the midpoint of each square on 

the wafer.  The orientation of the wafer is the same as in Figure 7.10 
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Figure 7.12 Distribution of M as a function of position on the physical library. 

 

 Then, this result is combined with the composition mapping from WDS to 

construct a mapping of the remanent magnetization as a function of composition (Figure 

7.13).  Remanent magnetization is one measure of the strength of magnetism, and thus, 

we call this a magnetic phase diagram.  In this figure, the blue curve is the compositional 

region mapped on this particular wafer.  It is clear that the most strongly magnetic region 

stretches from near the middle of the phase diagram towards slightly Ni-rich 

composition.  The black circle indicates the region surrounding the Heusler composition, 

Ni2MnGa, which has been extensively studied [10, 11, 12, 13] and which lies near one 

end of this highly magnetic region.  As one moves away from this region, the 

magnetization becomes smaller.  Nickel is strongly magnetic, but its moment decreases 
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rapidly as it is diluted with other elements, and in the Ni-rich region covered in this 

spread, the composition is already only weakly magnetic.  On the other hand, 
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Figure 7.13  Room temperature magnetic phase diagram of Ni-Mn-Ga.  The region inside 
the blue curve is the compositional region mapped on the spread wafer.  The composition 
where the orange line meets the Ni-Ga line is Ni2Ga3, which is one of the target 
compositions we used.  The circle inside the diagram marks the compositions near the 
Ni2MnGa Heusler composition.     

 

Manganese is antiferromagnetic, and this is not detectable by SQUID. 

 The peak in magnetization is observed near the center of the phase diagram 

around the half-Heusler composition, NiMnGa.  Several spread wafers fabricated under 

slightly different conditions (annealing temperatures) were all found to result in the 

similar phase diagram pattern.  The values of magnetization extracted here are consistent 

with those of magnetization obtained by a vibrating sample magnetometer on separate 
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individual composition samples at room temperature.  Ferromagnetic resonance 

measurements of the individual samples showed a very narrow line width (as low as 70 

Oe) as well as well-defined spin resonance waves, indicating that the films are generally 

of very high quality and magnetically very homogeneous [14]. 

 

7.3.3 Cantilever libraries for SMAs 

 Properties of thin-film SMAs can be studied by depositing them on 

micromachined Si cantilevers [8].  By monitoring the reversible thermally induced 

actuation of such SMA film/Si cantilever bimorphs, martensitic transformation 

temperatures can be detected [8].  For individual cantilevers, actuation is typically 

measured using a capacitance formed between the end of the cantilever and a separate 

electrode.  To map the regions of SMAs and their transition temperatures for the entire 

spread, we have micromachined arrays of cantilevers, and deposited the composition 

spreads directly on the array wafers.  Each cantilever is 8.5 mm long, 2 mm wide and 60 

µm -100 µm thick, and one wafer has 90-100 cantilevers on it.  To study thermally 

induced actuation of the entire cantilever array simultaneously by visual inspection, we 

have developed a method that works on the simple principle that individual cantilevers 

with metallic films deposited on them behave as concave mirrors.  During a transition, 

stress-induced actuation of a cantilever results in a sudden change in the radius of 

curvature of the ‘mirror’, and an image reflected off the cantilevers responds very 

sensitively as the concavity of the mirrors change.  By monitoring the change in the 

image as a function of temperature, we can readily discern composition regions 

undergoing a transition.  In this manner, a cantilever array serves as a ‘self-reporting’ 
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combinatorial library for detection of structural phase transitions.  Figure 7.14 (a) is a 

photograph of a spread deposited on a cantilever array that is reflecting an image (a series  

(a) (b)(a) (b)  

Figure 7.14  (a) A photograph of Ni-Mn-Ni2Ga3 spread deposited on a cantilever library 
taken during the temperature-dependent measurement. The lines are a reflection of an 
image with colored lines held over the wafer.  The shifts in the positions of the lines as a 
function of temperature are used to detect small changes in the local curvature of the 
cantilever.  (b) Zoomed up view of a row of cantilevers that showed martensitic 
transitions. 

 

of colored lines).  The measurement consists of recording the image projected on 

cantilever arrays as the temperature is varied.  Figure 7.14 (b) shows a row of cantilevers.  

All transitions observed here were found to be reversible.  From the cantilevers 

displaying transitions, another phase diagram is constructed (Figure 7.15), which shows 

the composition regions that undergo a martensitic transition and the corresponding 

transition temperature.  Because of the finite size of individual cantilevers, there is 

compositional variation on each cantilever.  A typical thermal hysteresis width is about 

50 K, and this is partly attributed to the compositional variation within each cantilever.  
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WDS was done at three positions along the length of each cantilever.  For mapping, we 

have labeled these three compositions  
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Figure 7.15 Mapping of compositional regions on the phase diagram that displayed 
martensitic transformation.  The composition where the orange line meets the Ni-Ga line 
is Ni2Ga3.   

 

with one transition temperature observed for the cantilever.  A large region previously 

unexplored was fount to be SMAs. 

 Because of the layout of the cantilever libraries, there are regions of the spread 

not covered by active areas on cantilevers.  We therefore compiled data from several 

spread wafers deposited at slightly different relative orientation of the sputtering guns 

with respect to the cantilever wafers.  A clear trend emerges, and the general region that 

undergoes martensitic transitions can be easily seen from the phase diagram.  The exact 
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martensitic transition temperatures are known to depend on many factors such as atomic 

ordering, microstructure and the residual stress [9, 15, 16].  Reported values of the 

martensitic transition temperature of nominally Ni2MnGa samples vary widely, and in 

one study [12] it was found to range from 113 K to 298 K.  Naturally, we expect to have 

regions that undergo transitions at temperatures out of the range of our measurements 

(150–570 K), and we believe this is the reason we do not see Ni2MnGa transforming in 

our measurement range in this particular experiment. 

 Rather than focusing on the exact transition temperature, we discuss the trend as a 

function of compositional variation.  There are reversible martensites in large 

compositional regions previously not reported.  This region stretches from near Ni2MnGa 

to Ga-deficient, Mn-rich regions.  The transition temperature increases as the molecular 

percentage of Ga is decreased.  A typical composition here is Ni43Mn47Ga10, whose 

martensite start temperature was found to be 400 K.  In much of the newly discovered 

region, the martensitic transformation temperature is near room temperature or above, 

which is desirable for practical applications. 

 

7.3.4 X-ray analysis 

 An X-ray diffractometer is used to characterize the structure of materials.  Using 

Bragg’s law nλ = 2d sinθ, where n is integer, λ wavelength of the incident beam, d 

spacing between two atomic planes, and θ reflection angle, one can calculate the spacing 

d or the lattice constant of the material.  X-ray diffraction patterns are obtained as a result 

of atoms scattering from different planes thus revealing the atomic arrangement of a 

material.  Figure 7.16 shows a scanning X-ray microdiffractometer, D8 DISCOVER with 
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GADDS by Bruker-AXS, equipped with a two-dimensional (2-D) area detector 

(diameter: 11.5 cm) and an x-y-z stage for combinatorial screening of out-of-plane lattice 

constant. 

 

Figure 7.16 A photograph of the scanning x-ray microdiffractometer. 

 

A schematic drawing of the diffraction geometry in the 2-D area detector is shown in 

Figure 7.17.  When one uses the traditional point detector, only the diffracted beam in the 

detection plane can be detected.  The plane along z-direction cannot be measured.  In 

contrast, the area detector can pick up photon signals ranging along the z-direction.  As a 

result, χ information is also obtained.  The range of 2θ depends on the distance between 

the detector and the sample.  By integrating intensities in the χ plane, a spectrum that 

resembles a regular θ - 2θ diffraction pattern can be obtained. 

The X-ray beam size can be adjusted and it is in the range from 50 µm to 500 µm.  The 

beam size used for individual spots of discrete libraries was 500 µm.  The 

microdiffractometer is fully automated and controlled by a computer.  Scanning across a 

combinatorial sample is relatively easy and efficient.  
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Figure 7.17 A schematic drawing of diffraction geometry when using a 2-D area detector. 
A range of 2θ and χ are detected simultaneously. 

 

 Scanning X-ray microbeam diffraction of the spread indicates that most of the 

composition regions mapped on our composition spreads have the diffraction pattern 

consistent with the L21 structure, (Figure 7.18), of the Heusler composition or a 

tetragonally distorted L21 structure (for the martensite).  Figure 7.19 shows a scanning 
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Figure 7.18 A unit cell of L21 structure of an austenite.   
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diffractogram taken at room temperature along the black line region in Figure 7.15.  In 

this region, the composition goes from the mixed phase displaying three peaks (two from 

the martensite and one from the austenite) to a region where it is mostly austenite.  This 

verifies that the new region we found must be SMAs and indeed martensites. 
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Figure 7.19  Scanning X-ray microdiffractogram taken at room temperature along a 
compositional region marked by the solid black line in Figure 7.15.  There are three 
peaks, two are from a martensite and the middle one is from an austenite. 

 

7.4 Mapping of a phase diagram 

 Figure 7.20 summarizes the magnetic and the martensite phase diagrams deduced 

from the obtained data.  To date overwhelming majority of reported work had focused on 

regions inside the blue circle whose composition is close to the Heusler alloy.  It is 
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evident that there is a large region well outside the near- Heusler composition that 

contains ferromagnetic, reversible martensites.  It has been shown [17, 18] that this class 

of material displays martensitic instability for stoichiometries where the average number 

of electrons per atom is ~7.4.  The green hatched area in Figure 7.20 covers the region 

where the average number of electrons per 
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Figure 7.20 Functional phase diagram deduced from the present experiment.  The hatched 
region has compositions with average electron/atom ratio 7.3–7.8.  The dotted line 
surrounds the region of reversible martensites.  In the ferromagnetic region, the red area 
has the highest magnetization. 

 

atom is 7.3–7.8.  There is a large overlap between this region and the observed reversible 

martensite region.  Because the electron/atom ratio rule is expected to apply strictly in the 

L21 structure, the overlap is perhaps an indication that the structure in the region is indeed 

L21 or one close to it. 
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 The closer the composition is to the Ni1–xMnx line of the phase diagram, the lower 

the magnetization becomes.  A separately prepared Ni1–xMnx spread did not show any 

indication of reversible martensites.  Ni1–xMnx is known to be ferromagnetic for x < 0.25–

0.4 and antiferromagnetic for greater x, and the actual value of x where the transition 

takes place is dependent on atomic ordering [19, 20].  Martensitic instabilities are often 

associated with magnetic transitions [21].  We speculate that it is the ferromagnetic–

antiferromagnetic transition or competition in Ni1–xMnx that is serving as the precursor to 

the martensites in the Ni–Mn–Ga system.  The martensitic instability is perhaps set off by 

introduction of a small Ga concentration.  The robustness of the martensite associated 

with the L21 phase may be reflecting the large solid-solution region in the Ni1–xMnx phase 

diagram near the Ni end. 

 The room-temperature magnetization is plotted against the martensitic start 

temperature in Figure 7.21 for the compositions studied here.  There is a clear 

relationship between the two parameters: the higher the magnetization, the lower the 

transformation temperature.  We have confirmed that, for different samples, the 

magnetization at room temperature is roughly proportional to the Curie temperature.  For 

this, we measured individual cantilevers using a vibrating sample magnetometer.  The 

plot points to a strong thermodynamic magneto-structural coupling in this system.  Such a 

coupling has previously been observed in a limited range of composition near Ni2MnGa 

(inside the circle in Figure 7.13) [13], and a Ginzburg–Landau model has been used to 

explain the influence of the magnetic order on the martensitic transition [13, 22].  Our 

experiment shows that the same coupling behavior holds for a much wider compositional 

range.  A phenomenological interpretation of this is that magnetism tends to stabilize the 
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austenite structure of the alloy, and this necessarily lowers the structural transformation 

temperature.  It is interesting that a first-principles calculation has suggested [23] that a 

cubic to tetragonal change would actually result in a slight increase in the total magnetic 

moment in Ni2MnGa.  The seeming discrepancy may indicate the importance of a 

magneto-elastic coupling term in the free energy, which gives rise to the observed trend. 
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Figure 7.21  Martensitic start temperature against room temperature saturation 
magnetization for data points mapped in Figure 7.15.  For this magnetization, cantilevers 
were measured individually using a vibrating sample magnetometer.  The line is a linear 
fit to the data. 

 

 For applications, the goal when searching for new FSMAs is to find compositions 

with (1) high Curie temperature, and thus increased room-temperature magnetization, 

which in turn results in increased magnetostatic energy necessary for rotating the 
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magneto-elastic domains, and (2) high martensitic transition temperatures.  Our results 

clearly indicate an intrinsic trade-off between the two in a given system.  Also, within a 

given ternary system, the Heusler composition does not necessarily provide the optimized 

functionality.  This may also be the case for other properties such as complete spin 

polarization, which has been predicted in some Heusler compounds but not yet 

unambiguously established [24].  Perhaps exploration is warranted outside the Heusler 

composition in the ternary phase diagram for high spin polarization. 

 

7.5 Conclusions 

 Here, using thin-film composition spread libraries, we have mapped the functional 

phase diagram of Ni-Mn-Ga system whose Heusler composition Ni2MnGa is a well-

known FSMA.  A characterization technique that allows detection of martensitic 

transitions by visual inspection was combined with quantitative magnetization mapping 

using scanning SQUID microscopy.  We found that a large, previously unexplored region 

outside the Heusler composition contains reversible martensites that are also 

ferromagnetic.  A clear relationship between magnetization and the martensitic transition 

temperature was observed, revealing a strong thermodynamical coupling between 

magnetism and martensitic instability across a large fraction of the phase diagram.   

 Our work reinforces the importance of systematically exploring structural 

transitions in looking for novel ferroic materials as well as understanding their physical 

origin.  Guided by techniques such as the ones described here, it would also be possible 

to make a systematic search and survey of functional correlations of other multiferroic 

materials.   
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Chapter 8  

Combinatorial investigation of magnetoelectric materials 
 

 In this chapter, I will discuss combinatorial investigation of magnetoelectric (ME) 

thin film materials.  ME materials are a new type of smart materials.  I will introduce 

their properties and potential applications.  I will discuss our investigation of the PbTiO3 

(PTO) - CoFe2O4 (CFO) system using composition spreads.  The emphasis is on the 

magnetic properties of the composition spreads.  Finally, I will present the results of this 

investigation, where we have identified new compositions of thin film magnetoelectric 

materials from the composition spreads.   

  

8.1 Introduction to magnetoelectric materials 

 Magnetoelectric materials [1] are a class of multiferroics where ferroelectricity 

and magnetization co-exist and are coupled to each other.  Such materials display the 

magnetoelectric effect, where changes in magnetization are induced by an applied electric 

field, and the electric polarization is modulated by an applied magnetic field.  They are 

described by the second terms in Equation 8.1and 8.2.   

iijjijei HEP αχ += )(      Equation 8.1 

jijjijmi EHM )/()( 0µαχ +=     Equation 8.2 

Here, P is the polarization, χe and χm are the electric and magnetic susceptibility 

respectively, H and E are the magnetic and electric field, respectively, αij is the 

magnetoelectric coefficient and µ0 is the magnetic permeability in vacuum.  
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 There are two ways to obtain magnetoelectric materials.  One is to look for 

materials where there is a natural coexistence of ferroelectricity and ferromagnetism, and 

the other is to create composite materials artificially to indirectly couple ferroelectricity 

and ferromagnetism.  This is schematically shown in Figure 8.1. 
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Figure 8.1 A Coupling diagram between ferroelectricity, ferromagnetism and stress.  
Artificial magnetoelectric composite materials can be made by coupling through the 
lattice/mechanical property. 

 

 There are very few natural single phase ME materials, such as Cr2O3 and BiFeO3, 

which were discovered in the last three decades [2, 3, 4, 5].  The scarcity of such 

materials is believed to be due to the contradiction of the general principles of 

ferroelectricity and ferromagnetism.  The contradiction comes from the fact that there are 
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no 3d-orbital electrons in the B-site atoms for most ferroelectric perovskite oxides.  This 

facilitates spontaneous polarization in ferroelectric materials.  However, 3d-orbital 

electrons are necessary for ferromagnetic materials to create spin polarization.  N. A. Hill 

et al. have used the first-principle density functional theory (DFT) to show that the d-

orbital electrons in transition metals essential for magnetism reduce the tendency for off-

center ferroelectric distortion [6, 7].  This indicates that additional electronic or structural 

driving forces are necessary to have ferroelectric and ferromagnetic properties coexisting 

together.  In addition, the magnetoelectric effect in these single phase materials was 

found to be generally very weak, which limits their applications in devices, or strong but 

only at low temperature and under high field [8].  

 The other way to obtain magnetoelectric materials is by synthesizing composites, 

combining materials with different ferroic properties.  For example, J. Van Den 

Boomgaard et al [9, 10, 11, 12, 13] made the first artificial magnetoelectric material by 

combining a ferroelectric (piezoelectric) BaTiO3 (BTO) and a ferromagnetic 

(piezomagnetic) CoFeO4 (CFO) in an eutectic sintered composite.  In such a composite 

system, the magnetoelectric effect occurs via the product property (Figure 8.1) [11], i.e. 

piezoelectric and piezomagnetic properties are coupled through the lattice/mechanical 

property of the material.  Here we can define the magnetoelectric coefficient as α = ∂e / 

∂H * ∂P / ∂e, where e is the induced strain, H is the magnetic field, and P is the 

polarization.  This indicates that by applying a magnetic or electric field to this 

composite, one can induce a change in polarization or magnetization through strain.   

 Harshe et al proposed bilayered or multilayered composite structures held by 

epoxy in order to enhance the magnetoelectric effect [14].  The layered composites were 
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expected to have a higher magnetoelectric effect than bulk eutectic composites due to two 

main reasons.  First, the piezoelectric layers are easily poled, thus improving 

piezoelectricity and second, the piezoelectricity is not suppressed by the piezomagnetic 

material.  There have been reports of many magnetoelectric effects in layered composites 

such as (Pb,Zr)TiO3 (PZT) – Tb0.3Dy0.7Fe1.92 (Terfenol-D), PZT-NiFeO4, 

Polyvinylidenefluoride (PVDF) – Terfenol-D, etc. [15, 16, 17, 18]. 

 To date, the composite magnetoelectric effect has been exclusively studied in bulk 

composite materials.  In the present work, we explored the possibility of fabricating such 

materials in thin film forms using the combinatorial approach. 

 

8.2 Composition spreads for exploring ME materials 

 Thin films have several advantages over bulk.  First, magnetoelectric thin film 

heterostructures can be fabricated by alternating piezoelectric and piezomagnetic layers, 

where one can investigate coupling of the two properties at nanometer level.  Second, one 

can pursue fabrication of compact thin film magnetoelectric devices.  

 Our initial idea was to combine ferroelectric and ferromagnetic materials together 

using combinatorial PLD.  We create gradual mixing of ferroelectric and ferromagnetic 

materials in the composition spread.  Our goal is to couple ferroelectric and 

ferromagnetic properties through the lattice/mechanical property (Figure 8.1) to see if we 

can obtain multiferroic materials somewhere in the middle of the composition spread.  

The schematic is shown in Figure 8.2.  The criteria for choosing the ferroelectric and 

ferromagnetic materials are that the ferromagnetic material needs to be an insulator and 

should have a high magnetostriction coefficient.  The ferroelectric material must possess  
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Figure 8.2 A schematic of the composition spread where the average composition on the 
spread is varying continuously from pure CFO at one end to pure PTO at the other end. 

 

a high piezoelectric coefficient.  Keeping this in mind, we decided to try PbTiO3 (PTO) as 

the ferroelectric material and CoFe2O4 (CFO) as the ferromagnetic material.   

 To synthesize in-situ PTO-CFO composition spreads, two ceramic targets, 

PbTiO3 (PTO) and CoFe2O4 (CFO), were ablated in an alternating manner with an 

excimer laser (KrF with λ = 248 nm) and deposited onto an (100) MgO substrate.  CFO is 

cubic with a lattice constant a = 0.839 nm, and as it is grown on (100) MgO it is c-

oriented.  On the other hand, PTO is tetragonal with a = b = 0.390 nm, c = 0.415 nm and 

when it is grown on MgO it has a mixture of c- and a-oriented growth as confirmed from 

the x-ray and TEM studies.  For more details, refer to section 8.3.3.2.   

 Linear compositional gradient across the spread is created by performing a series 

of shadow depositions through a rectangular opening of the automated shutter in our 

combinatorial PLD flange.  This was first discussed in Chapter 2.  The shutter is glided 

back and forth over the substrate during the deposition; see Figure 8.3 (a).  The typical 

distance between the shutter plane and the substrates is 300 µm.  The motion of the 

shutter is synchronized with the firing of the laser in such a way that for each deposition, 
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a thickness wedge-like gradient is created on a chip as shown in Figure 8.3 (b).  We 

fabricate this superlattice-like spread by depositing a layer of PTO and CFO in an 

alternating manner until we reached the desired thickness of 300nm.  The thickness of 

each wedge varied from 1 times the CFO unit cell of 0.8 nm (1x) to 15 times CFO unit 

cell (15x).  In this chapter, I will focus only on the 15x composition spread where the 

thickest part of the wedge is 12.6 nm, since this particular layering gave the best result in  
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Figure 8.3 A schematic of synthesis of a PTO-CFO composition spread.  (a) Laser firing, 
target switching (PTO & CFO) and the shutter motion are synchronized.  (b) A wedge-
like thickness gradient is created by the moving shutter during the deposition.  (c) The 
schematic side view of the composition spread, each wedge is 12.6 nm thick. 

 

terms of ferroelectric and magnetic properties.  The schematic of the 15x CFO-PTO 

spread is shown in Figure 8.3 (c).  The average composition on the spread is varying 
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continuously from pure PTO at one end to pure CFO at the other end.  The substrate 

temperature during the deposition was 600 ºC, and the oxygen partial pressure was 200 

mTorr.  The ablation energy was approximately 2 J/cm2, and the total thickness at each 

position on the spread was 300 nm.  The spread sample was approximately 6 mm long in 

the spread direction.  Once the samples are fabricated, we first look for regions that are 

simultaneously ferromagnetic and ferroelectric, then we try to see if we can measure ME 

effect. 

 

8.3 Characterization of composition spreads 

 To characterize the CFO-PTO composition spreads we analyzed the magnetic 

properties using a room temperature scanning SQUID in Neocera Inc., ferroelectric 

properties using scanning microwave microscopy and structure using a scanning x-ray 

diffractometer and transmission electron microscopy (TEM).  We have also obtained 

preliminary results on the magnetoelectric effect. 

 The composition distribution is obtained via WDS (as discussed in Chapter 7).  

We found that average composition was linearly varying along the spread as designed.   

 

8.3.1 Magnetic properties 

 Magnetic properties of the composition spreads are analyzed by using a scanning 

SQUID microscope with the aid of the inversion technique, which was discussed 

thoroughly in Chapters 5 and 6.  As in the case for the FSMA libraries, I used Transform 

and Matlab software to calculate the magnetic pole density, ρm, and to finally obtain the 

magnetization by integrating ρm.  Here I will focus on the 15x CFO-PTO composition 
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spreads.  Unlike in the FSMA libraries, in these samples, both in-plane and out-of-plane 

remanent magnetization were analyzed. 

 The CFO-PTO composition spread was deposited on a 10 mm x 10 mm substrate.  

The length of the spread is 6 mm, on one edge there is 2 mm of pure CFO and on the 

other edge, there is 2 mm of pure PTO.  The pure CFO and PTO regions were made for 

reference.  I cut the sample into 4 pieces along the spread direction, so that we have 4 

nominally same samples of the same composition spread.  I used two pieces, one was 

magnetized in-plane, and the other was out-of-plane.  As I first introduced in Chapter 6, I 

will use Min as the remanent magnetization of the in-plane magnetized sample, and Mz as 

the remanent magnetization of out-of-plane sample. 

 Two samples were scanned at 150 µm away from the SQUID, with the step size 

of 50 µm in x and y directions.  Figure 8.4 (a) shows the field distribution for the in-plane 

magnetized 15x CFO-PTO composition spread.  Here one can see the pure CFO region 

and the CFO-PTO composition spread region.  Even though the entire sample was in-

plane magnetized, one can see that pure CFO does not look like it is magnetized in-plane 

completely.  This is because CFO’s easy axis is out-of-plane and it does not like to be in-

plane magnetized.  However, when PTO is added, the anisotropy changes and it becomes 

easier to magnetize in the in-plane direction.  This behavior is discussed later in more 

details.  

 Using the inversion technique with the cut-off frequency kw = 6 (which lies in 

between the upper and lower bounds of the optimal kw for z = 150 µm), I then calculated 

the magnetic dipole density ρm shown in Figure 8.4 (b).  To calculate the in-plane 

magnetization Min I divide the sample into 50 µm strips and integrate ρm over each strip.  
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As discussed in Chapter 6, 50 µm strip is the minimum width of the strip that I can 

choose, since the step size is 50 µm.  It was also shown in Chapter 6 that for z smaller 

than the sample size, the choice of the integration area does not influence the calculation. 
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Figure 8.4 CFO-PTO 15x composition spread in-plane magnetized, outlined by a purple 
dashed line.  (a) Two dimensional B field distribution for the sample (b) calculated ρm 
using the inversion technique.  In (a) I denoted the regions of the spread and pure CFO. 
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Min vs position on the CFO-PTO composition spread
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Figure 8.5 Min distribution as a function of position on the CFO – PTO composition 
spread. 

 

 In Figure 8.5, I plot the Min distribution of in-plane magnetized composition 

spread as a function of position on the scanned chip.  Here, one can see the CFO region, 

and the composition spread region.  In addition, there is a maximum in the composition 

spread region.  Once we plot this distribution as a function of average composition, we 

can explain why this peaking behavior is manifested.  This will be explained below. 

 I also performed the same analysis for the out-of-plane magnetized composition 

spread.  The two dimensional image of the out-of-plane magnetization Mz is shown in 

Figure 8.6.  After integrating the 50 µm strips along the sample, I plot the magnetization 

distribution as a function of position on the spread. 
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Figure 8.6 CFO-PTO 15x composition spread out-of-plane magnetized, outlined by a 
yellow dashed line.  Shown is the Mz distribution obtained using the inversion technique.  
Here, I denoted the regions of the spread and pure CFO 

 

Figure 8.7 shows the Mz dependence on the position along the out-of-plane magnetized 

composition spread sample.  Here one can see the pure CFO region (blue) of constant 

magnetization (which exhibits strong out-of-plane magnetization) and then the 

magnetization drops.   
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Figure 8.7 Mz distribution as a function of position on the CFO – PTO composition 
spread. 

 

 As the CFO region is finished, the magnetization of the sample drops and then 

slightly increases as the composition spread starts as shown in Figure 8.7.  This dipping 

effect is possibly an artifact of the inversion technique; as discussed in Chapter 6, when 

the magnetization distribution changes abruptly the inversion technique gives less precise 

value for the magnetization.  Therefore, in plotting the final magnetization distribution 

for the out-of-plane magnetized composition spread, I will plot one value for the pure 

CFO (the average of the CFO region) and the next value is the value at the maximum of 

the peak after the dip with the corresponding composition. 
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 The goal here is to be able to plot the in-plane and the out-of-plane remanent M 

distribution as a function of composition.  The two distributions of out-of-plane and in-

plane magnetization are plotted in Figure 8.8.  The remanent magnetization of the 

individual samples measured with a SQUID magnetometer and the scanning SQUID 

agree with the reported values of pure CFO films [19].   
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Figure 8.8 Remanent in-plane and out-of-plane M distribution as a function of 
composition of CFO – PTO composition spread. 

 

 It is known that the magnetic easy axis of the CFO is out-of-plane and that it has a 

large anisotropy [20].  The value of in-plane remanent magnetization of pure CFO is 5-9 

emu/cc and that of out-of-plane is 160 emu/cc.  Figure 8.9 shows the hysteresis loop in 

the in-plane and out-of-plane direction for a pure CFO thin film magnetization measured  
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Pure CFOPure CFO
 

Figure 8.9  Hysteresis loop of pure CFO for the in-plane and out-of-plane magnetization 
measured by the SQUID magnetometer. 

 

by the SQUID magnetometer.  As shown in Figure 8.8, as soon as PTO is added, the 

remanent out-of-plane magnetization decreases and remanent in-plane magnetization 

increases.  The composition where Min is maximal is around 95 % CFO 5% PTO.  This 

indicates that this drop in the out-of-plane magnetization at approximately CFO 95% 

(composition) appears to be due to the change in the microstructure of CFO.  It changes 

from single phase CFO into a texture interrupted by PTO as revealed by TEM.  This is 

discussed in more detail in Sec. 8.3.3.2.  This structural change apparently results in 

making the material magnetically soft in the in-plane magnetization, and drastically 

lowers the out-of-plane remanent magnetization.  Despite the decaying trend in the 

magnetization as more PTO is added, it is clear that the material remains magnetic 

toward the low CFO concentration region.  Also, note that low remanent magnetization 

does not mean that the material is not magnetic.   
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 Figure 8.10 shows the SQUID magnetometer measurement of an out-of-plane 

magnetization of individual thin film sample with composition PTO80-CFO20 showing the 

presence of robust magnetism despite the reduced remanent magnetization at this 

composition.  As will be shown in the next section, this is the composition that we are 

most interested in to measure the magnetoelectric effect. 
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Figure 8.10  Hysteresis loop of the out-of-plane magnetization for the single composition 
thin film of PTO80-CFO20.   

 

8.3.2 Dielectric properties 

 Ferroelectric materials can be characterized by examining the linear and the non-

linear dielectric behavior.  We used microwave microscope to characterize the linear 

dielectric constant of the PTO – CFO composition spreads.  The near-field scanning 

microwave microscopy has proven to be a powerful technique for quickly obtaining 

spatially resolved electrical impedance information non-destructively on a variety of 

samples [21, 22].  In particular, properties of ferroelectric/dielectric materials are widely 
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being investigated using microwave microscopy [21, 23, 24].  Quantitative microwave 

dielectric characterization of thin films using microwave microscopy has been also 

demonstrated [21, 25].  Previous combinatorial studies with microwave microscopy have 

been fruitful in identifying novel compositions with improved dielectric properties [26, 

27].  In addition, we have modified the microwave microscope with a signal generator 

and lock-in amplifiers, in order to extract non-linear dielectric signals.  Non-linear 

dielectric signals are a direct reflection of ferroelectricity. 

 Our microwave microscope is shown in Figure 8.11 (center).  It consists of a 

high-Q λ/4 coaxial cavity with an STM tip mounted to the center conductor, which 

protrudes through an aperture in the bottom plate.  A sapphire disk with an aperture of the 

diameter of 100 µm – 200 µm comparable to the tip is used to shield off the far field.  

  

 

Figure 8.11 A photograph of a scanning tip microwave near-field microscope set-up 

 

The sample under study is placed on the scanning stage.  When the tip comes in close 

proximity to the sample, only the near field, which stays on the tip surface, interacts with 
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the sample, and we can extract the resonant frequency (fr) and quality (Q) shifts caused 

by the local dielectric material.  The typical unloaded Q value is ~ 2000.  On the left of 

the microwave microscope is the network analyzer used to drive the circuit. 

 Figure 8.12 shows linear dielectric constant at 1 GHz measured across the 

composition spread.  The decaying trend of the linear dielectric constant is as expected, 

but we also see the unexpected peak at the composition of (PTO)0.8 – (CFO)0.2.   

 To measure the non-linear dielectric signal of our samples, microwave 

microscope was modified.  A signal generator was added to apply a low frequency  
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Figure 8.12 Linear dielectric constant measured at 1 GHz as a function of average 
composition across the spread by the microwave microscope.  The thickness of the thick 
end for each wedge layer is ~ 12.6 nm, which corresponds to the 15x unit cell of CFO 
and the total thickness is ~ 300 nm (the inset). The highest dielectric constant occurs at 
the composition of (PTO)0.8 – (CFO)0.2. 
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oscillating voltage (1 kHz, 16 V) between the tip and a metallic electrode deposited on 

the back side of the substrate to modulate the dielectric constant of the sample.  A lock-in 

amplifier was used to modulate the resonant frequency (f0) (1 GHZ) of the microscope 

resonator, and another lock-in amplifier was used to extract the non-linear dielectric 

signal when the electric field is applied by a signal generator.  Figure 8.13 shows the non-

linear dielectric signal at 1 GHz measured across the same spread as the one discussed 

above (Figure 8.12).  As seen in this figure, the non-linear dielectric signal also peaks at 

the composition of (PTO)0.8 – (CFO)0.2 and systematically decays toward the two ends.  

Thus, both linear dielectric constant and non-linear dielectric signal measurements show 

this peaking behavior. 
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Figure 8.13 The non-linear dielectric signals measured at 1 GHz as a function of average 
composition across the PTO – CFO spread by the microwave microscope.  The sample 
under study is the same as shown in the inset of Figure 8.12.  The highest non-linear 
dielectric signal also occurs at the composition  (PTO)0.8 – (CFO)0.2. 
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 In order to understand this unexpected peaking behavior in the dielectric constant, 

we need to understand the microstructure of the composition spread.   

 

8.3.3 Structure 

 As mentioned before, the crystal structure of CFO is cubic with the lattice 

constant a = 0.839 nm and PTO is tetragonal with a= 0.390 nm, c=0.415 nm.  To see how 

CFO and PTO grew together on the MgO substrate and to explore the reasons for the 

peak in the dielectric constant and the behavior of magnetization, we conducted X-ray 

and TEM analysis for our 15x composition spreads. 

 

8.3.3.1 X-ray 

 We performed scanning x-ray microdiffraction using a D8 DISCOVER with 

GADDS for combinatorial screening by Bruker-AXS (first introduced in Chapter 7).  

Figure 8.14 (a) shows the x-ray diffraction spectra taken with a 500 µm beam in the 2θ 

range near the PTO (200) and (002) peaks.  The composition range of the spread goes 

from pure PTO to PTO70-CFO30 indicating an occurrence of a structural transition.  Two 

peaks of tetragonal PTO (002) and (200) merge when PTO is less than 85%.  The 

continuous shift of (002) tetragonal PTO and (200) tetragonal PTO is observed at 

2θ = 460 as the ratio of PTO decreases.  The peaks appear to merge at the composition of 

PTO80-CFO20.  The lattice constant of this composition is in good agreement with the 

lattice constant of the cubic phase of pure PTO at º 500 0C.  
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Figure 8.14 (a) X-ray diffraction patterns of the (200) and (002) peaks of PTO–CFO 
composition spread on MgO substrate.  The (002) tetragonal PTO shifts to a higher angle 
of 460 and the (200) tetragonal PTO shifts to a lower angle of 460 as the ratio of PTO 
decreases.  The two peaks (002) and (200) merge when PTO is less than 85%.  (b) Phase 
transition temperature versus the % of PTO in the composition spread. 

 

 We have also performed variable temperature scanning microdiffraction to 

confirm that indeed the transition temperature (defined to be the temperature at which the 

tetragonal peaks merge) shifts continuously across the spread in this average composition 

region (Figure 8.14 (b)).  As seen from Figure 8.14 (b), the composition around PTO80-

CFO20 has a ferroelectric Tc at room temperature.  Thus, the peak in the linear and the 

non-linear dielectric properties is an indication of the composition where the material is 

undergoing a ferroelectric transition at room temperature.  In addition to the X-ray 

analysis, we performed TEM on the same sample. 
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8.3.3.2 TEM 

 Dr. L.A. Bendersky from NIST in Gaithersburg, MD, has performed cross-

sectional high-resolution transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM) at different 

compositions on the same 15x CFO-PTO composition spread.  The images shown in 

Figure 8.15 (b) and (c) were taken from a spot where the average composition was 

approximately PTO80-CFO20.  The results shown here are different from what we  

 

Figure 8.15 (a) A schematic of the composition spread.  The thickness of each wedge is 
12.6 nm, which corresponds to 15 unit cells of CFO; the total thickness is 300 nm.  (b) 
and (c) show diffraction pattern and an image of cross sectional high-resolution 
transmission electron micrographs of the PTO0.8 - CFO0.2 film on MgO substrate 
(incident electron beam is <100> of MgO). 

 

expected them to be.  Here, we see pancake shaped nanograin features of PTO of the 

order of 30 nm that are embedded in the matrix of CFO.  Together they have an overall 

layered structure.  We note that the layered structure is different from the superlattice, 
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which is what we intended to make originally.  Figure 8.15 (c) is an electron diffraction 

of the same sample as Figure 8.15 (a), taken along the (100) of MgO.  Cubic like PTO 

and CFO are clearly observed to have an epitaxial relationship <100>//<100>, 

<110>//<110>.   

 Figure 8.16 (a) and (b) shows the cross sectional and electron diffraction TEM of 

the same sample from a spot where the average composition is CFO80-PTO20.  As 

discussed in Sec.8.3.1, the magnetic anisotropy of the material is changing as PTO is 

added to CFO.  From TEM, we see that with a small percentage of PTO the layered 

texture has developed.  We attribute the magnetic anisotropy change in CFO to this 

layering structure, where PTO layer is imbedded into CFO. 

 

Figure 8.16 (a) and (b) show an image of cross section and a diffraction pattern of high-
resolution TEM of the CFO0.8-PTO0.2 film on MgO substrate (incident electron beam is 
<100> of MgO). 

 

 The TEM results shown here are still not fully understood, and more investigation 

is needed.  The combination of non-equilibrium laser deposition with diffusion of cations, 

nucleation of phases, and the eutectic separation are expected to have given rise to the 

(a) (b) 

PTO (100) 

inside CFO (800) 

outside PTO (400) 
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complex nanostructures observed.  The details of the dependence of the formation of 

nanostructures are still under investigation. 

 

8.3.4 Magnetoelectric effect 

 Despite the diminished magnetism at the PTO0.8 - CFO0.2 composition, one still 

sees coexistence of ferromagnetism and ferroelectricity (Figure 8.17).  This means that 

the chance of measuring the magnetoelectric effect is very high.  We note that the 

magnetoelectric effect in the bulk PTO – CFO composites has been reported [13, 28 , 29].  

 We use the microwave microscope to measure the magnetoelectric effect.  Several 

individual composition samples were made for this purpose.  The magnetoelectric 

coefficient we measure is defined in terms of the change in the non-linear dielectric 

signal due to an ac voltage applied between the microscope tip and the back of the 

substrate (16 V) and the equivalent signal induced by the applied magnetic field (ME 

response signal): 

film
E VV

HV
∂∂
∂∂

=
2

1α     Equation 8.3 

Here, H is amplitude of the applied AC magnetic field, Vfilm is the voltage drop across the 

film for the non-linear dielectric measurement, and V1 and V2 are ME response signal and 

the non-linear dielectric signal detected by lock-in amplifiers, respectively [30].   

 This technique provides a unique method of probing the ME effect in the small 

region placed underneath the microscope tip without the parallel plate capacitor 

geometry.  For the tip radius of 10 µm, the volume that the tip samples is approximately 

60 (µm)3.  The present experiment was carried out at AC 50 Oe at 10 KHz.  These  
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Figure 8.17 Magnetic and ferroelectric properties of the 15x CFO-PTO composition 
spread.  The circled region corresponds to compositions where we expect to measure 
magnetoelectric effect. 

 

parameters were largely determined by the measurement setup.  The value of αE 

calculated using Eq. 8.3 for the present nanocomposite PTO0.8 - CFO0.2 composition is 10 

– 100 mV/cm Oe.  This represents the first time the ME effect is observed in a thin film 

structure.  Harshe et al have predicted that in the present composite configuration with 

some standard values of physical parameters for CFO and the PTO, the maximum 

attainable value of αE is ~ 1 V/cm Oe [28, 31].  Typical reported values of the ME 

coefficient ranges from 10mV/cm Oe to 1 V/cm Oe.  Our measured value is consistent 

with bulk results.  
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8.4 Conclusions 

 We made PTO – CFO composition spreads using the combinatorial PLD flange.  I 

discussed on magnetic characterization of a 15x composition spread, where each 

alternating layer of CFO and PTO is 12.6 nm thick.  Using the optimized parameters of 

the inversion technique, I calculated in-plane and out-of-plane remanent magnetization 

distributions for the composition spread.  It was shown that as PTO is added to CFO, 

microstructure of the material changed, CFO’s magnetic anisotropy changed.  We found 

that in this spread the compositions between (PTO)0.5 – (CFO)0.5 and (PTO)0.8 – (CFO)0.2 

exhibit the coexistence of ferroelectricity and ferromagnetism.  We have observed the 

ME effect for a (PTO)0.8 – (CFO)0.2 sample. 

 This work represents the first step toward realizing ME thin film devices, which 

can be operated at room temperature and without the requirement of ~ Tesla field.  Such 

devices can open the door to versatile small smart electronic systems hitherto unexplored 

whose integrated multifunctionalities can incorporate sensing, actuation and memory 

capabilities as well as tunable microwave properties. 
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APPENDICES 
 

Appendix A 
 
Operation of Magma C20 
 

 The software, Magma C20 version 3.0, controls the entire scanning SQUID 

system Magma C20 at Neocera.  To start a scan, I load a sample first by taping it to the 

scanning stage.  I run the Acquisition part of the software to start the scan.  The first thing 

that the program does is to tune the SQUID.  The flux-locked-loop circuit is different for 

Magma compared to the scanning SQUID microscope in Prof. Wellstood’s lab at the 

University of Maryland.  The electronics (Star Electronics) is of a different design than 

the Berkeley box.  It allows the SQUID to have a larger dynamic range of 20 V than that 

of the Berkeley box, which is 10 V.  The software automatically finds the most suitable 

setting to have the SQUID working with the best sensitivity and the lowest noise.  Figure 

A.1 shows a panel of all the parameters that the program adjusts before starting the scan.  

Tuning all the parameters takes about 2-3 minutes.  The system checks for the 

communication with all of its components, the data acquisition board (DAQ) board, the 

motion control board, all the drivers and motors that drive the stage as well as the motors 

for the SQUID window, the leveling probe, and the vacuum and temperature control 

equipment.  If there is an error, it will offer options how to fix it.   

 Then I raise the SQUID window.  The window, which is 70 µm to 100 µm 

away from the SQUID, is raised automatically to a precalibrated position.  This distance 

can be checked accurately (within 1-2 µm) by fitting data from a current carrying wire.  

This calibration and the calibration between the stage and the window were performed by  
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Figure A.1 The panel to tune parameters for the SQUID that are automatically chosen by 
the software for optimized performance. 

 

a Neocera’s engineer using a voltage feedback mechanism and an optical sensor, 

respectively.  After the calibration, the hard stops on the vacuum chamber are set so that 

even if something goes wrong, the window will not crash into the SQUID.  The 

parameter z, the distance between the SQUID and the sample, is extremely important for 

accurately calculating magnetization.  This is discussed in details in Chapter 6.  Previous  

Magma systems and the university’s systems do not have a way to set the distance from 

the sample to the SQUID.  One has to use a micrometer to raise the stage up and down.  

This can lead to an error larger than 50 µm depending on the backlash of the micrometer.  

For scanning SQUID systems for which z can not be determined exactly, one can either 
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approximate the value of z (using an optical microscope) or fit the data from a current 

carrying wire for each stage setting, which can be very inconvenient and cumbersome.   

 The next menus are all about preparation of the sample.  The sample can be 

viewed using a CCD camera, which is shown in the zoomed up area in Figure 4.10 of 

Chapter 4.  The sample alignment can be achieved by rotating the scanning stage.  The 

micrometer can be used if the rotation is very small.  The sample can also be leveled in 

this system.  There is a leveling probe (Fig 5.10) that records the relative heights of three 

positions on the sample.  From the heights of the three points, the software calculates the 

sample’s tilt.  Two knobs located on the stage can be turned in either directions, and the 

sample tilt is adjusted.  This routine of leveling is done until the sample is completely 

leveled.  The accuracy of this leveling is 0.1-0.3 microns in 10 mm in x and y directions.  

Leveling is another parameter that is extremely important for our measurements.  Our  

combinatorial samples are large in size (3 inch diameter or 10 mm by 10 mm square) 

compared to small electronic circuit chips.  All positions of the compositionally varying 

samples must be scanned in the same way.  Otherwise, one cannot make accurate 

conclusions about the trend of magnetization.   

 After setting up the scanning area, the final step is to enter the scanning distance 

z.  As I mentioned, the relative distance from the window to the stage is calibrated but 

must still be entered.  The values of z that I have used range from 150 µm to 300 µm.  

Unlike in the previous scanning SQUID system, there is no setting of gain here to 

amplify the signal.  The electronics itself adjusts the gain by choosing the right 

combination of a capacitor and a resistor in the circuit to set a wide dynamic range for the 

SQUID.  The number of lines as well as the step size and the file name to which the data 
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are saved are entered in the last few menus.  The software then calculates the time it takes 

to scan and starts scanning.  The stage positions itself and the data are acquired, 

displaying the images simultaneously as the sample is scanned.   

 The SQUID is extremely sensitive I often witnessed sudden changes/jumps in the 

signal in the data.  This happens when the change in the magnetic flux is so large that the 

operating point of the SQUID shifts to another potential well (Figure 4.2 (c)).  When this 

happens, the SQUID voltage needs to be reset.  In such an instance, it is necessary to 

abort the scan and restart it, and to go back several lines where the jump occurred.  

Sometimes this jump takes place when a phone rings or someone enters the room.  Thus, 

it is important to monitor the scan closely as it is taking place.  Once the data acquisition 

is complete, I view the two dimensional image of the scan and save the image for future 

reference.  It is helpful to save the image after the scan, since the software that I use to 

plot the data afterwards (Transform) is different from the software that is used to acquire 

the data (Labview).   

 There is a common mistake in plotting the data from scanning probe microscopes.  

One needs to be careful in correctly orienting the plotted data:  it is easy to inadvertently 

rotate or invert the data.  I realized after a few months that the data in Transform was 

rotated 90o clockwise.   

 To convert the data in volts that I got from the scan to B field in Tesla correctly, I 

need to run the SQUID control part of the Magma software.  This allows me to calculate 

the transfer function V/Φο.  The data from the SQUID (in volts) are multiplied by the 

transfer function to obtain the field in the units of micro Tesla.   
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Figure A.2 The SQUID control window from Magma C20 software. 

 

Figure A.2 shows the window where this transfer function is obtained.  Also, one can see 

the frequency sweep of the SQUID.   

 For more details on operation of Magma C20, one can refer to the manual 

available at Neocera [1]. 
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Appendix B 
 
Matlab code for calculating magnetization 
 

 The file from Transform is saved as a .txt file, in order to be imported into 

Matlab. The program is shown below.  The code is in bold text.   

[x,y,d,xloc,yloc,m] = readhappyfile(‘input.txt’,’output.txt’); 
 
The main function is named “readhappyfile” 

function [x,y,d,xloc,yloc,m] = readhappyfile(filename,outfile) 
 
where “filename” and “outfile” contain the strings of the input and out file names, 

respectively.  The program reads the input file, which contains the magnetic pole density, 

ρm, and produces the magnetization of a selected area and saves the results in the output 

file.   

 fid = fopen(filename); 
 colstr = fgets(fid); 
 c = sscanf(colstr,'%f'); 
 d = fscanf(fid,'%f',[length(c)+1 Inf]); 
 r = d(1,:); 
 blah = 1:length(r); 
 blah2 = d(:,1); 
 d = d(2:length(blah2),:); 
 fclose(fid); 
 d = d'; 
 x = c; 
 y = r; 
 pcolor(x,y,d); 
 colormap(hsv);   
 shading flat 
 colorbar 
 disp('Zoom into a place'); 
 pause 
 
It plots the data into a 2 dimensional space; after pressing enter, the crosshair allows the 

user to select the point from which the grid will be drawn.  It finds the uniform spacing in 

x and y. 

dx = x(2)-x(1); 
dy = y(2)-y(1); 
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dy = abs(dy); 
dx = abs(dx); 
indx = ceil(1.75/ abs(dx)); 
indy = ceil(1.75/ abs(dy)); 
[xr,yr] = ginput(1); 
[xind,yind] = findclose(x,y,xr,yr,max(dx,dy)); 
 
It calls on another function “findclose” to find the shortest distance between the selected 

point and the next data point in the order it is read into the file.  The following code is for 

the “findclose” function, 

 
 function [indx, indy] = findclose(x,y,xr,yr,epsilon) 
 mymin=epsilon^2; 
 indx = []; 
 indy = []; 
 for i=1:length(x) 
     for j=1:length(y) 
         distance = (x(i) - xr).^2 + (y(j)-yr).^2; 
         if(distance < mymin) 
             indx = i; 
             indy = j; 
             mymin = distance; 
          end 
      end 
 end 
 
Then the program reads the data of the selected area from the input file. 

   
fid = fopen(outfile,'w'); 
lenx = 600; 
leny = 600; 
for i=-lenx:lenx 
    for j=-leny:leny 
        % Square definition 
        xind1 = floor(xind + indx*i); 
        yind1 = floor(yind + indy*j); 
        xind2 = floor(xind1 + indx); 
        yind2 = floor(yind1 + indy); 
        if(xind1<1 | yind1<1 |xind2<1 | yind2<1 | xind2>length(x) | 
yind2>length(y) | xind1>length(x) | yind1>length(y)) 
            continue; 
        end 
        xr1 = x(xind1); 
        yr1 = y(yind1); 
        xr2 = x(xind2); 
        yr2 = y(yind2); 
        line([xr1 xr2],[yr1 yr1]); 
        line([xr1 xr2],[yr2 yr2]); 
        line([xr1 xr1],[yr1 yr2]); 
        line([xr2 xr2],[yr1 yr2]); 
        littledata = d([yind1:yind2],[xind1:xind2]); 
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        littlex = x([xind1:xind2]); 
        littley = y([yind1:yind2]); 
 
It defines the square and extends it over the desired area as a grid from the index 

provided earlier, 1.75 mm x 1.755 mm from the point closest to the selection point; initial 

starting position is xind and yind. 

        [m(j+leny+1,i+lenx+1)] = 
magnetization_out(littlex,littley,littledata); 
        xloc(i+lenx+1) = (x(xind1) + x(xind2))/2; 
        yloc(j+leny+1) = (y(yind1) + y(yind2))/2;       
   fprintf(fid,'%f %f %f\r\n',xloc(i+lenx+1),yloc(j+leny+1), 
m(j+leny+1,i+lenx+1)); 
    end 
end 
fclose(fid); 
 
It calls on another function “magnetization” that integrates the area inside each square; a 

new set of x and y, xloc and yloc, are recorded together with the m value into a file.  The 

following code is for “magnetization” function.  

function m = magnetization(x,y,data) 
x = x*1e-3; % millimeters to meters 
y = y*1e-3; 
dx = x(2) - x(1); 
dy = y(2) - y(1); 
l = max(x) - min(x)+dx; %or specify 
w = max(y) - min(y)+dy; 
%xbar = mean(x); 
%ybar = mean(y); 
my = 0; 
mx = 0; 
%mz = 0; 
totalpole=0; 
for i=1:length(x) 
    for j=1:length(y) 
        my = my + data(j,i).*x(i).*dx.*dy; 
        %my = my + data(j,i).*(x(i) - xbar).*dx.*dy; 
        %mz = mz + data(j,i).*dx.*dy; 
   mx = mx + data(j,i).*y(j).*dx.*dy; 
        %mx = mx + data(j,i).*(y(j) - ybar).*dx.*dy; 
 
        totalpole = data(j,i) + totalpole; 
    end 
end 
m = sqrt(mx.^2 + my.^2); 
m=m/(0.00175*0.00175*1000);
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Appendix C 
 
Transform macros for the inversion technique 
 
 As I have mentioned in Chapters 6, 7 and 8, the inversion technique is ideal for 

calculating magnetization of combinatorial samples.  It is quick, convenient, and as 

shown previously gives an accurate value of M not only for uniformly magnetized thin 

films, but also for combinatorial libraries and composition spreads whose magnetization 

is continuously varying in the composition phase space.   

 The macros that were used to calculate the magnetization density as well as M are 

written in Transform (Fortner Research LLC) software.  Transform allows to perform 

mathematical functions on the data using macro functions in a built-in notebook page.  

The data is imported in the form of a 2-dimensional array of voltages obtained from the 

scanning SQUID microscope.  These macros were first used by Guy Chatraphorn [1] and 

Erin Fleet [2].  I modified some of the parameters and the code to suit to my application.  

The code is in bold text. 

 

C.1  For converting Bz (x, y, z) to ρm (x, y) 
 
 * Name of macro: hanning-rho-in 
 
blah1 = extractselection(currentdataset) 
blah = getdatasetname(currentdataset) 
B = var(blah)* 2.143/0.44375*1e-6 
 
After selecting the data that one wants to use to calculate ρm, the data in volts is 

converted to field in the units of µT.  The constant that is multiplying the data obtained 

directly from the scanning SQUID is called the transfer function, it has units of µT/V and 
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it is calculated from the area of the SQUID and V/Φ0 value.  Φ0 = h/2e= 2.07 x 10-15 T∏ 

m2, the area of the SQUID in Neocera varies from 30 µm2-35 µm2, and the value of V/Φ0 

can be obtained from electronics, where it varies from 0.4 to .55.   

B_r=resamplerows (resamplecols(B,256),256) 
xrange=abs(colrange(B_r)) 
yrange=abs(rowrange(B_r)) 
B_c = complex(B_r , 0*B_r)  
 
For the FFT in Transform the data needs to be resampled into a 2n x 2m matrix.  x and y 

ranges of the data are established.  The complex matrix is established.   

B_fft = fft(B_c,1) 
B_fft_re = real(B_fft) 
B_fft_im = imag(B_fft) 
 
FFT is performed returning a complex matrix for b(kx, ky).  Then the real and imaginary 

components are split. 

kx = c(B_fft_re) 
ky = r(B_fft_re) 
k = sqrt(ky**2 + kx**2) 
 
The k matrices are constructed.  

kw =10 
z=.15 
d = 6500*1e-10 
pi = acos(-1.) 
mu = 4*pi*1e-7 
 
All the variables are defined here.  The cutoff frequency kw is in the unit of 1/mm, z the 

SQUID to sample separation in the unit of mm, d the thickness of the film in the unit of 

m, and µ, the permeability of free space in SI unit. 

flt = (2/(mu*d))*exp(2*pi*k*z) 
filter= zapnan(zapnan((1/flt)*flt,0)*flt,0) 
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The exponential factor of Eq. 5.18 is calculated.  Note that in Transform, kx = 1/x not 

2π/x, therefore, the factor 2π must be included wherever k is.  This exponential factor can 

become larger than the software can handle, therefore, Transform will assign a string 

“Inf”(infinity) to a very large value, which is invalid in further steps.  The string “Inf” is 

eliminated and set to zero, when the value of k is very large. 

 
knew = LEmask(k,kw)*k 
window = LTmask(0.5*(1 + cos(pi*knew/kw)),1)*0.5*(1 + cos(pi*knew/kw)) 
 
The Hanning window is defined here in order to eliminate spatial frequencies higher than 

kw. 

 
Bfft_filter_win_re = B_fft_re*filter*window 
Bfft_filter_win_im = B_fft_im*filter*window 
rho_k = complex(Bfft_filter_win_re, Bfft_filter_win_im) 
rho= rowscales(colscales(real(fft(rho_k,-1)),0,xrange),yrange,0) 
graph=interpolated("rho") 
 
The complete Eq. 5.21 is reconstructed where b(kx, ky), the window and the Fourier of the 

Green’s function are multiplied.  The real and imaginary parts are then put together and 

the complex ρ(kx, ky) matrix is constructed.  Inverse FFT is applied and ρ (x, y) is 

obtained and plotted as a 2 dimensional false color image. 

 
user_interactive=false 
call close("B") 
call close("B_fft") 
call close("B_fft_re") 
call close("B_fft_im") 
call close("ky") 
call close("kx") 
call close("k") 
call close("rho_k") 
call close("Bfft_filter_win_im") 
call close("Bfft_filter_win_re") 
call close("redkx") 
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call close("redky") 
call close("factor") 
call close("flt") 
call close("filter") 
call close("knew") 
call close("window") 
call close("B_r") 
call close("B_c") 
user_interactive=true 
 
For convenience all the data sheets except for ρ (x, y) will be closed after the program is 

ran. 

 

C. 2  For integrating ρm (x, y) to obtain Min (x, y) 
 
 *Name of macro: mag_in 
 
blah=extractselection(currentdataset) 
heeehee=getdatasetname(currentdataset) 
 
The data for which Min needs to be calculated is selected; it is either a strip, or a square of 

all of the data. 

xarray=c(var(heeehee))*0.001 
L = max(xarray)-min(xarray) 
deltax=L/cols(var(heeehee)) 
*newxarray=xarray-mean(xarray) 
 
The x values are converted to meters and the length in x and ∆x are calculated. 

yarray=r(var(heeehee))*0.001 
w = max(yarray)-min(yarray) 
deltay=w/rows(var(heeehee)) 
*newyarray=yarray-mean(yarray) 
 
The y values are converted to meters and the length in y and ∆y are calculated 

dyp = colsum(var(heeehee))*deltay 
mx = rowsum(dyp*xarray)*deltax 
dxp = rowsum(var(heeehee))*deltax 
my = colsum(dxp*yarray)*deltay 
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The summation in x and in y is performed where mx and my are calculated separately. 

m1 = sqrt(my*my + mx*mx) 
m =m1/(L*w*1000) 
call prompt("Magnetization in emu/cc is ",mean(m)) 
 

Then Min is calculated by 
1000

22

×

+

A

mm yx .  The reason why I divide by 1000 is to convert 

Min from A/m to emu/cc.  Since all the operations are done with matrices, Min also is a 

matrix with all of its elements equal to each other.   

user_interactive=false 
call close(heeehee) 
call close("dyp") 
call close("dxp") 
call close("xarray") 
call close("yarray") 
call close("mx") 
call close("my") 
call close("m1") 
call close("m") 
*call close("newxarray") 
*call close("newyarray") 
user_interactive=true 
 

For convenience, all the data sheets will be closed after the user presses OK at the Min 

prompt. 

 

C.3  For converting Bz (x, y, z) to mz (x, y) 
 
 This macro is the same as the macro in 0, except that the Fourier Greens function 

is different.  Also in the end, the matrix that is calculated is mz (x, y) which is the 2 

dimensional distribution of out-of-plane magnetization.  To find Mz one must still 

integrate the data, this is discussed in 0 

 * Name of macro: mz-out 
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blah = extractselection(currentdataset) 
blah1 = getdatasetname(currentdataset) 
B= var(blah1)* 2.143/0.44375*1e-6 
 
 
B_r=resamplerows(resamplecols(B,256),256) 
xrange=abs(colrange(B_r)) 
yrange=abs(rowrange(B_r)) 
B_c = complex(B_r , 0*B_r)  
 
B_fft = fft(B_c,1) 
B_fft_re = real(B_fft) 
B_fft_im = imag(B_fft) 
 
kx = c(B_fft_re) 
ky = r(B_fft_re) 
k = sqrt(ky**2 + kx**2) 
redkx=zapnan(kx/k,1) 
redky=zapnan(ky/k,1) 
 
kw =10 
z=.15 
pi = acos(-1.) 
d = 3000*1e-7 
* d is in mm 
mu = 4*pi*1e-7 
flt = (2/(mu*2*pi*k*d))*exp(2*pi*k*z) 
filter=zapnan(zapnan((1/flt)*flt,0)*flt,0) 
 
knew = LEmask(k,kw)*k 
window = LTmask(0.5*(1 + cos(pi*knew/kw)),1)*0.5*(1 + cos(pi*knew/kw)) 
****Hanning window 
 
Bfft_filter_win_re = B_fft_re*filter*window 
Bfft_filter_win_im = B_fft_im*filter*window 
 
m_k = complex(Bfft_filter_win_re, Bfft_filter_win_im) 
 
m_1= (rowscales(colscales(real(fft(m_k,-1)),0,xrange),yrange,0))/1000 
mout=interpolated("m_1") 
 
user_interactive=false 
call close("B") 
call close("B_fft") 
call close("B_fft_re") 
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call close("B_fft_im") 
call close("ky") 
call close("kx") 
call close("k") 
call close("m_k") 
call close("Bfft_filter_win_im") 
call close("Bfft_filter_win_re") 
call close("redkx") 
call close("redky") 
call close("flt") 
call close("filter") 
call close("window") 
call close("B_r") 
call close("B_c") 
call close ("knew") 
user_interactive=true 
 
 
C.4  For integrating mz to obtain Mz 
 
 * Name of macro-Mzout 
 
blah=extractselection(currentdataset) 
heeehee=getdatasetname(currentdataset) 
 
The data for which Mz needs to be calculated is selected; it is either a strip, or a square or 

all of the data. 

xarray=c(var(heeehee))*0.001 
L = max(xarray)-min(xarray) 
deltax=L/cols(var(heeehee)) 
 
The x values are converted to meters and the length in x and ∆x are calculated. 

yarray=r(var(heeehee))*0.001 
w = max(yarray)-min(yarray) 
deltay=w/rows(var(heeehee)) 
 
The y values are converted to meters and the length in y and ∆y are calculated. 

dyp = colsum(var(heeehee))*deltay 
m = rowsum(dyp)*deltax 
Mz =m/(L*w) 
M_out=mean(Mz) 
call prompt("M in emu/cc is ",(M_out)) 
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The summation in x and in y is performed where mz is calculated.  The final value is 

divided by area.  Here, I do not need to divide Mz by 1000 in order for the units to be 

emu/cc, since in the previous program the thickness was in mm. 

 
user_interactive=false 
call close(heeehee) 
call close("dyp") 
call close("xarray") 
call close("yarray") 
call close("m") 
call close("Mz") 
user_interactive=true 
 
For convenience, all the data sheets will be closed after the user presses OK at the Mz 

prompt. 
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Appendix D 
 
Mathematica code using simple models 
 

 In Chapters 5, I discussed two simple models that can be used to calculate 

magnetization of a uniformly unidirectional magnetized sample.  For in-plane 

magnetization calculation, line charge model was used, while, for out-of-plane 

magnetization the current loop model was used.    

 The Mathematica (Wolfram Res.) software is used to fit one line of magnetic field 

data.  M is a fitting parameter that is extracted from the fit.  The code is in bold text. 

 

D.1  For in-plane magnetization case 
 
<<Statistics`NonlinearFit` 

 

data=ReadList["minghui.txt",Number,RecordLists→True] 
 
{{0,1.10914},{0.05,1.38345},{0.1,1.77602},{0.15,2.13828},{0.2,2.47967},{0.25,2.9646
7},{0.3,3.60272},{0.35,4.31134},{0.4,5.02245},{0.45,5.93182},{0.5,6.97885},{0.55,8.0
5917},{0.6,9.19962},{0.65,10.5587},{0.7,12.047},{0.75,13.3415},{0.8,14.3016},{0.85,
15.0594},{0.9,15.535},{0.95,15.5484},{1,15.1076},{1.05,14.4223},{1.1,13.5532},{1.15
,12.4465},{1.2,11.1481},{1.25,9.89035},{1.3,8.70667},{1.35,7.49615},{1.4,6.33334},{
1.45,5.3211},{1.5,4.42812},{1.55,3.47054},{1.6,2.48265},{1.65,1.64384},{1.7,0.91633
},{1.75,0.1456},{1.8,-0.71558},{1.85,-1.56085},{1.9,-2.41179},{1.95,-3.33737},{2,-
4.29842},{2.05,-5.22768},{2.1,-6.18128},{2.15,-7.3267},{2.2,-8.55163},{2.25,-
9.71791},{2.3,-10.8141},{2.35,-11.889},{2.4,-12.935},{2.45,-13.755},{2.5,-
14.2941},{2.55,-14.5426},{2.6,-14.481},{2.65,-14.0362},{2.7,-13.2834},{2.75,-
12.2503},{2.8,-11.074},{2.85,-9.77953},{2.9,-8.52131},{2.95,-7.43801},{3,-
6.46055},{3.05,-5.52186},{3.1,-4.6587},{3.15,-3.98436},{3.2,-3.45613},{3.25,-
2.93485},{3.3,-2.47137},{3.35,-2.1424},{3.4,-1.89056},{3.45,-1.59713},{3.5,-
1.32282},{3.55,-1.1643},{3.6,-1.06541},{3.65,-0.89745},{3.7,-0.7285},{3.75,-
0.64849},{3.8,-0.61718},{3.85,-0.50836}} 
 
 fig=ListPlot[data,PlotRange→{-20,20}] 
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 mu0=4*Pi*10^(-7) 

 
π

2500000  
 z=3.76*10^(-1) 
 0.376 
 x0p=.93 
 0.93 
 x0m=2.56 
 2.56 
 d=1.5*10^(-4) 
 0.00015 
 fn=NonlinearFit[data,mu0*M*d/(2*Pi)*z*(1/((x-x0p)^2+z^2)-
1/((x-x0m)^2+z^2)),x,{M}] 
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 2.3077895343875103`/mu0/d*(2*Pi)/z*10^(-6)/1000 
 204.591 
 
 fg2=Plot[fn,{x,-
2,7},Frame→True,AxesLabel→TraditionalForm/@{x,Bz},TextStyle
->{FontFamily→"Times",FontSize→14}] 
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This is SmCo5 thin film sample, which is discussed in Chapter 5, Sec. 5.3.1, and the 

sample is shown in Figure 5.8.  The value of Min here is 204.6 emu/cc. 

 

D.2  For out-of-plane magnetization case 
 

<<Statistics`NonlinearFit` 
 
data=ReadList["cfoout-5mm.txt",Number,RecordLists→True] 
 
{{0.05,3.284},{0.1,3.794},{0.15,4.212},{0.2,4.677},{0.25,5.4
47},{0.3,6.433},{0.35,7.485},{0.4,8.567},{0.45,9.813},{0.5,1
1.214},{0.55,12.745},{0.6,14.555},{0.65,16.632},{0.7,18.211}
,{0.75,17.979},{0.8,13.445},{0.85,-0.875},{0.9,-
22.703},{0.95,-35.297},{1,-36.659},{1.05,-34.423},{1.1,-
31.337},{1.15,-28.131},{1.2,-25.9},{1.25,-24.301},{1.3,-
23.142},{1.35,-22.437},{1.4,-21.737},{1.45,-20.877},{1.5,-
19.969},{1.55,-19.25},{1.6,-18.742},{1.65,-18.197},{1.7,-
17.767},{1.75,-17.41},{1.8,-17.043},{1.85,-16.56},{1.9,-
16.072},{1.95,-15.681},{2,-15.328},{2.05,-14.85},{2.1,-
14.304},{2.15,-13.894},{2.2,-13.72},{2.25,-13.638},{2.3,-
13.594},{2.35,-13.508},{2.4,-13.266},{2.45,-13.025},{2.5,-
13.039},{2.55,-13.198},{2.6,-13.281},{2.65,-13.256},{2.7,-
13.237},{2.75,-13.208},{2.8,-13.102},{2.85,-12.986},{2.9,-
12.986},{2.95,-13.044},{3,-13.054},{3.05,-12.996},{3.1,-
12.909},{3.15,-12.822},{3.2,-12.658},{3.25,-12.542},{3.3,-
12.672},{3.35,-12.875},{3.4,-12.909},{3.45,-12.798},{3.5,-
12.73},{3.55,-12.788},{3.6,-12.812},{3.65,-12.633},{3.7,-
12.387},{3.75,-12.344},{3.8,-12.334},{3.85,-12.3},{3.9,-
12.416},{3.95,-12.6},{4,-12.508},{4.05,-12.218},{4.1,-
12.344},{4.15,-12.909},{4.2,-13.227},{4.25,-13.31},{4.3,-
13.503},{4.35,-13.788},{4.4,-13.908},{4.45,-13.754},{4.5,-
13.348},{4.55,-12.928},{4.6,-12.653},{4.65,-12.571},{4.7,-
13.034},{4.75,-13.826},{4.8,-14.372},{4.85,-14.589},{4.9,-
14.594},{4.95,-14.473},{5,-14.435},{5.05,-14.787},{5.1,-
15.41},{5.15,-16.009},{5.2,-16.482},{5.25,-16.849},{5.3,-
17.265},{5.35,-17.772},{5.4,-18.279},{5.45,-18.883},{5.5,-
19.631},{5.55,-20.5},{5.6,-21.384},{5.65,-22.311},{5.7,-
23.441},{5.75,-25.17},{5.8,-27.358},{5.85,-29.604},{5.9,-
32.115},{5.95,-34.708},{6,-36.113},{6.05,-32.617},{6.1,-
19.467},{6.15,1.854},{6.2,19.337},{6.25,25.977},{6.3,25.784}
,{6.35,23.152},{6.4,20.215},{6.45,17.506},{6.5,15.096},{6.55
,12.918},{6.6,11.02},{6.65,9.446},{6.7,8.07},{6.75,6.911},{6
.8,5.983},{6.85,5.201},{6.9,4.417},{6.95,3.665},{7,3.139},{7
.05,2.716},{7.1,2.249},{7.15,1.754},{7.2,1.416},{7.25,1.159}
,{7.3,0.844},{7.35,0.496},{7.4,0.269}} 
 fig=ListPlot[data] 
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mu0=4*Pi*10^(-7) 

 

π

2500000  
 z=1.5*10^(-1) 
 0.15 
 x0p=.82 
 0.82 
 x0m=6.15 
 6.15 
 y0p=5.3 
 5.3 
 y0m=0 
 0 
 y=2.65 
 2.65 
 d=3*10^(-4) 

 

3
10000  

 Bz1[x_,y_,z_]=(M*mu0*d/(4*Pi))*(x-x0m)*((y-y0p)/(((x-
x0m)^2+z^2)*((x-x0m)^2+z^2+(y-y0p)^2)^(1/2))-(y-y0m)/(((x-
x0m)^2+z^2)*((x-x0m)^2+z^2+(y-y0m)^2)^(1/2))) 

 

−
1.59×10−10 MH−6.15+ xL

H0.0225+H−6.15+ xL2L è!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!7.045+ H−6.15+ xL2  
 Bz3[x_,y_,z_]=((M*(-1)*mu0*d/(4*Pi))*(x-x0p))*(((y-
y0m)/(((x-x0p)^2+z^2)*((x-x0p)^2+z^2+(y-y0m)^2)^(1/2))-(y-
y0p)/(((x-x0p)^2+z^2)*((x-x0p)^2+z^2+(y-y0p)^2)^(1/2)))) 
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−
1.59×10−10 MH−0.82+ xL

H0.0225 +H−0.82+ xL2L è!!!!! !! !! !! !! !! !! !! !! !! !! !! !! !! !! !! !!7.045+ H−0.82+ xL2  
 Bz2[x_,y_,z_]=((M*(-1)*mu0*d/(4*Pi))*(y-y0p))*(((x-
x0p)/(((y-y0p)^2+z^2)*((y-y0p)^2+z^2+(x-x0p)^2)^(1/2))-(x-
x0m)/(((y-y0p)^2+z^2)*((y-y0p)^2+z^2+(x-x0m)^2)^(1/2)))) 
 

 

7.95×10−11M
i

k
jjjj−

0.141945H−6.15+xL
è!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!! !!!!!!!!!! !!!!7.045+ H−6.15+ xL2

+
0.141945H−0.82+ xL
è!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!7.045+ H−0.82+ xL2

y

{
zzzz
 

 Bz4[x_,y_,z_]=(M*mu0*d/(4*Pi))*(y-y0m)*((x-x0m)/(((y-
y0m)^2+z^2)*((y-y0m)^2+z^2+(x-x0m)^2)^(1/2))-(x-x0p)/(((y-
y0m)^2+z^2)*((y-y0m)^2+z^2+(x-x0p)^2)^(1/2))) 

 

7.95×10−11M
i

k
jjjj
0.141945H−6.15+ xL
è!!!!!!!! !! !!!!!! !!!!!!!! !!!!!! !! !!!!!7.045+ H−6.15+ xL2

−
0.141945H−0.82+ xL
è!!!!!! !!!!!! !!!!!! !! !!!!!! !! !!!!!! !!!7.045+ H−0.82+ xL2

y

{
zzzz
 

 fn=NonlinearFit[data,Bz1[x,y,z]+Bz2[x,y,z]-Bz3[x,y,z]-
Bz4[x,y,z],x,{M}] 
 

12.2096
i

k
jjjj
0.141945H−6.15+xL
è!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!7.045+H−6.15+xL2

−
0.141945H−0.82+xL
è!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!7.045+H−0.82+xL2

y

{
zzzz−12.2096

i

k
jjjj−

0.141945H−6.15+xL
è!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!7.045+H−6.15+xL2

+
0.141945H−0.82+xL
è!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!7.045+H−0.82+xL2

y

{
zzzz+

24.4193H−6.15+xL
H0.0225+H−6.15+xL2Lè!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!7.045+H−6.15+xL2

−
24.4193H−0.82+xL

H0.0225+H−0.82+xL2Lè!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!7.045+H−0.82+xL2  
 Mz=24.419298639646733` *4*Pi*10^-6/(d*mu0*1000)/y0p 
 153.58 
 
 fg2=Plot[fn,{x,0,7}, 
Frame→True,AxesLabel→TraditionalForm/@{x,Bz},TextStyle-
>{FontFamily→"Times",FontSize→14}] 
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 Show[fig,fg2,PlotRange→{-40,30}, 
Axes→{True,False},Frame→True,TextStyle-
>{FontFamily→"Times",FontSize→22}] 
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This is CoFe2O4 thin film sample, which is discussed in Chapter 5, Sec. 5.4.1, and the 

sample is shown in Figure 5.13.  The value of Mz here is 153.6 emu/cc. 
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Appendix E 
 
The kw dependence of Min when the scanning area varies  
 

 In Sec. 6.2.1 the range of optimal kw values was obtained as the distance z varied.  

In this analysis, the scanning area was large enough compared to the sample area.  The 

in-plane magnetization was insensitive to the kw values in the optimal range.  However, 

when the scanning area becomes smaller, it is understandable that the kw will be an 

important factor even if it is within the range. 

 To this end, I simulated a sample of 3 mm x 850 µm at a distance z = 150 µm and 

varies the scanning area from 3.35 mm x 3.35 mm to 5 mm x 5 mm as in Sec. 6.2.3.  I 

then used five kw values to check if there is any dependence of Min on kw as the scanning 

area changes.  It is important to do this because, as the magnetic field data is being cut off 

by insufficient scanning area, kw can not remain the same.  The results are presented in 

Figure E.1.  It turns out that as the scanning area approaches the dipole length 3 mm, it 

becomes more difficult to use higher kw values.  The reason for this is that the magnetic 

field still remains substantially finite at the edges of the scanning area and thus choosing 

a higher kw will generate a large noise due to the apparent discontinuities at the scanning 

edges.  Thus integrating such noisy signal may produce significant error in calculating 

Min.  On the other hand, for a smaller kw value, even though one can calculate Min with 

some error, the edge effect can still be seen as well.   

 Now as one can see in Figure E.1, the sample scanning length (in the x direction) 

must be at least 1.2 times larger than the sample length l, in order to calculate 

magnetization accurately with any kw within the region of optimal values (see Sec. 6.2.1).  
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Note, however, that when the distance z is larger than the sample size (w) one may need a 

much larger ratio of the scanning area to the sample area. 

Scanning area dependence of M in
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Figure E.1 The dependence of Min on the ratio of scanning length to the sample length for 
five kw values. 
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